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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Heavy Flavour Production 
Results from UA1 
( p p a t y/s = 630 GeV) 1 
I. ten Have 
1.1 Abstract 
The UAl lepton samples are studied in terms of QCD heavy flavour production. 
Using the full O(aJ) QCD calculations the bottom cross-section is derived: a(bb) 
= 10.2 ± 3.3 μο. Considering the large errors this is in good agreement with the 
theoretical value: (т(ЬБ)= 12 Í J μΚ 
The isolated muon and isolated electron samples are used for the top quark search. 
The two samples together yield a top mass limit: mj > 44 GeV/c2 at 95 % C.L.. Also 
a limit is derived on the mass of the b', a fourth generation down-like quark: ІЩІ > 
32 GeV/c2 at 95 % C.L.. 
The possibilities of top searches at the SppS collider with ACOL and at the Teva-
tron collider are also discussed. 
1.2 Introduction 
Understanding the QCD production of heavy flavour quarks is of both experimental 
and theoretical interest. Reliable predictions for the production of known heavy 
flavours, like bottom and charm, are very important. Once the production of known 
heavy flavours is well-understood, it is possible to search for new heavy objects, such 
as a new heavy quark. 
'Contribution to the 5'* INFN ELOISATRON Project Workshop on: "Heavy Flavours: Statue 
and Perspectives', Erice, Italy, June 1-17 1988 
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On the theoretical side important progress has been made recently. P. Nason, 
S. Dawson and R. K. Ellis [1] have calculated the cross-sections for QCD heavy 
flavour production processes up to 0 ( α , ) 2 . These calculations include the radiative 
corrections to the 0 ( a 4 2 ) diagrams and are, therefore, free of divergencies. The un­
certainties on the full O(a^) calculation were studied by Altarelli, Diemoz, Martinelli 
and Nason[2]. The four main sources of uncertainty are the choice of: 
• the scale parameter A 
• the parton structure functions 
• the mass of the heavy quarks ( 4.5 GeV/c2 < m t < 5 GeV/c2 and 1.2 GeV/c2 
< m
e
 < 1.5 GeV/c2) 
• the renormalization scale 
Based on data from deep inelastic scattering and measurements of R
e
+
e
- Altarelli 
et al. determined A to be: A = 170 ± 80 MeV. They use the DFLM structure 
functions[3]. This set of structure functions incorporates two important features. 
Firstly the gluon content falls with l / ( x ) 1 + i instead of 1/x, where χ is defined as the 
fraction of the (anti-)proton momentum carried by the gluon. This is in accordance 
with recent measurements showing a softer gluon content than was suggested by 
earlier measurements. Secondly the structure functions include a correlation between 
the gluon density and A. 
Figure 1.1 taken from the paper by Nason et al. shows the ratio of the full O ( a ' ) 
and the 0 ( a 2 ) cross-section as a function of the quark mass for y/s = 0.63 TeV. For 
the calculation the Eichten et al. structure functions (set I) has been used. The scale 
μ has been fixed to the mass of the heavy quark, μ = m, for the 0 ( a 2 ) calculation. 
For the higher order cross-section four different μ-scales have been used. 
The calculations for the complete Ο (α J) processes break down when m/i/s <§; 1 
(see figure 1.1). At the SppS collider, у/в = 0.63 TeV, the bottom quark lies near the 
limit beyond which the predictive power of the calculations becomes doubtful. 
Altarelli et al. show the cross-section at the SppS collider [y/s= 0.63 TeV) for 
QCD heavy flavour production as a function of the heavy quark mass (see figure 1.2). 
The figure also includes predictions for the heavy quark production cross-section at 
the Tevatron, both for у/в = 1.8 TeV and for у/в = 2.0 TeV. The bands shown are 
due to the uncertainties mentioned above (with exception of the quark mass). 
The UA1 experiment studies heavy flavour production at the CERN SppS-collider, 
which can be considered a heavy flavour factory. For an integrated luminosity of 
ƒ Ldt = 1 p b _ 1 , IO8 ce and 107 bb events are produced. The cross-section for open 
bb production is approximately 10* nb. For production of the bb bound state at 
the T( l s ) resonance the cross-section is 1 nb. This can be compared to e.g. the 
production of ЬБ at LEP100 (y/s = 90 GeV) through the Ζ0: σ(Ζ° -» bb) S 4 nb. 
The first part of this paper describes the study of charm and bottom production 
in the UA1 single muon and dimuon data (section 1.4). Information of the available 
lepton samples is combined to measure the inclusive bottom cross-section (section 
aThe heavy flavour production proceseee are divided in orden of the atrong coupling constant a,. 
Every vertex in the Feynman diagram adds one powers of a,. 
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Figure 1.1: The croes-section ratio of the full O(aJ) and the O(aJ) calculation, μ=ιη 
at y/s = 0.63 TeV[l]. 
Figure 1.2: Full Ο (α J) cross-section as a function of the quark mass for heavy quark 
production at y/s = 0.63, 1.8 and 2.0 TeV. The uncertainties on the calculation are 
shown as bands [21. 
Figure 1.3: Lowest order diagrams in the IS A JET Monte Carlo. The figure shows 
gluon fusion, gluon splitting and flavour excitation respectively. 
1.5). The result is derived using a recent full O(aJ) calculation presented by Nason 
[4]. Searches for the production of new heavy flavour quarks is presented in the third 
part of this paper. Mass limits are derived for both the top quark, and for a new 
fourth generation down-like (b') quark (section 1.6). Finally in the last part of this 
paper an outlook for the future is presented (section 1.7). 
Heavy flavour quarks are copious sources of high ρτ- leptons. The leptons provide 
a clear signature for a heavy flavour production process. The heavy flavour studies 
presented in this paper were all carried out using the semi-leptonic decay channels 
of the heavy quarks. Extensive use has been made of the muon channel as muons 
can be detected down to low pj,. Moreover the muon isolation is well measurable 
as it is based on information from both the tracking chamber and the calorimeters 
(independent of the muon chambers). 
At the time the heavy flavour studies in UA1 started, the complete 0(a*) cal­
culation mentioned above was not available yet. The UA1 studies are based on the 
then available approximations. The Monte Carlo simulations used will be discussed 
in the next section. 
1.3 Monte Carlo Studies 
For the heavy flavour studies in UA1 two Monte Carlo packages have been used: 
ISAJET [5] and EURO JET [6]. The ISAJET Monte Carlo includes the basic pro­
cesses: gluon fusion, gluon splitting and flavour excitation (see figure 1.3). Higher 
orders are incorporated using the parton evolution model [7]. The EURO JET Monte 
Carlo has a strict separation between О (a]) and O(a^) production processes. The 
calculations are based on the O(a^) and O(a') matrix elements. For the O(a^) pro­
cesses only gluon splitting and gluon bremsstrahlung are incorporated. The diagrams 
included in EUROJET are shown in chapter 6 figures 1, 2. 
ISAJET and EUROJET use different Q2-scales. ISAJET has a Q2 definition 
based on the Mandelstam parameters of the partonic 2 —» 2 subprocess: 
Q2 2atu 
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while EUROJET uses the Q2-scale favoured by the UA1 jet data[8]: 
Q 2 = p2T + ml 
Both Monte Carlo's use the Eichten et al. structure functions, set Ι (Λ=0.2)[9] as a 
standard set. The fragmentation is described by the Peterson fragmentation function 
[10]. The input parameters to this fragmentation function, е
я
 for charm and bottom 
were determined by tuning < z4 > to the e
+
e
-
 data. Where zq is defined as: 
The epsilon-parameter for the top quark, €t has been calculated from ct using the 
mass ratio: 
« = ( ^ ) 2 «ι 
1.4 Heavy Flavour Studies in the Muon Samples 
For the study of heavy flavour (b, c) production and the measurement of the bottom 
cross-section [11] four lepton samples3 have been used: 
• high mass dimuons [13] (also used to study B'-B" mixing [14].) 
ƒ Ldt = 692 nb - 1 
cuts: p£· > 3 GeV/c (i=l, 2), MMM > 6 GeV/c2 
total number of events: 512 
• low mass dimuons [15] 
ƒ Ldt = 556 nb-1 
cuts: р£' > 3 GeV/c (i=l, 2), 2mM < Μ μ μ < 6 GeV/c2 
total number of events: 304 
• J/Φ sample [16] 
ƒ Ldt = 556 nb"1 
cuts: p^1 > 3 GeV/c, pÇ? > 0.75 GeV/c, pÇ." > 4 GeV/c 
total number of events: 293 
• single muon sample [17] 
ƒ Ldt = 556 nb - 1 
cuts: Py > 6 GeV/c 
total number of events: 20,000 
QCD heavy flavour production, pp —» QQ (Q = c, b), yields a different event 
topology in these four samples. Generally one expects that the high mass dimuon 
events have two jets, more or less back-to-back, each jet containing a muon. Low 
mass dimuons also contain two jets roughly back-to-back. One of the jets contains 
the μ+μ~ pair. The J/Φ sample is interesting because of b-production through pp 
'In total UA1 ha« five lepton eamplee. The fifth «ample, the single isolated electron[12] sample 
will be used in the section 1.6 for the top search. 
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Figure 1.4: Dimuon isolation for high mass, unlike sign dimuons (1.4a) and for high 
mass, like sign dimuons (1.4b) 
—» b + X —• J/Φ + X'. This yields only one jet and on the opposite side a μ+/χ-
pair surrounded by some hadronic activity. In the single muon sample the event 
consists of two jets, only one of which contains a muon. The other quark has decayed 
hadronically. 
1.4.1 D i m u o n Isolat ion 
Besides the QCD process pp —» QQ (Q=c, b) X —• /ι+ μ~ X', there are other sources 
of dimuons, like Drell-Yan, J/Φ or Τ production. These processes in general yield 
more isolated muons. 
To enhance the contribution of QCD heavy flavour production in the dimuon 
samples, non-isolated events were selected using the dimuon isolation parameter S: 
S = (Σ Δ Η=Ο.7 ΕΓ(//ι))2 + (ΣΔ*=ο.7 Е т Ы ) 2 , 
where Σ Er (μ,-) is the sum of the transverse energy in the calorimeter around the 
muon μ,. The transverse energy is summed in a cone AR = 0.7 in pseudorapidity-
azimuthal angle space R: 
Δ R = VK' - ЧУ + W1 - ΦΥ-
The isolation distribution for the unlike sign and the like sign dimuons from the high 
mass dimuon sample is shown in figure 1.4.a and 1.4.b respectively. 
Below S < 9 GeV2 the spectrum for unlike sign dimuons clearly is more peaked 
than that for the like sign sample. Drell-Yan and Τ production only yield unlike 
sign dimuons, and these are expected to be isolated. The enhancement of events in 
the unlike sign dimuons at S < 9 GeV2 is, therefore, interpreted as due to Drell-Yan 
and Τ production. In the following dimuon events with S < 9 GeV2 are considered 
isolated and events with S > 9 GeV2 non-isolated. 
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Figure 1.5: Dimuon mass spectrum for high mass, unlike sign, isolated dimuons. 
Contributions from decay background, Drell-Yan, Τ and heavy flavour processes are 
shown. 
1.4.2 High Mass Dimuons 
The high mass (Μμμ > 6 GeV/c2) dimuon sample has been split into isolated and 
non-isolated events. QCD heavy quark production is expected to mainly contribute 
to the non-isolated dimuons. The cc and bb production will be studied in this sample. 
The isolated sample is used as a control sample to check that the background to QCD 
heavy flavour production is well understood. 
Figure 1.5 shows the dimuon mass spectrum for high mass, unlike sign, isolated 
dimuons. The contribution from π/Κ decay background (background to prompt 
muons) is calculated and kept fixed. Based on the different shapes of the dimuon 
mass distributions the contributions from QCD heavy flavour production (cc, bb), 
Drell-Yan and Τ production are fitted to the data together with the fixed back­
ground fraction. In figure 1.5 the various contributions are shown cumulatively. The 
total Monte Carlo spectrum is shown as a full line, the data are represented by the 
histogram. The contributions from these four sources describe the data well. 
For the Τ production the assumption was made that the decay of Τ : Τ ' : Τ " —• 
μ+μ- occurs in the ratio 1 : 0.3 : 0.15. For the cross-section ISAJET gives: 
<T( pp -» Τ , Τ ' , Τ " -» μ+μ') = 0.98 ± 0.21 ± 0.19 nb ч 
This result can be compared to low energy data and to the prediction of Barger and 
Martin [18](see figure 1.6). The agreement with the low energy data and theory is 
found to be good. 
The high mass, non-isolated dimuon events will now be used to study QCD heavy 
flavour production. A separation between charm and bottom production has been 
performed. This statistical separation is based on the so-called рт relative, defined as 
the transverse momentum of the muon with respect to the axis of the accompanying 
jet. The mass of the bottom quark is higher than the mass of the charm quark. As 
'The first error u etatietical, the second one eyetematic 
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of the measured cross-section σ(ρρ —• Τ + X) to low energy 
data and the gluon fusion model of Barger and Martin 
a result, a muon originating from a bottom quark will have a higher pr relative than 
a muon from a charm quark. The charm/bottom separation has been carried out in 
both the unlike sign events (figure 1.7a) and in the like sign events (figure 1.7b). The 
curves are the result of a fit of the cc and bb components. The contribution from 
π/Κ-decay is kept fixed. This fit yields that the unlike sign dimuons consist of 66 ± 
10 % bb, 12 ± 9 % cC and 22 ± 5 % originating from other, background sources . The 
like sign dimuons are found to contain 61 ± 12 % bb and as expected no contribution 
from charm. Combining the two results yields: 
The high bottom content in this dimuon sample is due to the harder bottom frag­
mentation. Also a bottom quark has a larger mass than a charm quark. Therefore, 
a bottom quark can produce, more easily than a charm quark, a high pr lepton. 
Both muons are required to have a pij. > 3 GeV/c. Moreover muon pairs, where 
both muons stem from the same decay branch are suppressed by requiring: MMM > 6 
GeV/c2. 
1.4.3 Low Mass Dimuons 
The low mass dimuons (Μμμ < 6 GeV/c2) have also been divided into isolated and 
non-isolated events. The non-isolated dimuons are used to study QCD heavy flavour 
production. The isolated dimuons form a control sample in which the background 
to the heavy flavour production is studied. Both samples are restricted to the unlike 
sign dimuons. 
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Figure 1.7: The p r relative distributions of the high mass, non-isolated, dimuon 
sample, for unlike sign events (1.7a) and for like sign events (1.7b). The curves are 
the result of a fit of the ce and bb components with a fixed background fraction 
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Figure 1.8: Dimuon mass distribution for the low mass, non-isolated events (1.8a) 
and the low mass, isolated events (1.8b) 
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Figure 1.9: Dimuon mass distribution of the special J/Φ selection 
In figure 1.8 the dimuon mass spectra for the low mass, unlike sign dimuons are 
shown both for the non-isolated events (1.8a) and for the isolated events (1.8b). The 
contribution from τ/Κ decay background (fixed) together with the fitted contribu­
tions from QCD heavy flavour production and Drell-Yan are shown cumulatively in 
the different curves. The full line that represents all possible processes also includes 
contributions from light mesons, like ρ,η, ω and φ (2m,, < Μ μ + μ - < 2 GeV/c2) and 
from J/Φ (2 GeV/c2 < Μμ+Μ- < 4 GeV/c2). Both the isolated and the non-isolated 
events show a clear J/Φ peak. The J/Φ and its production mechanisms will be stud­
ied in the next section. The contribution from bb to the non-isolated sample will be 
used later on to determine the total ЬБ cross-section. 
1.4.4 The J/Φ Sample 
The dimuon mass spectrum for the J/Φ sample is shown in figure 1.9. Fitting a 
gaussian through this distribution yields a mass for the J/Φ: Mj/¡¡ = 3.110 ± 0.011 
GeV/c2. This should be compared to the world average: M//ç = 3.097 GeV/c2. The 
width of the J/Φ peak is mainly determined by the resolution of the UAl central 
tracking chamber. 
Two production mechanisms for the J/Φ production have been studied. The first 
is the direct production through gluon fusion of a cc bound state, χ, which decays 
into a J/Φ: 
PP -» X + X 
I—^/Φ + 7 
The second mechanism is production of a J/Φ via a B-hadron: 
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Figure 1.10: J/Φ transverse momentum distribution for the two production mecha­
nisms compared to the UAl data spectrum 
PP -* Bhadron + X 
I — * J / * + X' 
The branching ratio B(Bhedron —» J/Φ) is taken to be 1.1 %. 
The J/Φ 'β produced through these two mechanism exhibit a different behaviour in 
transverse momentum of the J/Φ (see figure 1.10). A curve fit of the two distributions 
to the data yields: 
σ . B(pp — χ + X — J/Φ + X') = 5.7 ± 0.8 ± 1 3 nb 
σ. B(pp -+ B h l l d r o n + X -+ J/Φ + X') = 1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0 9 nb 
( p ^ * > 5 GeV/c, | y | < 2) 
1.4.5 The Single Muon Sample 
The inclusive muon pr distribution for the single muon data is shown in figure 1.11. 
The data are presented after subtraction of the background from pion and kaon 
decays. At low ρτ this decay background is quite large. About 60 % or more of 
the muons at pÇ. ^ 6 GeV/c stem from pion or kaon decay. The decay background 
decreases to approximately 20 % at pÇ. — 20 GeV/c. The Pj. band selected to study 
heavy flavour production should not extend to low p£. The solid line in figure 1.11 
shows the Monte Carlo prediction for muons from all possible sources: QCD heavy 
flavour production, Drell-Yan, T, J/Φ, W*, Z0. The Monte Carlo predictions have 
been normalized to the data, where available. The contribution of muons from W-
decay is shown separately (dash-dot-dot curve). At high pr muons from W-decay 
become dominant. The band chosen to study QCD heavy flavour production should, 
therefore, also avoid the high pr region. The band is fixed to 10 < pj. < 15 GeV/c. 
Again the pj- relative method is used to evaluate the cc and bb contributions. In 
the chosen ρτ range the fraction of bb is: 
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1.5 Determinat ion of the Inclusive B o t t o m Cross-section 
In this paragraph the pp —» bb production cross-section will be evaluated. In the 
single muon sample bottom production is studied in three different pj. bands: 10 < 
pÇ. < 15 GeV/c, 15 < ρ£ < 20 GeV/c and 20 < p£ < 25 GeV/c. The pr distribution of 
the muon's parent bottom quark obtained from the ISAJET Monte Carlo is different 
for each of the available muon selections (see figure 1.12a-d). A pr cut is made on the 
bottom quark so that ρχ > ρψ1" includes 90 % of the muon events in the selection. 
In the figures this cut-off, ρψ"1, is indicated by an arrow. The cross-sections σ(ρρ —» 
b or b, pj. > ρψη, |y| < 1.5) as given by ISAJET are indicated in table 1.1. 
The measured cross-sections can now be compared to theory. Figure 1.13 shows 
the cross-sections as a function of ρψ"1 for both the data and for the O(a^) QCD 
calculation by N aeon [4] 5. Predictions using the ISAJET all orders calculation and 
the EUROJET O(aJ) + O(aJ) calculation are also shown. 
The calculation of Nason only gives a reliable prediction of the cross-section up to 
ρψ
η
 2ί 16 GeV/c. At high pr values the bottom quark starts to behave like a light 
quark and starts to radiate gluons. This multi-gluon radiation is not included in the 
model used by Nason. 
Figure 1.13 shows that the Nason O(a^) prediction on one hand and the ISAJET 
and EUROJET predictions on the other hand yield different shapes. ISAJET and 
EUROJET show a very similar behaviour, that mainly differs in absolute normaliza­
tion. 
'When the calculations of Nason are concerned O(aJ) means 0(a?) + O(aJ) 
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Figure 1.12: The pr distribution of the parent bottom quark in the four muon samples 
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Figure 1.13: The inclusive bottom cross-section in pp collisions at \fs = 630 GeV for 
Pr > PT" 1 and | y* | < 1.5 as a function of ρψ"1. The six data points derived from 
the four muon samples are shown. In the figure also the theoretical predictions of 
Nason up to O(oj) and O(aJ) are plotted. The ISAJET and EUROJET predictions 
are included too. 
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table 1.1: 
Summary of cross-sections 
Sample 
pp - b -» J/Φ -» μ + μ" 
pp —» bb —• μ μ [high mass] 
pp —» bb —• μ + μ~ [low mass] 
pp — b -• μ [10 GeV/c < p£ < 15 GeV/c] 
pp — b -» μ [15 GeV/c < pj < 20 GeV/c] 
pp _ b - . μ [20 GeV/c < pf < 25 GeV/c] 
P ? i n 
(GeV/c) 
6 
6.5 
10 
15 
23 
32 
σ(ρρ -• b) + σ(ρρ -» b) 
PT > P? i n , | У | < 1.5 
(Mb) 
4.5 (± 72 %) 
2.4 (± 55 %) 
0.83 (± 48 %) 
0.42 (± 45 %) 
0.076 (± 46 %) 
0.023 (± 48 %) 
The data point measured in the high mass dimuon sample is excluded from this 
study as it does not represent a truly inclusive measurement. One muon comes from 
the bottom quark the other from the antibottom quark. As none of the theoretical 
models includes quark-quark correlations, the high mass point cannot be taken into 
account. The two points above p™" = 15 GeV/c are not used in the curve fit because 
here the O(a') QCD calculation is unreliable. 
Preserving the shape of the O(aJ) calculation by Nason the bottom cross-section 
σ ( ρ ρ —• b or b) is determined by a fit to the measured partial cross-sections. Inte­
grating down to ρψ"1 = 0 yields an inclusive bottom cross-section: 
<r(pp -> b or b + X, | y» | < 1.5) = 14.7 ± 4.7 μЬ 
Going to the bb pair production cross-section and extrapolating over all rapidity 
values yields: 
ff(bb) = 10.2 ± 3.3 μb 
This should be compared to the theoretical value derived by Altarelli et al. [2]: 
<т(ЪЬ) = 12 tl μb (m» = 5 GeV/c2) 
Considering the large errors the agreement with theory is very good. 
Figure 1.14 shows the differential bottom cross-section on a double ln-scale. Note 
that along the x-axis 1η((ρ?'η)2 + mj) is plotted, so that ρψίη = 0 lies at 3.22 as 
indicated in the figure. Besides the prediction of Nason also a simple parametrization, 
da/dpT = A . (pj. + т 2 ) - " is fitted to the data points shown. The best fit yields: 
A = 1.1 x ΙΟ4 μ^ΟβΥ2 and η = 2.79 ± 0.64. The mass of the b-quark is fixed to 5 
GeV/c2. Extrapolation of the fitted curve integrated down to ρψίη = 0 gives: 
σ(ρρ - b or Б + X, | у» | < 1.5) = 19.5 t1™ μb 
This simple parametrization gives a remarkably good fit to the data. 
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Figure 1.14: Fit to the measured bottom cross-sections. Besides a fit made using 
the QCD O(a^) prediction by Nason(daehed line) also a simple parametrization (full 
line) is fitted to the data points shown: άσ/άρτ = A (pj. + m ^ ) - " , where A = 1.1 χ 
IO4 ííb/GeV2 and η - 2.79 ± 0.64. The bottom mass is fixed to 5 GeV/c2. 
1.6 T h e search for a N e w Heavy Flavour Quark 
We have studied the production of known heavy quarks (charm and bottom) using 
our muon data. Our level of understanding of the sources of muon-jet events, which 
include heavy flavour decays, W*, Z", Drell-Yan, J/Φ and Τ production allows us to 
search for other heavy quarks. 
1.6.1 The Top Search 
In the top search two production mechanism are considered: 
pp —> 11 
1
 • o : 
-Г P b 
- one or more jets 
pp -> W+ + X 
•t + Б 
•jet 
-1+ і>Ъ I — z/ 
According to existing limits from PETRA and TRISTAN, the top quark is heavy. 
Therefore, the decay lepton will have a high рт relative. In other words, the lepton 
will be well separated from the accompanying jet and will be isolated. Due to the 
extremely hard top fragmentation and the high top mass the lepton will be produced 
at high pr- A top decay will in general also result in a measurable transverse energy 
(a high рт neutrino) and one or more jets. 
The following processes can fake the top signature: 
16 
lo'l 1 1 1 г 
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Figure 1.15: The inclusive muon transverse momentum spectrum, dtr/dp .^, as a func­
tion of pj.. The data after subtraction of the decay background are compared to 
Monte Carlo predictions, which include: ЬБ, cc, W*, Ζ", Drell-Yan, J/Φ and T. The 
predicted contributions from top are shown for three top masses, mi = 25, 40 and 50 
GeV/c2 
pp -» b Б g 
1 L—jet 
1
—•jet 
1 — 1 - i>c 
pp -• W+ + jets 
I—*1+ j/ 
pp —» 1+ 1 + jets 
(Drell-Yan, T, J/Φ) 
The lepton pair produced in Drell-Yan, Τ or J/Φ is, of course, only background to 
the top signature if one of the leptons remains undetected. 
1.6.2 Top Search in the Muon Channel 
The inclusive muon pr spectrum for the single muon data after background subtrac­
tion is shown again in figure 1.15 together with the Monte Carlo predictions from all 
known sources. The expected contribution from top is plotted for three top masses, 
mt = 25, 40 and 50 GeV/c2. As can be seen there is little space for a top contribution 
in this data sample. 
However, the inclusive muon pr spectrum provides only a crude way to search for 
a top signal. More precise methods have been developed using the expected event 
topology for top. 
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Figure 1.16: The muon isolation parameter I for three sets of cuts: 
a) pÇ, > 10 GeV/c, E^'1 > 12 GeV, Μ
Γ
(μι>) < 40 GeV/c2 and no jet 2 requirement. 
b) pÇ. > 12 GeV/c, E^'1 > 15 GeV, Μτ(μΐ') < 40 GeV/c2 and no jet 2 requirement. 
c) pÇ. > 12 GeV/c, E ^ 1 > 15 GeV, Μτίμι/) < 40 GeV/c2 and E £ t 2 > 7 GeV. 
The black points with error bars are the UA1 data. The expected contributions from 
non-top processes are shown by the solid histogram. The hatched area represents the 
predicted contribution from a 30 GeV/c2 top. 
1.6.3 Muon Isolation 
As pointed out before, a top decay is expected to yield events containing an isolated 
muon. This is a crucial feature of the event topology. For the top search the muon 
isolation is measured using the parameter I: 
1= ((^f31)2 + № 2 ) 1 / 2 
where Σ E r is the sum of the transverse energy in the calorimeters. Σρρ is the sum of 
the transverse momenta measured in the UA1 tracking chamber. Both ΣΕρ and Σ ρ τ 
are summed in a cone of ΔΚ=0.7 around the muon. The I-parameter weights the Σ Ε ? 
and the Σ ρ τ to correct for the fact that the tracking chamber detects only charged 
particles, whereas the calorimeters measure both charged and neutral particles. 
The isolation parameter has been studied under different sets of cuts (see figure 
1.16a, b,c). Figure 1.16a shows the I distribution when requiring a muon with pj. > 
10 GeV/c and at least one jet with E^' 1 > 12 GeV. Most of the W* -» μ ν events 
are removed from the sample by requiring the transverse mass of the muon-neutrino 
pair, Μ7·(μι/) < 40 GeV/c2. Note that no requirement is made for jet 2. 
In figure 1.16b the I distribution is shown for slightly harder cuts. The thresholds 
for the muon and jet 1 are raised to: p£ > 12 GeV/c and E ^ " > 15 GeV. The 
}Ατ{μν) cut remains at the same threshold. In the bin 0 < I < 2 a dear improvement 
of the signal-to-background ratio for a top signal is visible. 
The signal-to-background ratio can be improved further by requiring in addition 
a second jet: Ey > 7 GeV. The I distribution for this set of cuts is shown in figure 
18 
1.16c. 
Requiring the muon isolation to be I < 2 in the third set of cuts, the best signal-
to-background ratio has been obtained. Therefore these cuts will be used for the top 
search. 
1.6.4 T o p S e a r c h in t h e M u o n + T w o J e t s S a m p l e 
The muon + two jet sample contains 10 events with an isolated muon. First a study 
has been made of all the known non-top sources contributing to the selected data 
sample. The main background contribution stems from pp —» bbg. QCD ce and 
bb production yields 6.6 events. Adding the other background sources, ir/K decays, 
W*, Z", Drell-Yan, J/Φ and Τ production gives a total expected number of events 
of 11.4 (see table 1.2a). The data leave very little space for a top contribution. Using 
Poisson statistics the data are found to be compatible with at most 7 top events at 
95 % C.L.. Table 1.2b shows that e.g. a top of 40 GeV/c2 would already yield 9.6 
events. The isolated muon + one jet selection (second set of selection cuts) is used as 
a control sample. Also this data sample can only accommodate for a small number 
of top events. 
From the event rates alone one can put a limit on the top mass. However, using 
the shapes of the detailed kinematic properties of the events an even more stringent 
limit can be derived. Figure 1.17a-d show the distributions used in the muon channel. 
A combined likelihood fit of the various distributions is performed. A mass limit will 
be presented after combining the results from the muon and the electron channel. 
table 1.2a: 
Sources of isolated muon + jet events, 
with a muon p£ > 12 GeV/c 
Sample 
μ + 1 jet 
μ + > 2 jets 
Monte Carlo 
К/5Г 
Decays 
7.2 ± 1.7 
± 2 . 2 
2.3 ± 0.4 
± 0 . 7 
W / Z 
2.5 ± 0.5 
0.6 ± 0.2 
D.Y. 
J/Φ 
Τ 
7.3 ± 0.7 
± 3 . 6 
2.0 ± 0.4 
± 1.0 
ЬБ 
cc 
6.3 ± 0.6 
6.6 ± 0.7 
Total 
23.3 ± 2.0 
± 4.2 
11.4 ± 0.9 
± 1.2 
Data 
22 
10 
(The first error is statistical, the second one systematic.) 
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Figure 1.17: Distributions used in the likelihood fit in the muon channel: a) muon 
isolation I, b) missing transverse energy, c) E
r
 of the highest Er jet and d) angular 
distribution of the second highest ET jet 
table 1.2b: 
Expected top event rates for isolated muon + > 2 jets events 
with a muon pf > 12 GeV/c 
Sample 
tb 
tt 
Total 
Top mass (GeV/c2 
25 
2.5 ± 0.3 
21.8 ± 1.1 
24.3 ± 1.1 
30 
3.9 ± 0.6 
16.6 ± 0.9 
20.5 ± 1.1 
40 
3.6 ± 0.5 
6.0 ± 0.5 
9.6 ± 0.7 
50 
3.1 ± 0.5 
2.2 ± 0.3 
5.3 ± 0.6 
(The errors quoted are statistical only.) 
1.6.5 Top Search in the Electron Channel 
The top search in the electron channel is carried out in the sample of isolated electrons 
with EjJ > 15 GeV. The isolation requirement for electrons restricts the hadronic 
activity in a cone ΔΚ=0.7 around the electron to < 1/10 of the electron's ρχ (tracking 
chamber) and to < 1/10 of the Er (calorimeters). The pr and Er in a cone ΔΡ.=0.4 
20 
around the electron are limited to a maximum of 1 GeV. The W* —» e ν events are 
removed by the requirement Mr(ei>) < 45 GeV/c2. 
The electron has two background sources: 
• overlapping π * and тс" faking an electron 
• photon conversion into an electron-positron pair 
table 1.3a: 
Classification of electron + jet events, 
Щ. > 15 GeV, MT(e,i/) < 45 GeV/c2 
Sample 
e + 0 jet 
e + 1 jet 
e + > 2 jets 
e + > 1 jets 
Monte Carlo 
Overlap 
Conversions 
3.0 ± 0.2 
± 0 . 5 
5.5 ± 0.3 
± 1.0 
2.6 ± 0.3 
± 0 . 5 
8.1 ± 0.5 
± 1.5 
W / Z 
26.9 ± 2.0 
± 1.73 
5.3 ± 0.3 
± 0.34 
0.8 ± 0.2 
±0.06 
6.1 ± 0.4 
± 0.4 
D.Y. 
J/Φ 
Τ 
2.1 ± 0.4 
±0.72 
4.3 ± 0.5 
± 1.5 
1.1 ± 0.3 
±0.38 
5.4 ± 0.6 
± 1.9 
bb 
cc 
1.8 ± 0.4 
± 0 . 4 5 
1.6 ± 0.35 
± 0.4 
2.2 ± 0.45 
± 0 . 5 5 
3.8 ± 0.6 
± 0 . 9 5 
Total 
33.8 ± 2.1 
± 2 . 0 
16.7 ± 0.7 
± 1.9 
6.7 ± 0.6 
± 0 . 7 
23.4 ± 0.9 
± 2 . 7 
Data 
34 
19 
7 
26 
(The first error is statistical, the second one systematic.) 
The top search in the electron channel concentrates on the isolated electron + 
one or more jet sample. The background from overlaps and conversions has been cal­
culated. Adding the expected number of events with this topology from all non-top 
contributions (W*, Z0, Drell-Yan, J/Φ, T, bb and cc) yields a total of 23.4 events (see 
table 1.3a). The data contain 26 events. At most 12.7 top events (95 % C.L.) could 
be accommodated by the data. The comparison between Monte Carlo predictions 
and the data is also made for several other samples (see table 1.3a). Again there is 
little room for top. Table 1.3b shows that e.g. a top of 40 GeV/c2 would contribute 
13.4 events to the electron, > one jet sample. 
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Figure 1.18: Distributions used in the likelihood fit in the electron channel: a) missing 
transverse energy, b) number of jets in the event 
Also for the electron sample a mass limit can be based on event rates alone, but a 
more stringent limit can be derived using the shapes of the kinematic distributions. 
In the electron channel the shapes of the missing transverse energy spectrum and the 
distribution showing the number of jets in the event are used to make a combined 
likelihood fit. These distributions are shown in figure 1.18a, b. 
table 1.3b: 
Expected top event rates for isolated electron 
+ > 1 jet events, with an electron Ej, > 15 GeV 
Sample 
tb 
tt 
Total 
Top mass (GeV/c2 
25 
3.3 ± 0.3 
20.7 ± 0.9 
24.0 ± 0.9 
30 
5.2 ± 0.5 
14.1 ± 0.7 
19.4 ± 0.9 
40 
6.2 ± 0.6 
7.2 ± 0.5 
13.4 ± 0.8 
45 
6.3 ± 0.6 
3.2 ± 0.3 
9.5 ± 0.7 
50 
6.0 ± 0.6 
3.3 ± 0.3 
9.3 ± 0.7 
55 
6.4 ± 0.6 
2.0 ± 0.2 
8.4 ± 0.6 
(All the errors quoted are statistical only.) 
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Figure 1.19: Combined cross-section limits for the top quark production from muon 
and electron channel 
Ι.θ.θ Mass Limit from the Combined Electron and Muon Channel 
Using the kinematic distributions both from the muon and from the electron channel 
a limit on the allowed cross-section <r(tt-|-tb) is derived. Figure 1.19 shows the upper 
limit on a(t t+tb) as a function of the top mass. Both the 90 % C.L. and 95 % C.L. 
contours are given. The EUROJET Monte Carlo has been used to predict the tt 
cross-section up to O(a^). 
The intersection of the 95 % C.L. contour with the theoretical prediction <7(tt+tb) 
yields a limit on the top mass, τηχ > 56 GeV/c2. Note that at 95 % C.L. no limit 
can be given based on W* —• tb β alone. 
1.Θ.7 Uncertainties on the Top Mass Limit 
The uncertainties on the EUROJET cross-section are illustrated by figure 1.20. The 
95 % C.L. contour is now expressed in terms of K: 
K = 
ao(lowestonlerJ 
where σ is the actual cross-section. The lowest order cross-section, σ0, is the EU­
ROJET 0 ( Q 5 ) calculation using Eichten et al. structure functions, set I and the Q 2 
definition: Q 2 = pj. + mg. 
The current top mass limit is derived by the EUROJET calculation up to Ο (a ' ) 
shown by the curve marked EUROJET. The other curves shown are EUROJET ©(aj) 
predictions. First the set of structure functions used is varied. Using the Duke and 
Owens [19] set I structure functions the weakest top mass limit is derived. Changing 
in addition the Q2-scale to Q 2 = s gives an even more conservative limit. The Duke 
and Owens structure function together with Q2 = s yields as the most conservative 
mass limit, m< > 44 GeV/c2. 
*tb = tb or tb 
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Figure 1.20: Cross-section normalized to the Ο(α,) cross-section as given by EURO-
JET using Eichten et al. structure functions, set I and Q 2 = pj. + mg. The 95 % 
C.L. contour from the data is shown. The curve labelled EUROJET represents the 
O(aJ) + O(aJ) cross-section. The other curves are based on 0 ( a 2 ) calculations. The 
Q 2 scale is defined as Q 2 = pj. + m?. except in the lower Duke and Owens curve, 
where Q2 = β 
1.Θ.8 Search for a b' Quark 
The b' quark is a fourth generation, down-like quark (Qji = - 1/3). The partner of 
the b' is assumed to be very heavy. As a consequence the pp —• W + —> t' b' channel 
is not open. The b' is solely produced in the QCD process pp —» b' b'. 
The life time of the b' is assumed to be short, r = O(10~1 3 s). Thus the decay 
muons from a b' are prompt. 
Using the same analysis method as has been used for the top quark also a limit on 
the mass of the b' quark can be derived. Figure 1.21 shows the 90 % and 95 % C.L. 
upper limits together with the predicted cross-section σ(ρρ —» b' b' X) (EUROJET). 
The limit on the b' mass derived from figure 1.21 is: 
my > 44 GeV/c2. 
Error analysis (see section 1.6.7) yields as the most conservative limit: 
mj. > 32 GeV/c2. 
1.Θ.9 M a s s Limits based on the Full O(aJ) calculat ion 
Altarelli et al. [2] have used the complete O(a ') calculation by Nason et al. [I] to 
derive a limit for both the top and the b' mass from the UA1 measurements (see 
figure 1.22). They base their limit solely on QCD processes. Figure 1.22 shows the 
central curve of Altarelli et al. together with the band of uncertainties discussed 
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Figure 1.21: Cross-section limits from for the b' quark from combined muon and 
electron channel information 
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Figure 1.22: Comparison of the predicted cross-sections for heavy flavour production 
to the UAl tÏ and b'b' 95 % upper bounds. The uncertainties on the theoretical 
prediction are shown as a band [2] 
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Figure 1.23: The number of predicted events from top production processes as a 
function of the top mass for both 700 n b - 1 (present statistics) and for 10 p b _ 1 
(expected statistics at ACOL). The figure can be split into two mass regions: m» < 
mw and m* > mw- The important top production processes and their backgrounds 
in the two regions are discussed in the text. 
before. Using the 95 % C.L. contour from the combined muon and electron channel 
information for tt and b'b', they derive as the most conservative limits: 
mt > 41 GeV/c2 
m6. > 34 GeV/c
2 
Thus Altarelli et al. confirm the UAl limits. 
Despite the fact, that they base their limits on the higher cross-section of the full 
О(a^) calculation, the limit on the top mass Altarelli et al. derive is slightly weaker 
than the most conservative limits presented by UAl. The reason for this is, that 
Altarelli et al. have used the DFLM structure functions, which represent a softer 
gluon content in the (anti-)proton. As the main tt production mechanism is gg —» tt, 
finally the limit derived is weaker. 
1.7 Outlook for the Future 
In the future UAl will continue the top searches using the higher antiproton yield 
of ACOL. A study of the expected number of top events as a function of the top 
mass is shown in figure 1.23. The number of events is given both for the present 
statistics, 700 n b - 1 and for the expected integrated luminosity at ACOL, 10 p b _ 1 . 
The numbers given do not include any selection cuts. 
The distribution is split into two distinctly different regions, region I: mj < mw 
and region II: m, > гщ . 
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Figure 1.24: Event A 
The region m« < mjv has been extensively studied using the present statistics. 
Top will be produced through pp —• tt and pp —• W* —» tb. As shown in section 
three of this paper the background to the top signature in region I is well understood. 
To avoid the uncertainties on the tt QCD calculation, one would like to study top 
production in pp —» W* —» tb alone. A factor four in statistics is needed to do this. 
Mark that at the SppS collider for mi > 40 GeV/c2 the largest contribution comes 
from pp -» W* -» tb. 
In region II, m( > mw top is only produced in QCD tt production. As the top 
mass is higher than the W mass, the top can decay into a real W and a b quark. In 
this case top production can yield for example the following signature: 
pp — tt -» W- W+ X 
I I — 1 +
v 
I—•jet 1, jet 2 
The main background to this process comes from pp —• W* + 2 jets. 
The expected number of tt events that follow the above decay is small, even for 
an integrated luminosity of 10 p b - 1 . Interesting for the the top search in region II 
are the two high p r W-events [20] seen by UAl. These events (figure 1.24 shows 
one example) display the correct event topology for heavy top decay via a real W, as 
described above. For me — mw we expect approximately 0.7 such events per semi-
leptonic decay mode, integrated over all expected ρ^ . The observed events, however, 
seem to have p ^ > 60 GeV/c. At these large pr values we expect between 0.05-0.1 
events. In the data two candidates for this heavy top decay have been found. 
A comparison of the possibilities to discover top at the SppS and the Tevatron 
collider is made in figure 1.25. The upper part of the picture shows the expected 
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Figure 1.25: Top production cross-section e^pp —» t + x) as a function of the top 
quark mass is shown in the upper part of the figure. The prediction for the QCD 
production is taken from Albarelli. The contribution from W* is derived from the 
measured W* —• e* ν cross-sections at the two colliders. The ratio of the expected 
σ(ρρ —» t + x) at the Tevatron and at the SppS collider is shown in the lower part 
of the figure. 
cross-section for top production processes. The prediction for pp —» tt is taken from 
Albarelli et al. [2]. The band shown is their band of theoretical uncertainties. The 
measured cross-sections »(W* —• e* v) at the two colliders are used to predict the 
contribution from W* —» tb. The W* —» tb contribution at the Tevatron is less 
pronounced than at the SppS. The cross-section for QCD tt production grows faster 
with energy than the cross-section for W* —+ tb production. 
The lower part of the picture shows the ratio of the cross-section σ(ρρ —+ t + X) 
at the Tevatron and at the SppS collider as a function of the top mass: 
R _ g(pp-»>+y,y?=1.8rty) 
1 1
 <r(pJ>-><+XV«=0.637W) 
In the region m» < mty the cross-section at the Tevatron is roughly a factor ten 
higher than the cross-section at the SppS. 
If the top mass lies above the W mass the ratio R becomes much larger than ten 
and increases with increasing top mass. In this range of top masses the advantage 
of the Tevatron becomes too large to be compensated by higher luminosity or with a 
better detector acceptance. The conclusion from this study is, that if m( < mw the 
SppS is competitive with the Tevatron, but for m* > mjy the Tevatron has a clear 
advantage over the SppS. 
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1.8 Conclusions 
The cross-section for heavy flavour bound states as measured in the dimuon data are 
in good agreement with theoretical predictions. Adding the contributions of J/Φ, 
Drell-Yan, Τ and muon background from тг/К decays to the predictions for cc and 
bb QCD production processes, a good description of both the single muon and the 
dimuon data is obtained. 
The muon samples (with exception of the high mass dimuons) have been used to 
derive a bottom cross-section. The cross-section calculation is based on the Ο (a J) 
calculation of σ(ρ%. > ρψη) by Nason [4]. UA1 obtains the value ст(ЬБ) = 10.2 ± 3.3 
μ^ A QCD prediction by Altarelli et al. [2] yields fr(bb) = 12 IJ μЪ. Considering 
the large errors the agreement between the UA1 measurement and theory is good. 
From the study of the single muon and dimuon data it is clear that they are well 
described by the sum of the non-top processes. Special isolated lepton (muon, elec­
tron) selections were used for the top search. The top mass limit based on combined 
information from the muon and the electron channel is m, > 44 GeV/c2 at 95 % C.L.. 
Comparing the cross-sections given by the full O(af) calculation to the UA1 data, 
Altarelli et al. derive: mt > 41 GeV/c
2
 at 95 % C.L.. 
The UA1 data have also been used to put a limit on the b'-mass (the b' is a fourth 
generation, down-like quark). The b'-mass limit is found to be: nv > 32 GeV/c2 at 
95 % C.L.. Altarelli et al. give a limit mj» > 34 GeV/c2 at 95 % C.L.. 
For m« < mw the cross-section for top production processes is approximately a 
factor ten higher at the Tevatron than at the SppS. In the region m« > mw this factor 
increases to forty or more. If mj > miv the advantage of the Tevatron will be difficult 
to compensate by e.g luminosity or detector acceptance. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Set-Up 
This chapter describee the experimental set-up used to carry out the study presented 
in this thesis. 
In section 2.1 the important features of the SppS collider are discussed briefly. 
The UAl detector is outlined in section 2.2. The definition of the coordinate system 
and important quantities used in the analysis can be found in appendix A. 
2.1 T h e SppS Collider 
In 1976 C. Rubbia, P. Mclntyre and D. Cline [1] proposed to turn the existing Super 
Proton Synchrotron (SPS), a fixed target machine, into a proton-antiproton collider 
(SppS). Their aim was a machine with a centre-of-mass (c.m.s.) energy and luminosity 
sufficiently high to produce the Intermediate Vector Bosons, W* and Z0 predicted 
by the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory [2][4][3]. The SppS was supposed to operate 
at a c.m.s. energy of about 500 GeV, enough to produce particles with a mass of 
approximately 80 GeV/c2, the mass predicted for the bosons. In order to detect one 
W* —» e* ν (Z" —• e + e _ ) an integrated luminosity of approximately 2 nb - 1 (20 
nb_ 1) would be needed. This was within reach with the design luminosity of 5 χ IO29 
cm
- 2
 s
- 1
 of the SppS. 
The luminosity for a colliding beam machine is defined in the following way: 
L _ mp)N(p)nf 
4τσ
ν
σ
ζ 
where N(p) is the number of protons per proton bunch, N(p) is the same quantity 
for the antiproton bunch and η is the number of bunches in either beam. The σ
ν 
and σ, are the transverse dimensions of the beam in the interaction point (typically 
0.01 cm). Finally ƒ is the revolution frequency of the bunches; it is a function of the 
diameter of the machine as the particles practically travel at the speed of light. 
The main restriction on the luminosity comes from the density of the antiproton 
beam. A sufficiently dense anti-proton beam can be produced using the so-called 
stochastic cooling technique [5] developed by S. van der Meer and collaborators. 
Stochastic cooling is based on the following principle. To keep an antiproton bunch 
stable the antiprotons have to be kept at a fixed momentum on a well-defined path 
in the Antiproton Accumulator (AA). In case of a single antiproton circulating in the 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the CERN accelerator complex 
AA, its phase space point at a given position can be measured. If the actual phase 
space point does not coincide with the ideal one, a correction signal is sent radially 
across the AA (2R < JTR). On the other side the phase space position of the antiproton 
is corrected by so-called kicker magnets. For a single antiproton it is obvious that this 
procedure would work. S. van der Meer predicted that measuring the average phase 
space of the antiprotons in a bunch and sending an average correction signal to the 
kicker magnets provides a stable feedback. In 1978 the stochastic cooling technique 
was successfully used for the first time on a proton beam [6]. 
Using the stochastic cooling technique an increase in phase space density of ap­
proximately 108 is achieved in 24 hours. The typical number of antiprotons stacked 
in the AA this way is 1.6 χ IO11. 
The antiprotons are created by shooting 26 GeV protons onto a copper target. 
Per burst of 101 3 protons among a multitude of particles about 5 χ 10e antiprotons 
are created. They are selected by a magnetic horn and after pre-cooling added to the 
stack in the AA. 
About one third of the high density core of the AA stack is injected into the 
Proton Synchrotron (PS), where the antiprotons are accelerated from 3.5 GeV to 26 
GeV. The antiprotons are then injected into the SppS where 26 GeV protons are 
already circulating in the opposite direction. Together, the protons and antiprotons 
are accelerated to 315 GeV. An overview of the CERN accelerator complex is shown 
in figure 2.1. 
Typically, 101 0 antiprotons and 1011 protons each divided into three bunches 
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circulate the SppS at a given time. The period between two bunch crossings in the 
three bunch mode is 7.6 да. Beam life times up to 24 hours have been achieved. 
Table 2.1 gives a summary of the achieved luminosities and integrated luminosi­
ties per year for the period 1982-1985. 
table 2.1: 
Overview of the SppS perfo 
Year 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Peak 
Luminosity 
[cm"* s-4 
0.5 x 1 0 " 
1.7 χ IO29 
3.5 χ 102 9 
3.9 χ 102 9 
Delivered 
Int. Luminosity 
[nb-4 
28 
153 
395 
655 
r mance 
UA1 
Int. Luminosity 
[nb-1] 
18 
108 
254 
330 
Shortly after the first collisions were seen in 1981 the SppS produced its first 
physics result: the evidence for jet production in proton-antiproton collisions, first 
observed by UA2 [7]. The discovery of the intermediate vector bosons followed soon. 
The charged IVB W* was discovered in 1982 [8], the neutral IVB Ζ0 in 1983 [9]. 
2.2 The UA1 Detector 
The UA1 experiment in Underground Area 1 was proposed in 1978 by Astbury et 
al. [10]. UAl is a multipurpose detector with almost 4x coverage in solid angle. It 
consists of several detection layers (see figure 2.2). The different detector elements 
relevant for this study are discussed in the following subsections: the central drift 
chamber in 2.2.1, the electromagnetic calorimeter in 2.2.2, the hadron calorimeter in 
2.2.3 and the muon chambers in 2.2.4. 
2.2.1 The Central Drift Chamber 
Immediately around the SppS beam pipe (radius 7.5 cm) the Central Drift chamber 
(CD) [11] is placed. A detailed picture of the CD is shown in figure 2.3. The CD 
is a wire chamber used for measuring the momentum of charged particles. For this 
purpose it is immersed in a homogeneous magnetic dipole field of 0.7 Tesla. 
The CD is 5.8 m long and 2.3 m in diameter covering the polar angle range from 
5" to 175" with respect to the beam direction. It consists of eight separate drift 
chambers containing in total approximately 6,000 sense wires and 17,000 field wires. 
A charged particle traversing the CD will ionize the gas (60% ethane, 40% argon). 
In the electric field the electron freed by the ionization will drift towards the sense 
wire on an electric field gradient of typically 1.5 kV/cm. Due to the small diameter 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of the central drift chamber 
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of the sense wires (35 μιη) the electron encounters an increased electric gradient near 
the wire. The electron is then accelerated and causes an avalanche ionization close 
to the wire. This enhancement of the signal is called gas amplification. 
The separation between the drift planes is 18 cm. With a drift velocity of 5.3 
cm/μΒ this yields a maximum drift time of 3.6 μβ. The value for the maximum drift 
time implies that the CD can also be used when the SppS is running in the foreseen 
six bunch mode. In this mode the typical time between two bunch crossings will be 
3.8 /is. 
The magnetic dipole field is horizontal. To optimize the momentum measurement 
in the bending plane the wires of the CD are parallel to the magnetic field. The 
resolution in the bending plane is 0.3 mm. 
The sense wires are read-out on both ends. So, parallel to the magnetic field 
(horizontal plane) the position of the hit on the wire is determined by charge division. 
The space resolution is 1.7 % of the wire length, which corresponds to 1.4 to 3.7 cm. 
After determining the position of the hits the so-called chaining algorithm is run 
[12]. The algorithm is based on the following principle. Consider a certain hit. In 
general, the next hit of the same track will be closer to this one than any hit of a 
neighbouring track. The algorithm uses a parabolic path to create a chain of neigh­
bouring points in the xy-plane (bending plane) in each drift volume. Subsequently 
the chains are added to form tracks and quality cuts are applied to the tracks. 
The momentum resolution for a track of one meter length perpendicular to the 
magnetic field and fifty space points measured is: 
— ~ 0.005p (2.2) 
Ρ 
2.2.2 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
The electromagnetic calorimeter is designed to fully contain electromagnetic showers 
produced by photons and electrons. The calorimeter consists of alternating layers of 
lead and scintillator. 
The electromagnetic shower is mainly caused by subsequent bremsstrahlung and 
electron positron pair production (7 —» e+ e~) processes. The shower develops in 
the lead and is sampled in the scintillator. The amount of light measured in the 
scintillator is proportional to the total energy of the shower. 
The light is amplified by Photo Multipliers (PM's). In order not to disturb the 
electron current amplification inside the PM, the PM must be kept outside the mag­
netic field. Hence, the PM's are placed outside the hadron calorimeter. As there is 
insufficient space within the detector, the scintillator and the PM can not be con­
nected with a conventional light guide. Therefore, BBQ is used to shift the wavelength 
from 380 nm to 480 nm and the light is transported through narrow light guides to 
the PM's. 
The electromagnetic calorimeter [13] consists of two parts: the central part, known 
as gondolas, and the end caps, known as bouchons. 
The gondolas (see figure 2.4), consists of 48 semi-circular segments, 24 on each 
side of the CD. The gondolas cover a pseudorapidity range |r?| < 1.5, corresponding 
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to a polar angle 25° < в < 155s. They have an inner radius of 130 cm and a 
width of 22.5 cm. There is a 1.4 cm gap between adjacent segments. Each gondola 
consists of 74 layers of 1.2 mm lead plates alternated with 1.5 mm scintillator slabs, 
thus constituting a total of 26.4 radiation lengths (1.1 nuclear interaction lengths) 
at normal incidence1. The signals from groups of scintillators are summed and read­
out at four depths: after 3.3, 9.8, 19.9 and 26.4 radiation lengths. Using the four 
sampling depths the development of the shower profile can be studied. This profile is 
used to distinguish between electromagnetic and hadronic showers. At each sampling 
the gondola module is read-out at the four corners. In case of a single shower, the 
relative intensities in the four corners can be used to determine the position of the 
shower. This is especially important as a single gondola covers 0°-180° in azimuthal 
angle φ. 
The energy resolution in the gondolas is described by: 
where Б is in GeV. The precision with which the position of the shower can be 
determined is contained in the resolution of the longitudinal coordinate x: 
0 0 6 3
 / o .4 
ff
*
 =
 7 F m ( 2 · 4 ) 
and in the azimuthal resolution: 
— 7Ш <»> 
(«^  in radians). 
The end caps, the bouchons, are circular with an inner radius of 30 cm and an 
outer radius of 150 cm. They cover a pseudorapidity range of 1.5 < |rj| < 3. (5° < θ < 
25° and 155° < θ < 175°). The 32 radial segments or petals are shown in figure 2.5. 
The bouchons consist of a sandwich of 4 mm lead plates alternated with 6 mm 
scintillator slabs, yielding a total of 27 radiation lengths. The bouchon read-out is 
similar to that of the gondolas except that the sampling depths are slightly different: 
4, 11, 20 and 27 radiation lengths. The attenuation length in the scintillator is chosen 
such that the amount of energy reaching the PM is equal to the transverse energy: 
ET =E etn(tf). 
The position of the shower is determined by a separate detection layer, the so-
called position detector [14] (see figure 2.5). It consists of two orthogonal planes of 
proportional tubes and is located between the second and the third bouchon sampling. 
The position is determined by charge division and has a resolution of 2 mm. The 
bouchon energy resolution is parametrized by: 
σΕ
 -
 0
·
1 2
 Í9 fiï 
T-7Ë ( 2 · 6 ) 
There are two further calorimeters at smaller angles with respect to the beam, 
namely the forward (also called Calcom) and the very forward calorimeter. They 
cover an angular range down to θ = 0.2°. These calorimeters are mainly used for the 
total energy measurement. 
'All numbera given for absorption or nuclear interaction lengths in this and following paragraphe 
are given for normal incidence 
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Figure 2.5: End cap of the electromagnetic calorimeter with the position detector 
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2.2.3 T h e H a d r o n Calor imeter 
The hadron calorimeter [15] is designed to measure the remaining energy deposition 
of hadrons which have already traversed the electromagnetic calorimeter. The hadron 
calorimeter consists of a sandwich of iron plates and scintillator slabs. 
Like the electromagnetic calorimeter, the hadron calorimeter consists of two parts: 
the central part (the C's) and the end caps (the I's). The iron stacks of the central 
part of the hadron calorimeter also serve as magnetic return yoke. 
Enclosing the gondolas the C's (see figure 2.6) cover |r?| < 1.5 (25° < θ < 155°). 
They consist of 5 cm thick iron layers alternated with 1 cm thick scintillator slabs. 
There are 16 C's, each with an azimuthal segmentation into 12 cells of 90 χ 90 cm. 
In general, a hadron shower starts in the electromagnetic calorimeter. After 
traversing the 1.1 nuclear interaction lengths of the electromagnetic calorimeter, the 
particle encounters the C's representing 5.0 interaction lengths. The C's are sampled 
at two depths: after 2.5 and 5.0 nuclear interaction lengths. The read-out is the same 
as that of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The wavelength of the light is shifted by 
BBQ wavelength shifters before light guides transport it to the PM's. The energy 
resolution of the C's is: 
The end caps, the I's, cover 1.5 < \η\ < 3.0 (5° < $ < 25 e and 155° < в < 175°). 
Also the I's consist of 5 cm thick iron layers alternated with 1 cm thick scintillator 
plates. There are six vertical I modules per end cap, each divided into six blocks. The 
sixteen blocks nearest to the beam are further subdivided into four stacks. There are 
two types of I's. The large I of dimension 0.9 χ 0.9 m2, read out by two PM's. The 
small I of 0.5 χ 0.4 m2, read out by one PM. The Гв are sampled at two depths: after 
3.5 and 7.0 nuclear interaction lengths. Similar to the electromagnetic calorimeter 
system, the forward and very forward hadron calorimeters cover an angular range 
down to 0.2° with respect to the beam. 
The main features of the calorimeters are summarized in table 2.2. 
table 2.2: 
Main parameters of the calorimeters 
Calorimeter properties 
Plate thickness 
Scintillator thickness 
Angular coverage 
Cell Size(A0 χ Αφ) 
rad. lengths χ0 
nucí. int. lengths Λ 
number of samplings 
energy resolution 
Gondelas 
1.2mm lead 
1.5mm 
25» - 155» 
5° X 180» 
26.4 
1.1 
4 
и іь 
VE 
Bouchons 
4mm lead 
6mm 
5» - 25" 
20» X 11» 
27 
1.2 
4 
U 12 
JE 
C's 
5cm iron 
1cm 
25» - 155» 
15» χ 18» 
-
5.0 
2 
UH JE 
I's 
5cm iron 
1cm 
5» - 25» 
5» x 10" 
-
7.1 
2 
UH 
TE 
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Figure 2.β: C-modules of the hadronic calorimeter 
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2.2.4 The Muon Chambers 
Outside the hadron calorimeter an additional layer of iron absorber has been installed 
in the period 1962-1984. Together with the calorimeters this iron shielding reduces 
the leakage of hadrons which have enough energy to reach the muon chambers to an 
acceptable level. Also the iron absorber is equipped with the so-called larocci streamer 
tubes [16]. As the larocci tubes have not been used in the presented analysis they 
will not be discussed here. 
The outermost layer of the UAl detector is a system of drift tubes used for muon 
detection [17]. Before reaching the muon chambers a particle has to traverse the 
calorimeters and the additional iron shielding, representing more than nine nuclear 
interaction lengths. So, muons are practically the only charged particles reaching the 
muon chambers. 
With exception of the bottom modules, each muon module is about 4 Ж 6 m2 
in size and consists of two chambers. Each chamber is made of two double layers 
of drift tubes positioned perpendicular with respect to each other. Thus, the two 
track coordinates in the plane of the chambers are measured independently. The 
drift tubes in the double layers are staggered in order to resolve left-right ambiguities 
and to reduce dead space. A typical muon module is shown in figure 2.7. 
The two chambers of a muon module are separated by a distance of 62 cm. This 
lever arm allows a high precision measurement of the direction of a track. The angular 
resolution is about 1 mrad. 
In total there are 34 muon modules (see figure 2.8). The muon detector covers 
70 % in φ angle for |r?| < 1.0 and 90 % in φ angle for 1.0 < |r;| < 2.3. The acceptance 
as a function of pseudorapidity is shown in figure 2.9. 
Figure 2.10 shows the cross-section of a drift tube made of extruded aluminium 
with external dimensions 45 χ 150 mm2. A tube is filled with the same gas as the 
CD: 40 % argon and 60 % ethane. Field shaping cathode strips (at -7 kV and -5 kV) 
are mounted at both sides of the tube (see figure 2.10). They set up a homogeneous 
drift field. The anode wire (at -1-2.8 kV) is positioned at the centre of the tube 
and is surrounded by a circular collimator. The field gradient is above 0.5 kV/cm 
everywhere in the tube. With a maximum drift space of about 7 cm this yields a 
maximum drift time of 1.4 /is. The resolution varies from about 300 μπι near the 
centre of the tube to 700 μτη at the edge of the tube. 
The muon modules only use time information recorded in bins of 8 ns over a 
period of 2 μβ. In most of the chambers the anode wires are read out on one side. 
In the bottom chambers, underneath the UA1 detector, there are only four layers 
of tubes measuring the coordinate along the beam direction. The other coordinate 
is determined by measuring the time difference of the pulses on the two ends of the 
wire. The resolution in the projection perpendicular to the beam is, therefore, 0.30 
m only. 
To determine the track of a particle, at least three hits per muon chamber are 
required. A straight line fit, using the pointing back to the (nominal) vertex is 
performed. The track detection efficiency of the muon chamber is mainly limited 
by dead space between adjacent tubes. The efficiency to reconstruct a track in two 
projections is 0.92. 
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Figure 2.9: Geometrical acceptance of the muon chambers as a function of pseudo-
rapidity. The 90" chambers are those placed underneath, on top and on the sides of 
the UAl detector. БА, EB and FT indicate the different active trigger areas in the 
forward muon chambers (see figure 3.1). 
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Figure 2.10: Cross-section of a muon chamber drift tube 
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Chapter 3 
Online Data Selection 
The beam crossing rate of the SppS collider is 0.13 MHz1. The maximum rate at 
which events can be stored on tape is 5 Hz. Hence online reduction is essential. 
The set-up of the online data selection consists of two steps. Potential pp inter­
actions are selected by the so-called pretrigger. The subsequent trigger system filters 
out the interesting events. 
The trigger system is designed for the six bunch mode of the SppS. In that mode 
the time between two beam crossings will be 3.8 /is. The trigger processors have to 
be extremely fast. As 1 μ3 is needed to reset the read-out electronics a decision has 
to be made within 2.8 /is in order not introduce any dead time. This is only possible 
when using a multi-level trigger system. 
3.1 The Pretrigger 
The pretrigger [1] is designed to select pp interactions. It uses four scintillator ho-
doscopes placed behind and in front of the calorimeter end caps, symmetrically around 
to the nominal interaction point. The hodoscopes cover an angular range of 0.6" < θ < 
25" with respect to the beam line. 
The pretrigger requires a signal in each arm of the detector. It also imposes a 
strict timing requirement. The time of flight of the particle added to the time of 
the beam crossing should coincide with the time at which the counter fired. These 
requirements are used to reject beam gas and cosmic ray interactions. 
The pretrigger provides a minimum bias trigger selecting inelastic pp interactions 
with an efficiency of 96 ± 2 %. At a typical luminosity of 1 0 2 9 c m - 2 s _ 1 the pretrigger 
reduces the event rate from 0.13 MHz to 3.7 kHz. A pretrigger is required to activate 
the first level trigger. 
3.2 The First Level Trigger 
The first level trigger consists of two trigger processors: the first level calorimeter 
trigger and the first level muon trigger. Both trigger processors are based on hard­
wired electronics units. To assure sufficient flexibility look-up tables are stored on 
'This is the present beam crossing rate for the three bunch mode of the SppS. In the future the 
SppS will run in the sue bunch mode and will have a beam crossing rate of 0.26 MHz. 
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Random Access Memory (RAM). These tables can be loaded and changed within 
minutes to suit the beam conditions. Both processors make their decisions within the 
required 2.8 ßs. 
The first level trigger sets a number of event selection flags. These flags may be 
based on the information from one processor (e.g. the jet flag, the electron flag or the 
muon flag) or information from both processors combined to select events containing 
for example a muon plus a jet (muon*jet events). 
3.2.1 T h e First Level Calorimeter Trigger 
The first level calorimeter trigger [1] bases its decision either on the total energy or 
on the total transverse energy deposited in the calorimeters. 
As the profile of the shower is not considered a t this point, it is not necessary 
to view the PM's a t the different sampling depths separately. T h e signals from the 
PM's viewing one cell are summed. Furthermore, in case of the C's , groups of three 
cells are added up azimuthally. 
The calorimeter processor uses look-up tables to convert the signals from the P M ' s 
into energies or into transverse energies. The look-up tables take into account the 
pedestal subtraction and the azimuthal angle of the cell clusters for the calculation 
of the transverse energy. 
The calorimeter processor sets five different trigger flags: 
• a je t trigger fires, when the transverse energy in four electromagnetic and the 
four adjacent hadronic cells exceeds a given threshold 
• an electron trigger fires, when the transverse energy in two adjacent electro-
magnetic calorimeter cells exceeds a given threshold 
• a di-electron trigger fires, when two pairs of electromagnetic cells exceed a given 
threshold (this threshold is in general lower than tha t of the single electron 
trigger) 
•
 a
 Ί2 | E r | trigger fires, when the sum of the transverse energies of all cells exceeds 
a given threshold 
• an Ey-imbalance trigger fires, when the difference between the sums of the 
transverse energies of the two vertical halves of the detector exceeds a given 
threshold (implemented during 1984 and 1985 data taking) 
3.2.2 T h e First Level M u o n Trigger 
T h e first level muon trigger [2] , also called Fast Trigger ( F T ) , has to take its decision 
within 2.8 / ÍS . However, it takes 30 με to digitize the drift t ime of the hits in the 
muon tubes. Therefore, the only information the F T can use is whether or not a tube 
has been hit. 
T h e F T takes a reference tube in the muon chambers, usually in the plane closest 
to the vertex. Around the reference tube a cone of nine other tubes is formed. A 
particle coming from the nominal vertex and passing through the reference tube must 
pass through this cone of tubes. T h e ten tubes are divided into two groups: five in 
the inner plane and five in the outer plane. The allowed pat te rns are stored on RAM. 
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The FT tries to form tracks in the two projections separately. At least three hits 
are required per projection. If a valid track has been found in both projections, the 
two tracks are combined to form a track in space. A track must point back to the 
nominal vertex within 150 mrad. 
The FT then uses the hadron calorimeter information. The back stack of the 
hadron calorimeter cell through which the particle must have passed has to contain 
at least the energy corresponding to a minimum ionizing deposition. If this is the 
case the event is given the muon hardware flag. 
Certain regions in the muon chambers can be vetoed [3]. Four different active 
regions have been defined in the front chambers (see figure 3.1). In case of higher 
luminosities a smaller active region is used in order to reduce the trigger rate. Four 
processors run in parallel, one for each of the four different trigger regions. The re­
quired area can be selected by choosing the output of one of these processors. 
3.3 The Second Level Muon Trigger 
Events that pass the first level trigger are studied in more detail by the second level 
trigger. The second level trigger is a software trigger that runs on five 168E emulators. 
Only the algorithms used for muon triggering will be discussed here. 
During the data taking periods considered in this thesis two different algorithms 
were used. While Veni was used for the second level muon selection in 1984, Mutime 
was active in 1985. 
3.3.1 The Veni Algorithm 
Veni [4] performs a rough hit pattern matching in the muon chambers and determines 
the point at which the particle has traversed the muon chambers. A straight line 
connecting this point and the nominal vertex is used as an approximation of the 
particle path. Veni then unpacks the CD drift time information along the path. The 
algorithm looks for a cluster of hits in this direction. If a particle with a pj» of a 
few GeV/c has left a track in the CD it will give an enhancement of hits along the 
approximated path, this contrary to low energy spirals or tracks not associated to the 
primary vertex. Points with a large contribution to the χ2 are rejected. A circular 
track is fitted to the remaining points, yielding an estimate of the track momentum. 
The track is required to have a transverse momentum pr > 2 GeV/c. 
The efficiency of the algorithm has been tested on 1983 data and was found to be 
90 % efficient for tracks with а ρτ > 8 GeV/c. 
3.3.2 The Mutime Algorithm 
The Mutime algorithm [4] [5] follows a different strategy. Its decision is entirely based 
on the muon chamber measurement. The algorithm uses detailed timing information 
and an approximate calibration. Mutime reconstructs a track in the muon chambers 
and studies how well this points back to the nominal vertex. 
The path of a charged particle traversing the detector will deviate from a straight 
line for two reasons. Firstly the particle will undergo magnet bending. Secondly in 
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Figure 3.1: Muon front chambers with the different veto regions 
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the calorimeters and the additional iron shielding its direction will change due to 
multiple scattering Mutime takes both into account by allowing the track direction 
to he within a cone around the nominal direction In determining the allowed cone 
size Mutime also takes into account the bunch size and the resolution of the muon 
chambers 
The magnitude of both the magnet bending and the multiple scattering depend 
on the particle direction in the detector The bunch size also depends on the direction 
from which the bunch is viewed Moreover, the bottom chambers only consist of drift 
tubes perpendicular to the beam direction As the coordinate perpendicular to the 
beam direction is determined by measuring the time difference with which the signals 
arrive at the two ends of the wire, its resolution is poor Therefore, Mutime uses a 
detailed look-up table of allowed cone sizes for a grid of points covering the full area 
of the muon chambers An interpolation is made for intermediate points The cone 
sizes vary between 25-150 mrad 
By requiring a track to point back to the nommai vertex within a certain cone, 
Mutime makes a рт-ііке cut As the momentum of the track decreases the magnet 
bending and the multiple scattering will increase At a certain momentum the track 
will fall outside the allowed cone 
The requirement of pointing is also useful to reject muons produced in pion and 
kaon decays, the main background to muons from heavy flavour decays (see chapter 
5) In general a pion or kaon decay is seen as a kink in the CD This results m bad 
pointing of the muon chamber track back to the nominal vertex and thus in rejection 
of the track by Mutime 
The efficiency of the algorithm was tested on three data samples from 1984 the 
validated W-aample, the validated Z 0 sample and a sample of dimuons Mutime was 
found to be fully efficient for tracks with a transverse momentum between 7-9 GeV/c 
The algorithm reduces the muon event rate by a factor 0 33 
The author's contribution to the tuning of the Mutime algorithm is added in ap­
pendix В This work was done in preparation of the 1985 data taking 
Besides the second level muon trigger several other algorithms run on the emu­
lators Algorithms based on calorimeter information triggering on jets, electrons, or 
missing transverse energy 
The events selected by the various triggers are written to tape by a Norsk Data 
ND 100/500 A second ND 100/500 is used for constant monitoring and as a back-up 
system 
The data flow and performance of the detector are constantly controlled at various 
points in the data acquisition 
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Chapter 4 
Offline Event Reconstruction 
and Data Selection 
4.1 Preprocessing 
The events passing the online data selection are written to tape in the so-called 
REMUS format, a format largely adapted to the needs of the electronics. At this 
stage an event contains typically 100 kbytes of information. The event information 
is read from tape, preprocessed and written back to a second tape. 
During preprocessing the data are transformed to the HYDRA [1] format, a more 
general data storage system developed at CERN. Also some calibration constants are 
applied. In the Central Drift chamber the calibration constant, to, is subtracted from 
the measured drift times and the coordinate along the wire is obtained by charge 
division. In the calorimeters the pedestals are subtracted and the PM signals are 
transformed into raw energies. Nothing is done to the muon chamber information, it 
is simply copied. 
4.2 Event Reconstruction 
After preprocessing the event is fully reconstructed by the so-called BINGO program. 
BINGO performs the reconstruction in the CD and the calorimeters. It does the muon 
reconstruction and jet finding and reconstructs the missing transverse energy vector. 
4.2.1 Reconstruction in the CD 
The reconstruction in the CD is the main part of BINGO and it takes up a large part 
of the computer time used by BINGO. It is indispensable for the muon (or lepton) 
reconstruction. The CD allows an immediate visualization of the event structure. 
The tracks in the CD are reconstructed using the so-called chaining algorithm [2]. 
A description of the algorithm has been given in subsection 2.2.1. The reconstructed 
tracks are used to determine the x-coordinate of the vertex (vertices). The y- and 
z-coordinates of the beam are known to about 200 μιη. Owing to the finite bunch 
lengths the location of the interaction along the x-axis may vary by 30 cm. Therefore, 
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the intersection points of all tracks with the beam axis are used to reconstruct the 
vertex (vertices). 
All tracks originating from the primary vertex within 3σ are associated to the 
vertex. These tracks are then refitted using the vertex position as additional infor­
mation. 
The quality of the track fit is studied both in the bending plane (xy-plane) and 
in the direction out of the bending plane (z-direction). In the bending plane the 
so-called Sadoulet χ, is used instead of the quality of the fit in that plane, χ*„. The 
Sadoulet χ, is defined as follows: 
X, =-fixTv - y/2Ñ~=l (4.1) 
where N is the number of points used in the fit. The Sadoulet χ, also takes into 
account the number of points used in the fit. If a large number of hits is used a less 
stringent requirement is needed for the quality of the fit xl
v
. In the direction out of 
the bending plane χ^ is used directly to measure the quality of the fit. 
4.2.2 Muon Reconstruction 
The muon reconstruction starts with a track fit in the muon chambers using the 
complete muon chamber information. The two projections are considered separately. 
Using the least squares method a straight line is fitted in each projection. The fit 
should have a χ 2 per DOF < 50. In order to allow for dead space and inefficiencies 
in the muon chambers, minimally three hits are required. The tracks reconstructed 
in the two projections are combined to form a track in space. 
A muon from a heavy flavour decay is prompt, i.e. appears to come from the 
primary vertex. A CD track that is a candidate for matching with the muon track, 
therefore, must be associated with the primary vertex. The CD track is extrapolated 
to the muon chambers. The extrapolation takes into account: the magnet bending, 
bending due to multiple scattering in the calorimeters and the iron shielding. The 
average momentum loss of muons due to ionization is calculated for muons with a 
momentum down to 100 MeV. Deviations from the calculated track due to multiple 
scattering are included in the error on the extrapolation. The track extrapolation 
will be compared to the reconstructed muon chamber track. 
The quality of the matching between the CD and the muon chambers is expressed 
by: 
σ
ϊ.· + σ ί ^ 
where Δι,- is the difference in coordinate x,· between the reconstructed muon track 
and the extrapolated CD track. The σ
Ζί
 is the error in Δ x¡ (including multiple 
scattering) and σ
ίν
, represents the systematic errors, in particular the uncertainties 
in the alignment between CD and the muon chambers. 
The χ 2 is calculated for four coordinates i,·, namely the coordinates in the chamber 
plane, i i and Хг, and the angles of the track direction, λ and φ. The definition of the 
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Figure 4.1: Definition of the coordinates used in the χ 2 calculations 
coordinates is given in figure 4.1. The χ 2 are combined two by two giving an average 
position and an average angular matching. 
Λ further variable used for cuts on the quality of the matching is the average 
matching in position and angle: 
Xav \Хроз ι" Xanglei/" (4.3) 
4.2.3 Reconstruction in the Calorimeters 
To reconstruct the position and the size of the energy deposit of a shower in the 
various parts of the calorimeter three different procedures are used for the gondolas, 
the bouchons and the hadron calorimeter respectively. 
Reconstruct ion in t h e Gondolas 
Each of the four gondola samplings is read out by four PM's, one at each corner. 
The size and the position of the energy deposit is determined from the relative magni­
tude of the signals in the four PM's. Due to the attenuation length of the wavelength 
shifter the number of photo-electrons is a function both of the amount of energy 
deposited and the position of the energy deposit. A calibration with a Co 6 0 source 
is carried out to monitor the light attenuation. This calibration procedure results 
in a table of calibration constants: Cij{xj^},t) for the i'h PM of the j " 1 sampling. 
Besides the χ and φ dependence, the constants are time dependent due to continuous 
radiation damage during collider operation. 
The energy deposited by the shower is estimated from the PM readings (Qi,·) by: 
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^=Е
с
^(*;.^.Ох<Э.; (4 4) 
t = l 
where ϊ ; and фу are the average values of х} and ф} The position and the size of the 
energy deposit are then determined more accurately by minimizing the function 
χ {Е3,х,,ф}) - 2 ^ -J (4 5) 
1 = 1 «J 
σ,; is the error determined from the number of photo-electrons per P M l ; 
The reconstruction is done at every sampling Segments with a compatible φ-
coordinate are grouped together A straight line pointing back to the vertex is fitted 
to the positions of the energy deposits 
Reconstruction in the Bouchons 
As the bouchons are equipped with a position detector, the determination of the 
position of a single shower is very straight forward The size of the energy deposit 
can be calculated directly using the PM reading and the attenuation length of the 
scintillator 
Reconstruction in the Hadron Calorimeter 
The cells of the hadron calorimeter are much smaller Therefore, here the atten­
uation length of the scintillator can be neglected The heights of the PM signals are 
converted directly into energies and deposit locations 
4.2.4 The U A 1 Jet Finding Algor i thm 
Due to the principle of asymptotic freedom, a quark or a gluon is never observed 
free over a large distance, ι e in the detector The partons produced in the pp 
interaction immediately hadronize, ι e bind to other partons (drawn in pairs from 
the vacuum) to form hadrons The hadrons in general have a small pj- relative to 
the original parton direction Especially, high momentum particles follow the original 
parton direction very closely Thus a quark or a gluon is observed in the detector as 
a collimated bundle of particles 
The parton's momentum vector can be reconstructed from the energy cluster in 
the calorimeters 
The UA1 jet finder [3] defines a cone in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle space, 
by the quantity 
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Figure 4.2: The profile of calorimeter jets 
where Δτ; = η ¡et - Vtrack and Δφ = <t>]tt - Фітаск {Φ in radians). 
The jet finding algorithm reconstructs jets in the following way: 
• An energy vector is assigned to each calorimeter cell: E, = E, u,. E, is the 
amount of energy deposited in the cell and 3, is a unit vector connecting the 
vertex and the position of the energy deposit in the cell. 
• All cells tha t contain more than 1.5 GeV transverse energy are arranged in 
order of decreasing E r . These cells are candidates for initiating a je t and are 
therefore called " ini t iators" . 
• T h e jet finder s tarts the jet reconstruction by using the highest Ej- cell to look 
for the first jet. 
• The energy vectors of all cells within a cone of Δ Κ = 1.0 around the initiator 
are added to the energy vector of the initiator cell. 
• If two initiator cells are separated by less than AR = 1.0, the lower E T cell is 
added to the jet formed around the higher E r cell. 
• Cells t h a t lie in the overlap of two jets are added to the nearest jet . 
• Cells with an energy deposit lower than 100 MeV are not used. 
The algorithm has two important input parameters: the initiator threshold (1.5 
GeV) and the jet cone size ( Δ Κ = 1.0) [3]. The je t finding efficiency has been studied 
in detail varying the two parameters. Changing the initiator threshold basically only 
influences the reconstruction of low Ej- jets and has negligible effects on the high 
Ej- jets. Lowering the threshold would introduce an increasing number of fake jets. 
Justification of the cone size is given in figure 4.2. 
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4.2.5 The Miss ing Transverse Energy Reconstruct ion 
Neutrinos (or other hypothetical non-interacting particles) escape detection as they 
traverse the detector without interaction. High energetic neutrinos can be identified 
by using the calorimeter information. 
T h e UA1 detector covers almost 4ir in solid angle down to very small angles 
with respect to the b e a m (0.2°). All particles with a significant transverse energy are 
detected. Particles from the interaction with a very high pseudorapidity, however, can 
escape undetected through the beam pipe. Therefore it is only possible t o reconstruct 
the transverse missing energy using the following energy balance: 
all alia 
>=ι 
T h e balance in transverse energy is hardly affected by the particles escaping along the 
beam pipe. These particles may have a high momentum, but have a small transverse 
momentum. 
If an electron or muon is present in the event the missing transverse energy has to 
corrected. T h e calorimeter response to an electron is different from t h a t to a hadron. 
This has to be taken into account when calculating the missing transverse energy. 
A muon deposits only a small amount of energy in the calorimeters. T h e deposited 
energy is estimated based on the muon m o m e n t u m as measured in the Central Drift 
chamber and subtracted from the calorimeters. T h e measured muon momentum itself 
is then used in the calculation of the missing transverse energy. 
T h e energy of particles escaping through cracks and fluctuations in the energy 
measurement lead to a finite energy sum even when no non-interacting particle 
is present in the event. T h e resolution of the total missing transverse energy is 
parametrized by: 
σ
{Εψ"') = 0 . 7 ( Σ | £ r l ) 1 / 2 (4.8) 
ι 
T h e missing transverse energy is identified as a neutrino t h a t has escaped detec­
tion. 
4.3 D a t a Selection 
T h e d a t a selection is done in two steps. T h e events have to pass the muon tight selec­
tion (subsection 4.3.1), a general UA1 selection t h a t filters out high quality muons. 
T h e second step is the m u o n + j e t selection (subsection 4.3.2) particular to the analysis 
presented in this thesis. 
4.3.1 The Muon Tight Selection 
Input t o the muon t ight selection [4] is the inclusive muon sample. T h e inclusive 
muon sample consists of events containing a muon selected by one of the physics 
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triggers. The muon tight selection filter first selects muons with p j > 6 GeV/c. Only 
muons above this threshold are studied, because at lower ρτ the data are swamped 
by background from π- and K-decay. The sample pj. > 6 GeV/c still contains a con­
siderable amount of background (see chapter 5). The muon tight selection, therefore, 
applies a number of further, severe software cuts to select good quality muons. 
The CD track being a candidate for matching with the track in the muon chambers 
has to pass the following cuts: 
• in the bending plane χ, < 3.0 
• in the direction out of the bending plane χΐ per DOF < 9.0 
• number of points: N > 20 
• projected length in the xy-plane: L I B > 0.4 m 
The Sadoulet х
а
 (see equation 4.1) measures the track quality of the track fit in 
the xy-plane of the CD. The track quality for a prompt muon should be significantly 
better than that for а ж- or K-decay in flight. The z-coordinate, the coordinate out 
of the bending plane, is determined by charge division. The very loose χ ' cut-ofF 
accounts for the poorer resolution in this direction. The number of points is simply 
the number of hits in the CD used in the track fit. The cut on hXy > 0.4 m removes 
tracks with a poor momentum measurement. A track with a small Ь
х
 lies mainly 
outside the bending plane and undergoes little magnetic deflection. Moreover, in case 
of a small LI t, the track fit must rely largely on the poorly measured z-coordinate. 
Apart from the cuts on the CD track the muon tight selection filter applies the 
following five cuts: 
• The average positional and angular matching between the CD and the muon 
chambers should be better than χ2„ < 15.0 
• Kaon rejection (Kink algorithm) 
• Tight CD-muon chamber matching: χ 2 ( ΐ ι ) < 16.0 (Chism algorithm) 
• Cosmic Ray Rejection (Tkdloo algorithm) 
• Fiducial leakage cuts (Clique algorithm) 
The quality of the matching between the muon chambers and the CD is expressed 
by Ха (see subsection 4.2.2). If a muon originates from a pion or kaon decay the 
momentum assigned to it will be closer to the pion or kaon momentum than to the 
real muon momentum. Therefore, extrapolation of the track through a region with a 
magnetic field will result in an incorrect track curvature. As a result, the matching 
will be poor and the event will be rejected. The requirement of good matching is 
an effective weapon against decay background for high pr muons. The cut on χ^
υ
 is 
followed by similar, but more severe matching cuts in Chism. 
The kink algorithm splits a track into two parts and looks whether a better fit 
can be made to the CD points. The algorithm requires that the inner section has a 
higher momentum than the outer section. 
The Chism algorithm [5] applies tight cuts to the four x 2 ( i , ) ' s for muon CD-muon 
chamber matching as defined in equation 4.2 and figure 4.1. Using cosmic ray data 
the efficiency of the algorithm for prompt muons was found to be 97 %. 
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Most cosmic ray events can be rejected by requiring coincidence with the primary 
vertex. Cosmic rays passing near the vertex can be rejected using CD timing in­
formation. When the timing for a cosmic ray track is slightly off, the track will be 
shifted. In two neighbouring drift volumes with opposite drift direction the track will 
be shifted in opposite directions yielding two parallel tracks. The cosmic ray rejection 
by the Tkdloo algorithm [6] is based on these facts. 
The Clique algorithm [7] rejects muon candidates that can be a hadron which has 
escaped the calorimeters by going through a crack. 
4.3.2 T h e M u o n + J e t se lect ion 
The muon+jet selection is a selection particular to the study presented in this thesis. 
Input to this selection are the 1984 and 1985 muon tight selection samples. Due to 
changes in the muon trigger and improvements to the detector, a separate calculation 
of the acceptance and the background would be needed for 1983 data. The 1983 data 
(UA1 int. lum. 108 n b _ 1 ) are, therefore, not included in this analysis. 
The muon tight selection samples of 1984 and 1985 correspond to an integrated 
luminosity of 556 n b _ I (the total UA1 int. lum. is 254 n b _ 1 for 1984 and 330 n b - 1 
for 1985). Both samples were collected at a collider energy of y/s = 630 GeV. The 
total number of muons passing the tight selection requirements is 20,082. 
This set of events comprises all possible physics triggers. Per event more than 
one trigger may have fired. Most of the events have the single muon trigger bit set. 
As this is a well understood trigger the analysis will be restricted to events for which 
the muon trigger has fired. Requiring a muon trigger reduces the number of events 
to 18,134. 
The EUROJET Monte Carlo (see chapter 6) only simulates single parton-parton 
interactions in proton-antiproton collisions. So to allow comparison between the data 
and the Monte Carlo predictions double interactions have to be removed from the 
data. This is done by requiring that the sum of the energy deposited in all calorimeter 
cells Σ |Ei| < 700 GeV. After this cut 17,782 events remain. 
The Inclusive Muon+One Jet Selection 
The inclusive muon+one jet selection requires: 
• p£ > 8 0 GeV/c 
• |»7μ | < 1.6 
• E
r
(muon+pseudojet) > 12.0 GeV 
Φ Ε £ " > 12.0 GeV 
• W'u\ < 2.5 
• AR(muonjet-jeti) > 1.0 
• Μ
τ
(μ-ι/) < 40.0 GeV/c2 
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The muon р г threshold is increased from 6 GeV/c (muon tight selection) to 8 
GeV/c to reduce the background from π- and K-decays in the sample. T h e 75 % 
background at 6 GeV/c is reduced to 54 % at p £ > 8 GeV/c [8]. 
The pseudorapidity of the muon is cut at 1.6 in order to restrict the analysis to 
the region of good acceptance (see figure 2.9) 
A muon from a heavy flavour decay will in general not be isolated. It will be 
accompanied by a nearby jet. The hadronic activity in a cone Δ Ε = 0.7 around the 
muon direction is added together vectorially. Thus a pseudojet is constructed. Asking 
a 8 GeV/c muon can mean the muon carries the major par t of the m o m e n t u m of the 
parent parton. Therefore, the muon may be accompanied by only a small pseudojet. 
This is reflected by a cut in Έχ on the muon-pseudojet system instead of a cut on 
the pseudojet alone. T h e muon and the pseudojet are added vectorially to form the 
muonjet system. T h e E j of the muonjet is required to be larger than 12 GeV. 
Besides the muonjet, one jet is required with a transverse energy larger than 12 
GeV. Above a threshold of 12 GeV there is a negligible background of fake jets coming 
from energy fluctuations in the calorimeter or high p r particles from the underlying 
event 1 . T h e threshold for the muonjet and je t i are fixed to the same value. 
Again restricting the study to a region of good acceptance jet i is required to have 
a pseudorapidity \η>εί1\ < 2.5. [3]. 
Je t j should be well separated from the muonjet. The construction of the pseudojet 
around the muon does not take into account whether or not a calorimeter cell has 
been added to one of the jets reconstructed by the U A l jet finding algorithm. This 
can lead to double counting of energy deposits in the overlap between the muonjet 
and another jet . A jet separation of Δ Η = 1.0 is required, leading to an overlap 
between the muonjet and je t i in 2.4 % of the events. T h e average energy in the 
overlap is 1.8 GeV. So, jet overlap between the muonjet and j e t i rarely occurs and 
the amount of energy counted twice is small. 
To allow comparison to theory, Monte Carlo events are taken through the full 
simulation of the U A l detector and BINGO reconstruction. T h e Monte Carlo events 
will then be studied after applying the selection cuts described in this paragraph. So, 
jet overlap and double counting of energy will occur in exactly the same way in the 
Monte Carlo study. 
An event may contain more than one jet meeting the above requirements. There­
fore, the highest pp je t i candidate is selected as j e t i . 
The transverse mass of the muon-neutrino pair is defined by: 
Μ
τ
(μ - ι/) = фЕ£Е%.{1 - ζο3{Αφμ„)) (4.9) 
The cut ΐΑγ(μν) < 40 GeV/c 2 is used to suppress contributions from p p —> W * 
+ X —> μ± + X' in the d a t a sample. Due to the high W-mass, a muon-neutrino 
pair originating from a W-decay will in general have a high transverse mass. This 
transverse mass will be higher than the transverse mass of a muon-neutrino pair 
produced in b o t t o m or charm decay. This is demonstrated in figure 4.3. 
underlying event is the activity stemming from the partons that did not take part in the hard 
scattering process. 
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Figure 4.3: Transverse mass of the muon-neutrino pair coming from pp —» bb + X —• 
μ± + X', p£ > 8 GeV/c (dashed line) and from pp -> W* + X -> μ* + Χ', p£ > 8 
GeV/c multiplied by a factor ten (full line). Both calculations are done to the lowest 
order only using the EUROJET Monte Carlo 
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After these cuts, the inclusive muon one jet sample contains 1927 events. An 
overview of the remaining number of events after the subsequent cuts is given in ta­
ble 4.1. 
table 4.1: 
The event flow in the selections 
Requirement 
muon tight selection (all events) 
a muon trigger bit 
sum Er < 700 GeV 
p£ > 8 GeV/c 
| ι," | < 1.6 
gmuo^t >
 1 2 G e V 
E^' 1 > 12 GeV 
I Vietl I < 2.5 
AR(muonjet-jetl) > 1. 
ΜτΙμ-ν) < 40. 
E^' 2 > 7 GeV 
Ι η**
2
 I < 2.5 
CD-validation jetj 
AR(muonjet-jet2) > 1. 
only one jet2 candidate 
No. of events 
20,082 
18,134 
17,782 
4,554 
4,495 
3,345 
2,069 
2,059 
1,951 
1,927 
1,683 
1,678 
1,578 
800 
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The Inclusive M u o n + T w o Je t Selection 
The inclusive muon+two jet selection is a subsample of the inclusive muon+one 
jet sample. The following, additional cuts are applied: 
• EJr t2 > 7.0 GeV 
• №'"\ < 2.5 
• jet: must be CD-validated 
• AR(muonjet-jet2) > 1.0 
The energy threshold for jetj is 7 GeV. In the energy range Ej· < 12 GeV it 
is necessary to check whether the 'jet' is a genuine jet. This is done by so-called 
CD-validation [9]. CD-validation requires at least one track in the CD with pr > 
0.5 GeV/c within a cone AR = 0.4 around the jet axis. Jetj is also restricted to the 
pseudorapidity region, \η>Μ\ < 2.5. 
To avoid large jet overlaps, jet: should be separated by more than AR = 1.0 
from the muonjet system. After this cut 12% of the events have a remaining overlap 
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between the muonjet and jet2 of on average 1.6 GeV. Again, this is a small effect that 
should be reproduced by the Monte Carlo. The U A l je t ñnder assures tha t there is 
no overlap between je t i and jet2. It re-allocates calorimeter cells in a je t overlap to 
the nearest jet (in Δ Κ ) . 
At this stage there may be more than one jet meeting the jet2 requirements. 
Again, the highest E r candidate is taken. 
There are 800 events, t h a t pass the inclusive m u o n + t w o je t cuts (see table 4.1). 
T h e E x c l u s i v e M u o n + T w o J e t S e l e c t i o n 
The exclusive m u o n + t w o jet selection is a subset of the inclusive m u o n + t w o jet 
selection. It contains two jet events, which have one and only one jet2 candidate. 
This reduces the number of events to 563. 
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Chapter 5 
Background to Prompt Muons 
Possible sources of background to the prompt muon signature are listed below: 
• decays in flight of non-heavy flavours: pions and kaons 
• misassociation of the CD and muon chamber tracks 
• cosmic rays 
• leakage through cracks 
• hadronic shower leakage 
• non-interacting hadrons 
The main background source to prompt muons are muons from pion and kaon 
decay. The method used to study this background source is described in section 5.1. 
A summary of the contributions of the other background sources is given in section 
5.2. 
5.1 The Background from Pion and Kaon Decay 
The main background source to prompt muons from heavy flavour decays are muons 
produced in pion or kaon decays. Heavy flavour quarks have a very short life time, 
about 1 0 - 1 3 s. Therefore, muons from heavy flavour decays are seen as coming 
from the primary vertex. The average life time of pions and kaons is of the order 
of 10~e s, so that these particles can travel a considerable distance before decaying. 
The probability for a pion to decay in the CD is 2.3%/p7·. For a kaon it is 11%/pr. 
If a decay takes place in the CD it will, in general, be visible as a kink in the track. 
Obvious kinks are removed by the muon tight selection filter (section 4.3.1). However, 
a part of the background remains in the data sample. If the muon direction does not 
deviate much from the original hadron direction no kink is visible. Furthermore, 
the pion or kaon can decay in the air gap between the CD and the electromagnetic 
calorimeter or in the electromagnetic calorimeter itself. A Monte Carlo [l][2] was 
developed to evaluate the contribution from π/Κ decay to the muon data samples. 
The Monte Carlo is based on experimental data. It uses the low threshold jet data 
sample, a sample with an integrated luminosity of 0.11 n b - 1 . The low threshold jet 
data contain events with a hardware jet trigger indicating a calorimeter cluster, Er 
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Figure 5.1: Efficiency of the low threshold jet trigger as a function of the jet Er 
> 5 GeV. The second level trigger requires a cluster Er > 8 GeV. The low threshold 
jet trigger is fully efficient for jets, E7 > 12 GeV (see fígure 5.1). This is the same 
threshold as the one used in the selection of the data samples studied in this thesis. 
Hence, simulations of pion and kaon decays in the low threshold jet data can be used 
directly to determine the background content in the muon+jet selections as defined 
in 4.3.2. No correction factor is needed. 
Decay background events are generated, starting from a real event from which the 
energy deposition of the hadron which is required to decay is removed. A decay of 
that hadron into a muon is simulated, thus superimposing a simulated decay muon on 
to the initial event. The calorimeter reconstruction including jet finding is repeated 
for the modified event. 
Pions and kaons have a different decay probability. Therefore, the charged particle 
composition must be known. Based on measurements by UA2 [3] and UA5 [4] the 
charged hadrons are assumed to be produced in the following ratio: π : К : ρ = 0.58 
: 0.23 : 0.19. 
Using a single track simulation so-called decay tables were made for pions and 
kaons separately. A single particle, a pion or a kaon, is followed through the detector. 
The particles are generated flat in φ and flat in pseudo-rapidity, |»j| < 2.5. If a decay 
yields a muon that is reconstructed in the muon chambers, the tight matching cuts are 
applied. Thus decay tables were made containing the probability density F(p!j., pj.) 
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that a had ron of a given ρ τ decays and is reconstructed as a muon in a certain pr-bin. 
The p r spectrum of these decay muons can be obtained by convoluting the decay 
probability density with the inclusive charged hadron ρχ spectrum: 
% = 1*<*'*)-ЩМ (5.1) 
The inclusive charged particle ρχ distribution has been measured by UAl [5] in 
minimum bias events 1 a t T/S = 630 GeV. T h e distribution is parametrized as: 
άγχάη (ρχ + ΡΤο)η 
where: A = 373 ± 15 nb. (GeV/c)- 2 , рто = 1.39 ± 0.04 GeV/c and η = 9.34 ± 0.14. 
As mentioned before the decay of a pion or a kaon into a muon has been super­
imposed on a low threshold jet event. Depending on the ρχ of the parent hadron 
and on the ρχ of the decay muon the event has a certain probability (as given by the 
decay tables) to occur. This probability is given to the event as a weight. Weighted 
background events are used to provide the background distribution for any chosen 
kinematic variable. 
The error on the charged particle composition is the main source of uncertainty 
on the normalization of the decay background. Taking the upper and lower limit of 
jr/h = 0.61, K/h = 0.29 and π / h =0.55, K/h = 0.17 (h being any hadron) results 
in an error of ± 1 6 % on the background estimate. Including other, smaller errors 
yields a total systematic uncertainty of + 2 0 %, -30 % on the normalization of the 
background. Besides the systematic uncertainty there is an error on the calculation 
due to the limited statistics of the low threshold jet sample. 
The Monte Carlo has been used to determine the contribution of the decay back­
ground to the inclusive muon ρχ spectrum in muon tight selection events. Figure 
5.2 shows the inclusive muon p r distribution for both the muon tight selection sam­
ple and the decay background. The muon tight selection sample contains roughly 
20,000 events with a muon of p£ > 6 GeV/c. Fortunately, the background spectrum 
falls more steeply than the data , which also contain muons from heavy flavour decays. 
Muons from W * and Z° also contribute to the data, muons from W * decays are dom­
inant at high ρχ. At pj . = 6 GeV/c the d a t a are dominated by decay background. 
At this ρχ the d a t a contain about 75 % background. T h e background contribution 
decreases to a b o u t 20 % for p£ > 20 GeV/c (see insert figure 5.2). 
A subsample of the muon tight selection data, events with a muon p r > 8 GeV/c, 
will be used for the m u o n + j e t analysis presented in this thesis. At p£ = 8 GeV/c the 
decay background contribution is 54 %. 
5.2 Other Background Sources 
A non-interacting hadron t h a t traverses the calorimeter and the iron shielding can 
give a track in the muon chambers. It, however, has to traverse more than nine 
hadronic radiation lengths. T h e probability for this to happen is less t h a n 1 0 - 4 . 
Minimum bias évente are events where only a pretrigger is required. 
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Figure 5.2: Inclusive muon ρτ distribution of the muon tight selection sample before 
background subtraction (black circles). The estimated background from pion and 
kaon decays as a function of ρ£ is also shown (open triangles). The insert shows the 
ratio background/data as a function of ρ£. 
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Background from hadronic shower leakage was found by test beam measurements 
to be less than 1 0 - 4 per incident hadron [6]. 
Cosmic rays can easily be identified by software. After application of the cosmic 
ray rejection algorithm in the muon tight selection the background from cosmic rays 
is negligible. 
The background from leakage through cracks in the detector is found to be neg-
ligible as well. This background is effectively suppressed by the fiducial cuts in the 
muon t ight selection. 
Misassociation background stems from matching of the muon chamber track to 
the wrong CD track. Requiring tight matching (see 4.3.1) between the two tracks 
reduces the misassociation background. The remaining background after muon tight 
selection is small compared to the background from pion and kaon decays. A study on 
a data sample with very loose muon selection cuts [l] showed tha t the misassociation 
background amounts to roughly 5 %, independent of the p r of the track [7]. 
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Chapter 6 
The heavy flavour studies presented in this thesis have been performed using the 
EUROJET Monte Carlo. A number of details concerning the simulation of QCD 
heavy flavour production processes, that has also been used for the analysis presented 
in chapters 8 and 9, is given in the following paper1. 
In section 2 of the paper the cross-section calculation is discussed. EUROJET has 
a strict separation between the Ο(α,) and O(a') production processes. The O(Q^) 
and the O(a') diagrams included are shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively. The 
divergencies occurring in the O(a') production processes are kept under control by 
imposing a pr cut on the additional gluon or light quark. For the simulation of QCD 
heavy flavour production processes the Eichten et al. structure functions (set I) are 
used. Furthermore, based on the UAl inclusive jet analysis the Q2-scale for these 
processes is fixed to Q2 = pj. + nig. 
In section 3 the fragmentation and weak decay of the heavy quarks are discussed. 
EUROJET uses the Field, Feynmann independent jet fragmentation model together 
with the Peterson fragmentation function. In the same section the lepton production 
as incorporated in EUROJET is compared to various e + e - measurements. 
Finding a good agreement between the e + e~ data and EUROJET the inclusive 
single muon and dimuon pr distributions are compared to those in the UAl data 
(see section 4). Figure 36 shows that, considering the uncertainties on the QCD 
calculation, the Monte Carlo gives a good description of these distributions. 
In parallel details concerning the weak production processes, pp —> W* (Z0), are 
also discussed. 
In section 4, as a side line to the main study presented in chapters 8 and 9, 
B0-B0 mixing in the UAl dimuon data is studied. EUROJET calculates the ratio of 
like-sign to unlike-sign dimuons R(±±,-|—) to be 0.20 in the non-mixing case. Error 
analysis shows that it will be difficult to obtain a value for R(±± ) +-) that exceeds 
0.29. In case of full В0-В0 mixing EUROJET predicts the ratio of like-sign to unlike 
sign dimuons to be 0.38, which is in good agreement with the UAl measurement, 
R(±±,-l—) = 0.42. Thus a satisfactory theoretical description of R(±±,-|—) can be 
given when В^В 0 mixing is included in the calculation. 
In section 5 a lower limit on the matrix element | ^ | is derived. This limit can 
only be given if one assumes no BJ-BJ mixing (rj = 0). Recent measurements by the 
Argus collaboration, however, show evidence for BJj-BJ mixing2. Therefore, the given 
limit on the | V<
s
 | matrix element has to be re-evaluated using recent measurements. 
'Published in Nucl. Phys. B292 (1987) 1 
3H. Albrecht et al.(Argue collaboration), Phys. Lett. 192B (1987) 245 
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ABSTRACT 
We discuss the question of heavy flavour production in hard proton-
antiproton collisions at the CERN SpßS Collìder. Our emphasis in this 
paper is mainly on the inclusive muon and dimuon cross-sections 
recently measured by the UA1 collaboration. We estimate 
contributions to these final states from both strong and weak 
production processes using perturbati ve quantum chromodynamics, 
QCD. We find that large pt production of heavy flavours at the CERN 
collider energies is quantitatively well described by QCD. We present a 
detailed calculation to estimate the ratio of same-sign to opposite-
sign dimuon production rate R(±±/+-) at the CERN pp collider, making 
use of the extensive data available on the production and decays of 
bottom and charmed hadrons in e+e' annihilation experiments. The 
calculated ratio R(±±/+-) is found to be significantly lower than the 
UA1 measurements. We argue that this ratio is theoretically well 
reproduced if one assumes substantial B,0 - Bs0 mixing. We determine 
the 2 О lower limit on the mixing probability rs ш Г (В,0-» h ν , Χ) / 
Γ (Β,0-» Ι"· ν | Χ) to be bigger than 0.14. In the standard model this 
gives a lower bound on the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element V ts 
which we estimate. Flavour correlations confirming B,0 - B e 0 mixing in 
future experiments are emphasized. 
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The subject of heavy flavour production in hadronic collisions has received 
considerable attention in the past [1]. Attempts to describe charm production 
rates at the FNAL-ISR energies in terms of perturbative quantum 
chromodynamics, QCD, contributions are known not to work. This.failure probably 
can be ascribed both to the relatively low mass of the charm quark and the low 
center of mass FNAL-ISR energies. On the other hand, the experimental situation 
at these energies is still being clarified. 
The situation at the CERN proton-antiproton collider is qualitatively 
different. With most data obtained at Vs = 546 GeV and Vs = 630 GeV, there is 
sufficient energy at the CERN collider to produce charm, bottom, and top quarks. 
Since mb « 5 GeV/c2 and mt > 23 GeV/c2, one expects perturbative QCD to work 
quantitatively down to low pt in the production of bottom and top quarks. On the 
other hand heavy flavour triggers in use at the UA1/UA2 detectors are sensitive 
to the central and/or large Pt components of the cross-sections only. Thus, it is 
not unreasonable to expect that the large pt charm production at the CERN collider 
energies will also be well described by perturbative QCD. 
It is generally recognized that there are two important contributions to large 
Pt heavy flavour production processes at the CERN collider and higher energies. 
The first and probably the better calibrated contribution is due to the production 
and decays of W± and Z0 bosons. In this case phase space factors and leading order 
QCD corrections [2] for the processes pp -• W*-» qq'1 , pp-» Z0-» qqcan be used 
together with the observed cross-sections a (pp -· W*-» l + v j and<J(pp-» Z0-» 
I+I-) to estimate the corresponding heavy flavour cross-sections σ(ρρ-» W*, Z0-» 
(t, b, c) X). This source of heavy flavour production, however, is not very 
important except for the top quark [3]. The second and dominant contribution to 
heavy flavour production is due to_ perturbative QCD processes, in particular the 
gluon fusion mechanism gg -» QQ [4]. It has been pointed out that higher order 
corrections from the processes gg -> gg', g* -> Q€) may give large contributions. 
This is particularly so for the case of the charm quark [5]· where the virtuality of 
g* is not very large. A completely quantitative calculation of the inclusive heavy 
flavour production cross-section <J(pp-» Q X) to 0 ( a
 s
3) is not yet at hand. 
Pending such a calculation , the best that one can do is use perturbative QCD 
calculations in the Born approximation in regions of phase space which are far 
from infra-red and collinear divergences. Such a semi-quantitative approach is 
still quite instructive. It has a close analogy with the present perturbative QCD 
treatment of inclusive jet production, where also the complete 0 ( a
 s
3) 
calculations have not yet been applied in the analysis of the collider data. 
However, the existing theoretical machinery based on Born terms provides a 
rather satisfactory description of the data, certainly within a factor 2 [6]. This 
is the approach that we will follow in discussing heavy flavour production in this 
paper. 
Theoretical calculations for heavy flavour production based on the 2 -» 2 and 
2 -» 3 QCD processes already exist in literature [7]. These predictions can now be 
sharpened by taking into account the constraints on the choice of the structure 
functions and the scale Q2 in the argument of the effective coupling constant, 
α
 S(QZ), obtained from experimental jet studies [8]. We shall make use of this 
information in estimating rates and distributions for heavy flavour production. 
Since the measured final states in the study of heavy flavours involve in most 
cases leptons, a trustworthy comparison of theoretical expectations with data 
For convenience we denote W* -» qîj', qq' by W* -» qq' throughout the paper 
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necessarily demands the construction of a detailed model for heavy quark 
fragmentation and decay. Fortunately, a very large amount of experimental 
information is available concerning fragmentation and decays of the charm and 
bottom quarks [9]. We have made extensive use of this information to constrain 
the parameters of our model. This eliminates many uncertainties in estimating 
the cross-sections and the distributions of experimental interest at the CERN 
collider energies. 
The calculations reported here are part of a general purpose Monte Carlo 
program, called EUROJET [10], developed to study hard hadronic collisions in the 
framework of perturbati QCD. Though the Monte Carlo has a large area of 
applicability, we shall concentrate here on the inclusive muon, dimuon and 
trimuon production processes only. 
This paper Is organized as follows. In section 2 we present theoretical 
cross-sections for the processes pp -» Q X (Q= c, b, t) calculated to 0( α
 s
3 ) and for 
pp -> (W±, Z0) -» Q X, calculated to 0 ( a , ) . In both cases phase space effects due to 
finite quark masses are properly taken into account. The relative importance of 
the leading order QCD corrections to the lowest order contributions is presented 
and emphasized. In section 3, we discuss the details of our model for heavy quark 
fragmentation and decays. There we make use of the available + - data. In 
particular, all known decays of the charmed hadrons D0, D1, F*, Л
е
 and the bottom 
hadrons Bd
0
, Вц* are implemented. The semileptonic decays of the charmed 
hadrons are described in terms of exclusive decays [11], like for example D -· (K, 
K') Iv |, with appropriate form factors and matrix elements taken into account 
[12]. 
Likewise for the production and decays of the bottom hadrons, we have 
implemented all known aspects including some recent results concerning the 
decays В -» J/ψ X and В -» F* X, which have a direct bearing on the question of 
inclusive muon and dimuon production. For the decay of top hadrons we use the 
free quark decay model with the standard V-Α matrix elements [13]. Thus, top 
decays t -» bl+v, and t -» b qq' give rise to, respectively, one and three jets (in 
general). The complete cascade of t -· b -» с -» s is generated with the 
appropriate decays of the bottom and charmed hadrons as described above. The 
fragmentation of the heavy quarks into heavy hadrons is assumed to be described 
by the so-called Peterson fragmentation function [14]. We have made use of the 
analysis in e+e- annihilation experiments [15] in determining the fragmentation 
parameters. In this section we also present a detailed comparison of our model 
calculations with available leptonic and hadronic distributions, mostly from + -
experiments. 
In section 4, we compare our calculations with the data obtained by the UA1 
collaboration. We find that the perturbatlve QCD calculations well reproduce the 
experimental cross-sections and pt distributions in the processes pp -» u * X, 
μ ± μ ± Χ', μ + μ - X'. Concentrating on the dimuon data, we show comparisons with 
the dimuon azimuthal angle distribution äa /dA<b v- v- which is well described by 
perturbative QCD calculations. However, inclusion of 2 -» 3 processes is 
essential in explaining the tail of the Δφ u u distribution. We find that the so-
called поп-isolated dimuon data sample [16] is dominated by the bottom quark 
pair production (>, 75%). The shape of the dimuon invariant mass distribution is 
well described by the bottom and charmed hadron decays. 
Next, we discuss the dimuon ratio R(±±/+-) measured by the UA1 
collaboration in the process pp-» μ ± μ ± Χ , μ + μ- X. The experimental number [17] 
for this quantity is: R = 0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.03. We find that bottom hadron cascades 
and the processes pp-» W±, Ζ0-» μ ± μ ± Χ , μ+μ-Xandpp-» tí-· μ * μ ± Χ , μ * μ - Χ 
together contribute significantly and give R = 0.24 ± 0.05. This is approximately a 
factor 2 smaller compared to the UA1 central value. We present our estimates of 
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theoretical errors on R, the dominant components of which are due to the 
imprecise determination of the charm quark contribution to the dimuon cross-
section as well as from the top quark. Since one expects substantial mixing in 
the B s
0
-B s
0
 sector [18], we investigate the consequences of such a mixing for the 
dimuon data. We find that the ratio R(±±/+-) is better described if one assumes 
mixing, though the actual number depends on the amount of mixing, rs, and the 
relative production rate of the B s
0
 meson, Ps. For maximum B s
0
-B s
o
 mixing (i.e. rs 
= 1.0) and Ps = 0.20, we find R « 0.38, in good agreement with the UA1 
measurements. 
In section 5 we discuss the implications of the UA1 result for the mixing 
parameters in the standard model. We use the upper limits on the Bd
0
-Bd
0
 mixing 
probability, rd, from e+e* data and use R(±±/+-) from the UA1 measurement to 
determine a tower limit on the mixing probability, rs. Within our theoretical 
calculations, we find rs > 0.14 (2 O). In the standard model of flavour mixing [19], 
this can be interpreted in terms of a lower bound on the Kobayashi-Maskawa 
matrix element, V,s [20]. The actual bound depends on the top quark mass and the 
value of the pseudoscalar meson coupling constant, tBs. With the assumption m t = 
40 GeV/c2 and D fB e 2 = (150 MeV)2 (where 33 is the Bag constant, δ * 1 for the 
vacuum insertion approximation) we find |Vts / Vbc| > 0.5, which together with the 
value |Vbc| « 0.05 obtained from the bottom lifetime measurements [11] gives |Vts| 
> 0.030. This gives a first indication of the value of the KM matrix element |Vte| I 
We conclude in section 6 with a discussion of flavour correlations that Bs
0
-
B s
0
 mixing entails and propose tests to consolidate mixing in the B s 0 -B e 0 sector in 
future experiments. 
2. Heavy Flavour Production In Hard Hadronlc Collisions 
The lowest order cross-sections for heavy flavour production in hadronic 
collisions, Involving 2-» 2 processes in perturbative QCD shown in fig. 1, were 
calculated by Combridge in 1979 [4]. The cross-sections for the subprocesses 
q + q-» Q + Q 
g + g-» Q + 3 (2.1) 
are completely Integrable In 0 ( a ( 2 ) giving 
β τ τ α . ^ α
2 ) 
a (q+q -» Q+Q) = (Ё+гто2) (Ь 
27Í 2 
TTcc^Q2) 1+P» 
tf(g+t)-.Q+Q)- [-(7+31mQ2/S)p./4+(1+4mQ2/?+mQ</?2) In ] 
3s 1-p. 
where 's • х ^ г s, s » Ε,^2 
| b « ( 1 - 4 m Q 2 / f ) i ' 2 (2.2) 
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with x1 and X2 having the usual definition of being the fractional momenta carried 
by the partons χ, = 2E¡/Vs. 
The observed cross-section can be obtained by convoluting the cross-section 
<з given by (2.2) with the appropriate structure functions 
<J(s) = Ιαχ,αχζΙΡ,^χ,,αζ) Fj/pixz.Q2) + i « j] ^(Хі.Хг.з) (2.3) 
The cross-section er (s) depends on structure functions, centre-of-mass 
energy, quark masses and the value of α
 S (Q 2 ). To get an idea of heavy flavour 
cross-sections we calculated a (s), using the EHLQ structure function 
parametrization with Λ = 0.2 GeV [21], at Vs = 630 GeV. With mc = 1.75 GeV/c2, 
mb = 5.1 GeV/c2 and m, = 40 GeV/c2 we find the following cross-sections ( 0 ( « s z ) , 
<î> 10 GeV) 
<У(рр -» с X) a 58 u b ì 
<?(pp - . b X ) a 13 ub \ |ηΟ|<3.5 (2.4) 
<?(pp -» t X) a 1.4 nb J 
Thus, heavy flavour cross-sections at the CERN collider are expected to be 
very large. Of course, due to the various heavy flavour triggers involving 
transverse momentum cuts and the limited geometrical acceptance of the 
detectors, only small fractions of the cross-sections (2.4) are actually 
measurable. We shall discuss them in detail later but first we would like to 
discuss the contributions of higher order processes to heavy flavour production at 
collider energies. 
In next-to-leading order in <xs, there are two types of contributions to cr(pp 
-• Q X). The 2 -» 3 Born diagrams are shown in fig. 2. The virtual corrections to 2 
-» 2 diagrams of fig. 1 are not yet available. Since these also contribute in 
0 ( c x s 3 ) , there remains an overall uncertainty in the estimates of the cross-
sections for 2 -» 2 processes in 0 ( α
β
3 ) . The dominant contribution in 0 ( a s 3 ) is 
due to the process [5] 
g + g -• g + g* (2.5) 
QQ 
since it really is an 0 ( a s ) correction to the gluon-gluon fusion process gg-» gg 
leading to 3-jet production. Usual QCD estimates give a (gg -» gg)/cr (gg-» QQ) -
0(100) and thus one expects the contribution of (2.5) to overwhelm the 
contribution from the process (2.1) in the cross-section <3 (pp -» Q X) by a large 
factor. However, one has to realize that this large enhancement holds for on-
shell gluons but the gluon g* in (2.5) is virtual. This virtuality is obviously 
different for charm, bottom and top quarks and hence (2.5) leads to very different 
enhancements for these flavours. Likewise, the importance of these processes 
depends on the actual measurements in an experiment. For example, for 
experimental cuts used by the UA1 collaboration in the analysis of the process pp 
-» μ μ X, the cut on the invariant dimuon mass, namely M^u. > 6 GeV/c2 would 
greatly reduce the contribution of (2.5) with g'-» cc-» μ + μ · X. In contrast, the 
contribution of (2.5) to the inclusive muon cross-section a (pp -» μ * X), or to the 
cross-section a (pp -» Q X) with the heavy quark recoiling against a jet [22] (like 
for example in the σφρ"-« D'* X) measurements), is expected to be significant. It 
is obvious that a blanket statement about the importance of higher order 
corrections in heavy flavour production cannot be made. We shall show detailed 
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comparisons of the 2 -» 2 and 2 -» 3 contributions for the stated theoretical 
and/or experimental configurations. 
The 2 -» 3 processes, shown in fig. 2, belong to the following three general 
classes: 
q + q -»g + Q + Q 
g + g -»g + Q + Q (2.6) 
q + g -»q + Q + Q 
where we have only included the contributions of light quarks in the initial state. 
Since we include the gluon splitting g' -> QQ as part of our 2 -» 3 QCD processes, 
we do not admit any heavy quark component in the structure functions. Including 
both the processes (2.6) and non-zero structure functions for heavy quarks 
(charm, bottom, top) in the (anti-) proton would amount to double counting. A 
corollary of this is that we do not have the so-called flavour excitation 
contributions [23] 
g + Q -• g + Q (2.7) 
added on top of (2.1) and (2.6). 
We have used the 2 -» 3 matrix elements with mQ * 0 derived by Kunszt and 
Pietarinen [7], which have been recently cast in a very compact form in ref. [24]. 
Thus, the correct kinematics of the production process is properly taken into 
account. The processes (2.6) have one difference compared to the 2 -» 2 processes 
of (2.1), namely that the cross-sections based on (2.6) are not completely 
integrable by themselves. Like their counterparts gg -» g qq which contribute to 
the (light) jet production, the processes (2.6) need an infra-red cut-off (to avoid 
Eq, Eg-» 0 singularity) as well as a collinearity cut-off (to avoid singularities from 
the initial state). To control this singularity we have used a cut-off pt4.g > p^ut 
for the additional gluon / light quark recoiling against a heavy quark. We use Ptcut 
= 5 GeV/c as a reasonable value for this cut-off. Experimentally, it turns out to 
be very difficult to reconstruct jets with energies less than ~ 5 GeV. 
Theoretically, the 2 -» 3 cross-section should be integrated for ptq.9 < ptcut and 
added to the cross-section for 2 -» 2 processes to define the effective 2 -» 2 
heavy quark pair production cross-section in 0 ( a s 3 ) . Like in the case of the pp -» 
W+jet+X cross-section [25], one would have to exponentiate the leading terms to 
get a reasonable behaviour for the low р,ч.э region. This part of the calculation 
has not yet been attempted and hence there remains an overall p t c u t dependence. 
Although we have fixed Ptcut = 5 GeV/c for our detailed analysis, we will show the 
dependence of the measured cross-sections on the parameter p t c u t for a 
reasonable range as an indication of our systematic errors. 
The QCD calculations presented in this report are based on the choice of the 
EHLQ parametrization for the structure functions with Л = 0.2 GeV. In addition, 
we have fixed the argument of α
 S(Q2) at Q2 = Et2 = p,2 + т а 2 , which is motivated 
by the UA1 analyses of inclusive jet production at the CERN collider: pp -» jet+X. 
For all processes involving the weak bosons W* or Z0, we have chosen the Duke and 
Owens [26] parametrization with Л = 0.2 GeV, fixing Q2 at Q2 = M w 2 , M z 2 . The 
O(ocs) cross-sections are regulated using the same cut-off, р^э > p^"' with p^1" = 
5 GeV/c, for the jets recoiling against the W* or ZP bosons. This choice 
reproduces the observed cross-sections for the leptonic decays of the W* and Z0 
by UA1 and UA2 rather well [26]. Also the number of jets produced in association 
with the \N± and Z0 is in good agreement with experimental observations. The 
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heavy quark production cross-sections via W* and Z0 boson decays are thus fixed, 
provided we take into account the correct phase-space suppression factors. 
In fig. 3 we show the inclusive-pt0 distribution dtf (pp -» Q X)/dp,Q for Q = c, b 
and t quarks, for |ηθ| < 3.5 and two values of m,; 23 GeV/c2 and 40 GeV/c2. 
Corresponding distributions for the heavy hadrons are shown in fig. 4; dc(pp-» Η 
X)/dptH for H s* charmed, bottom and top hadrons, satisfying |η Η | < 3.5. The relative 
importance of the 2 -» 3 contribution can be seen in fig. 5 where we show the 
pseudo-rapidity distribution d<y/dnQ for 2 -» 2 and 2 -» 3 processes. In order to 
improve our efficiency for the calculation of lepton spectra, we introduce a cut 
on Vs, -Vs > 10 GeV for 2 -» 2 processes and Vs > 15 GeV for 2 -» 3 processes. 
This clearly only affects the charm-quark cross-sections, whereas leptonic 
cross-sections from charmed particle decays are not affected at all, due to the 
rather stringent cuts on the data. The integrated cross-sections are shown in 
table 1, where | n Q | < 3.5. We note that if we relax the cut on 2 -» 3 processes to 
Vf > 10 GeV our choice of quark masses and parameters leads to effective K-
factors that lie between - 2.0 for the charm quark and - 1 . 6 for the top quark. The 
effective K-factor for the charm quark-case with the pt cut-off value, p t c u t = 5 
GeV/c is in good agreement with a recent leading log. calculation of the same 
quantity by Mueller and Nason [27]. This assures us that our choice of the Pt cut­
off provides us with a rate estimate for 2 -* 3 processes which is in close 
agreement with leading log. results. Thus there are no spurious or questionable 
enhancements of tf (pp -» Q X), neither have we cut out perfectly finite cross-
sections unnecessarily. Of course, we expect that the detailed distributions 
involving quarks and leptons will be better described by a calculation which also 
takes into account the non-leading terms, as is the case with the one described 
here. 
Next, we briefly discuss processes involving the weak bosons W± and Z0. 
There is a simple way of calibrating the cross-sections of the following 
processes 
pp _ w*X -» QQX 
pp -» Z0 X -• Οδ X (2.8) 
in terms of the experimentally measured cross-sections of the corresponding 
processes involving leptons 
pp -» W^X -» t±v,X 
pp -• Z° X -» !• I- X (2.9) 
The phase-space factors in the decays W* -» QQ' and Z0 -· QÖ both in zeroth order 
and in 0 ( « s ) are well known [2]. The 0 ( a s ) corrections have also been calculated 
[28]. A good approximation to estimate the cross-sections for the processes (2.8) 
is to use the following expressions 
<y.B(pp-» W* -» tb) а <У.В(рР-. W±-. I±V|) H W * -» tb)/ H W * - l±v,) 
<?.B(pp-» Z0 -. M) в <7.B(pp-. 29 -» l+ Ι") Γ(Ζθ -» t f ) / Γ(Ζ° -. I* I") (2.10) 
Experimental numbers for both <y.B(pp-» W*-• l±V|) and α .B(pp -» Z 0 -» Ι*ΐ) are 
measured by the UA1 and UA2 collaborations [26]. The results of the independent 
UA1 and UA2 measurements are summarized below for Vs = 630 GeV 
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cr.B(pp-. W±-. ±
 в
) =0.60 ± 0.05 ± 0.09 nb (UA1) 
ö.B(pp- W±-» eive) =0.61 ± 0.05 ± 0.07 nb (UA2) 
<J.B(pp-» Z0 -. e+e-) = 73 ± 14 ± 11 pb (UA1) 
<j.B(pp-» Z0 - e* e-) = 69 ± 13 ± 6 pb (UA2) 
in addition UA1 has measured the following cross-sections involving ц and t 
leptons, 
<y.B(pp-.W±-. μ ^ μ ) =0.67 ± 0.0Θ ± 0.14 nb 
σ.Β(ρρ-. W±-» %±\>x) =0.61 ± 0.12 ± 0.11 nb 
σ.Β(ρρ-. Ζ0 -» μ * μ ) = 73 ± 19 ± 13 pb (2.11) 
Our theoretical calculations based on the work reported in ref. [28] give good 
agreement with both the data and other calculations [25]. We estimate 
+0.05 
<y.B(pp-» W±-. I±V|) =0.580 nb 
-0.13 
•3 
<i.B(pp-» Z° -» I+I-) = 68 pb (2.12) 
-16 
Table 1 contains the cross-sections for hadronic decays of W and Ζ calculated up 
to 0 ( a s ) . There are two different entries for the top quark mass (mt = 23 GeV/c2 
and m, = 40 GeV/c2). Fig. 6 shows the top quark mass dependence of the cross-
sections (2.10) explicitly for both Vs = 546 GeV and Vs = 630 GeV in lowest order 
and 0 ( α
β
) . These cross-sections are to be compared with the top quark cross-
section from QCD processes. Leaving the top quark mass again as a free 
parameter, fig. 7 shows the relative importance of the QCD and weak production 
processes of top quarks at Vs = 630 GeV. QCD clearly dominates over p? -» W* -» t 
b for m, < 40 GeV/c2, whereas top production via Z0 decay is down by an order of 
magnitude. In fact, including the QCD contribution to the one from the process pp 
-» W*-» tb will reduce the semileptonic branching ratio t -» l + X, compared to 
what has been reported by the UA1 collaboration [29], and would bring it closer to 
the standard model expectations [13]. Some issues involving top quark production 
and decays including the effects of the W* polarization will be discussed in a 
forthcoming paper [30]. 
3. Fragmentation and Weak Decays of Heavy Quarks 
We assume that quarks and gluons fragment independently. This assumption 
is in broad agreement with data on jets, in particular on leading particles inside 
jets [31]. It is less satisfactory for describing the distribution of very soft 
particles, in particular the ones which are found at very large angles from the jet 
direction [32]. We are not very much interested here in the parametrization of the 
very soft edge of a fragmenting jet In the presence of a very large hadronic 
background due to minimum bias events, but rather in having a faithful 
description of the inclusive hadron and lepton spectra and of the weak decay 
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characteristics of the top, bottom and charm quarks. For the bottom and charm 
quark fragmentation and decays, there exist vast amounts of data, mostly from 
+
 " experiments, which we have incorporated in our model. 
For the fragmentation of heavy quarks we use the parametrization of 
Peterson et al. [14] defined as 
ζ (1-z)2 
f(z)= (3.1) 
[z (1-z) - (1-z) - ε
α
 z]2 
with ζ = (E + p//)H/(E + P//)Q; the parameter E Q depends on the heavy quark 
fragmenting into the heavy hadron H; we consider both heavy mesons and heavy 
baryons. 
The heavy quark -» heavy hadron fragmentation Б -· В X and с -· (D, D*) have 
been measured in e+e- experiments [15]. Extracting the Peterson et al. parameters 
c c and e b from data is, however, a non-trivial matter. In particular, the softening 
effects in the fragmentation functions due to perturbative QCD gluon radiation 
and initial state photon radiation have to be taken into account. These processes 
contribute differently in proton-antiproton collisions and since we have taken the 
QCD corrections in pp collisions explicitly into account, both in the initial and 
final state, one should extract e c and ЕЬ from e+e- data by correcting the data for 
QCD and QED effects. This has been done in the analysis of the e+e" data for the 
charm quark fragmentation by Bethke [15], resulting in <zc> = 0.71 ± 0.014 ± 0.03. 
This value of <zc> is found to be consistent with the interpretation of the data in 
the cm. energy region 10 GeV-34 GeV being scale invariant. Since the average 
cm. energy in the parton-parton system, V§, in pp collisions at the CERN collider 
is marginally larger than the energy range in e+e- experiments at PEP and PETRA, 
we expect that the value of <zc> should not be very different in pp collisions. We 
use ε
 c = 0.05 giving <zc> = 0.68, which is in agreement with the analysis of 
Bethke. Likewise, we use c b =0.015 leading to <zb> = 0.77 and ε, =0.0002 giving 
<Z|> = 0.93. The normalized distributions 1/N dN/dz for charm, bottom and top 
quark fragmentation are shown in fig. 8. 
We would like to point out here that a correct incorporation of the 
fragmentation of charm and bottom quarks is crucial in estimating not only the 
overall rate of inclusive μ and μ μ production in pp collisions but also in 
estimating the ratio R(±±/+-), the quantity we are principally interested in here. 
A harder ο -» Β X fragmentation leads to more energetic primary and secondary 
leptons and this would in turn increase the ratio R(±±/+-). A harder с -» D X 
fragmentation, on the other hand , decreases R(±±/+-), since the process pp -» cc X 
-» μ μ X contributes to the μ + μ " final state only. Determining the rate and shape 
of the charmed hadron energy distributions by an independent measurement, like 
for example by the process pJJ -» D* X [22], would be an important cross-check on 
the inclusive charmed hadron production. 
Next we discuss the implementation of weak decays in our calculations. We 
have implemented all the measured branching ratios of the charmed hadrons D0 
(amounting to - 93 % of the total) and D+ (~ 80 % of the total) [11]. Likewise, all 
known decay modes of the D s
+
 (F+) mesons [33] are included. The rest are filled 
using isospin and phase-space to estimate the individual contributions. For the 
charmed hadron semileptonic decays, like for example D -» (Κ',Κ,..) I+V|, we have 
incorporated the relevant form factors [12] in the calculation of the decay 
spectra. A comparison of the EUROJET Monte Carlo distributions for the lepton 
energy spectrum in charm decays with the DELCO data [34] is shown in fig. 9. The 
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agreement is quite satisfactory. The semileptonic branching ratios are given in 
table 2. 
The decays of the bottom hadrons Bu-, Bd
0
 are taken Into account as far as 
they are known, otherwise we calculate the bottom quark decays based on the free 
quark decay model 
b -» с ΰ d 
b - с S s (3.2) 
b -> с |-v ι (I = e, μ , ΐ ) 
The semileptonic branching ratios for all bottom hadrons are assumed to be equal 
and are fixed at their experimental value, BR(B -» 1-Х) s 12 % [32]. A comparison 
of the EUROJET Monte Carlo predictions for the inclusive electron and muon 
spectra from the process e+e·-» T(4s) -» B§ -» β* Χ, μ * X with the CLEO data [35] 
is shown In fig. 10. The theoretical curves take into account the Lorentz boost of 
the В meson (ρ ~ 500 MeV). The agreement is quite reasonable. The charged 
particle multiplicity distribution of our model In the process +e- -> T(4s) -> BB is 
shown in fig. 11 and compared with the DELCO data at T(4s). Again, the model 
describes the data rather well. 
In fig. 12 we compare our model predictions for the D** momentum 
distribution with the CLEO data for В -» D** X. Fig. 13 shows the comparison for 
the D0 momentum distribution in В -• D0 X again with the CLEO data [36]. The 
agreement in both cases is very good which leads us to conclude that the 
Importance of the two-body modes, like В -» Drï, Dp etc., have been adequately 
taken Into account. 
The decay mode b -» с es has received quite a bit of attention both 
theoretically [37] and experimentally [38]. The measurements of the decays В -• 
J/ψ К X and В -» F* X have been experimentally established. The decay modes В -» 
J/ψ X, with the J/ψ inside a jet, provide another independent check of the bottom 
quark production cross-section at the pp-colllder. Since the decay J/ψ -» l+|-
gives rise to dileptons, the reaction [38] 
p p - BBX-» J/ψ l± X (3.3) 
l+l-
would contribute both to 1*1* X and l+l- X. It Is therefore important to have their 
contributions properly included. We use a branching ratio BR(B -» J/ψ X) = 1 %, of 
which 20 % is in the form of two-body decays, В -> J/ψ К etc.. The resulting 
Inclusive J/ψ momentum spectrum in the process e+e--» T(4s) -» BS -• J/ψ X is 
shown in fig. 14 and compared with the data from CLEO and ARGUS [38]. The shape 
of the ρ j/ψ distribution is very well reproduced. 
For the Inclusive modes В -» F* X we use a branching ratio BR(B -» F X) = 9.6 %, 
with 60 % in two-body decays. This branching ratio is in agreement with the 
recent measurements [39] and in fact has been motivated by the CLEO data. A 
comparison of the рр± spectrum In the decays В -• F* X with the CLEO data is 
shown in fig. 15. The agreement is again very satisfactory. The importance of 
two-body decays In В -» F* X and its relevance to the ratio R(±±/+-) has also been 
recently emphasized in ref. [40]. The comparisons here prove that we have 
properly taken into account the hardness of the F±-spectrum in В decays. 
For the decays of top quarks very little data are available. Since m, > 23 
GeV/c2, due to negative searches at PETRA [41], the description of the top quark 
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decays in terms of the free-quark decay model should turn out to be a very good 
description. In fact if the UA1-topology pp -» e 1 + jet + jet + ^ is due to top 
quark decays, then all exotic decays of the top quark, like for example t -» b H+, 
involving a charged Higgs, are forbidden. We assume here that the top quark 
decays the way it is expected in the standard (3-family) model. We have modelled 
the dominant top quark decays as follows 
(3.4) 
(l = e, μ , -c) 
where the decays are governed by the V-Α matrix elements [12]. All the quarks in 
(3.4) lead to jets. In some rare cases when the energy of the quark in (3.4) is not 
sufficient, we combine it with the antiquark and form a hadron which is on-shell. 
Energy, momentum and all flavour quantum numbers are conserved in the decay 
procedure using a scheme from ref. [42]. We have checked that this energy-
momentum conservation is indeed a soft process and that it does not disturb the 
distributions, characteristics of a three-body V-Α decay of a spin-1/2 object. 
Since there are two dominant sources of top quark production in pp collisions 
which we have discussed in the previous section and since the W± are known to be 
produced highly polarized, we have taken into account the effects of W* 
polarization in the decay chain W* -» tb X, using the methods of ref. [43]. 
However, the top quark contribution to the process pp -» μ μ X is small and we 
shall not go into quantitative details of such effects here. 
4. Estimates of Multlmuon Production at the CERN pp Collider 
and Comparisons with the UA1 Data 
Having stated our theoretical framework and phenomenological input from 
experiments in e + e- annihilation, we present our numerical results for the 
following three final states in pp collisions at Vs = 630 GeV 
pp-> QX-> μ±Χ 
pp-» QX-» μ + μ-Χ, μ ± μ ± Χ (4.1) 
pp-» QX -» μ μ μ Χ 
We emphasize that in the estimates presented here only contributions from heavy 
quark production are taken into account, and include both QCO production and the 
processes pp -» W±, Z0-» QQ', OQ -» μ Χ, 2 μ Χ, 3 μ Χ; all are shown separately. 
The cross-sections for the final states (4.1) are calculated with a cut-off on p tu 
and on the pseudo-rapidity of the muon, η ν-. Since the triggers used by the UA1 
collaboration in measuring the cross-sections (4.1) differ for each of the final 
states shown, we shall always include these conditions while comparing our 
results with their data. We also give theoretical cross-sections for somewhat 
larger μ-acceptance in η ν- in view of various improvements of the UA1 detector 
under way. 
In figs. 16, 19 and 22 we show the differential cross-section for the heavy 
flavour induced inclusive muon production da (р
і
 ->30в /с)/ац - for the QCD, W* 
and Z0 production processes respectively, where contributions from 2 -» 2 and 2 
-» 3 processes are shown separately. The integrated inclusive muon cross-
sections 
d2<j(pp-. Ο δ Χ - μ±Χ) 
I dpiUdn u | (4.2) 
dp^dn»1 px* > 3 GeV/c 
from the charm, bottom and top quarks are shown in tables 3 and 4 for the two 
values of η ν-, (i) |η u| < 2.5 and (ii) |η u| < 1.5. As can be seen from fig. 16, tables 3 
and 4, the charm and bottom cross-sections in the QCD process pp -» QQX-» μ ± Χ 
are comparable. 
The inclusive dimuon cross-sections dö(pp-» Q Q X-» μ + μ · Χ , μ ± μ ± Χ)/αηΐ 1 
for the QCD, W* and Z0 production processes, are shown in figs. 17, 20 and 23 for 
| η ν-1 < 2.0 and р, ч , р ^ г > 3 GeV/c. The integrated cross-sections 
d2cr(pp-» Ο δ Χ - μ + μ-Χ, μ ± μ ± Χ) 
j dptudriu | (4.3) 
dptUdnU p tui.U2>3GeV/c 
Ιηΐ4<2.0 
are given in tables 3 and 4. Here the dominant cross-section is due to the bottom 
pair production process pp -· bB X -» μ μ X, contributing - 75% of the total. This 
result is in fair agreement with earlier estimates [44]. As can be seen in fig. 17, 
the contribution to the dimuon final state from 2 -» 3 bottom pair production 
processes is substantial. Another way to see this contribution is in the 
prediction of the azimuthal angle distribution of the dimuons, da/dA^w, where 
the 2 -» 3 induced radiative tail should be clearly discernible in contrast to the 
almost back-to-back dimuons expected from the 2 -» 2 bb process. We shall 
return to this point shortly when we compare our results with the UA1 data. 
The inclusive trimuon cross-sections from pp -» QQ X -» 3μΧ, for the QCD, W± 
and Z0 production processes respectively, with p ^ > 3 GeV/c and Ι η м· | < 2.0 are 
shown in figs. 18, 21 and 24. Note that up to 0(<x
 8
3 ) , the trimuon final states 
receive contributions only from the bottom and the top quark intermediate states. 
Again the contributions from 2 -» 2 and 2 -» 3 processes are shown separately. 
The integrated trimuon cross-sections 
d2<i(pp-. ΟδΧ-» 3 μ Χ ) 
J dpjUdn v-1 (4.4) 
dpt^dn»1 pt·1 >3GeV/c 
lnu|<2.0 
are also presented in tables 3 and 4. Here again the QCD process pp -» bïï X -» 3μΧ 
dominates for m( > 30 GeV/c2, though for smaller values of mt, the tt state also 
gives a significant contribution. For example, for m, = 23 GeV/c2 the ti-» 3 μ X 
cross-section becomes larger than the corresponding bE cross-section. 
In figs. 25-27, we show the p ^ distributions for pp -» QQ X -» μΧ, μ μ X and 
μ μ μ Χ final states respectively, where now we have summed the 2 -» 2 and 2 -» 3 
processes. Note that tho pseudo-rapidity interval is now different for all final 
states. The η u values have been chosen so as to conform to the UA1 triggering 
conditions. In addition, for the dimuon final state, there is an additional cut-off 
used to calculate do/äp{v- namely Muu > 6 GeV/c2. The distributions (25-27) can 
be directly compared to the UA1 data, once the data have been corrected for 
efficiency. For completeness we show in figs. 28-30 the inclusive Pt^ 
distributions from the production of W* bosons and their decays involving heavy 
quarks for the processes pp -» W* X -· (cs, tb) X -> μ iX, u u X and ц ц ц Χ 
respectively, with the indicated experimental cuts. Figs. 31-33 show the 
corresponding distributions from the Z0 intermediate state, pp -· Z0 X -» (ее, ЬБ, 
tt) X -» μ±Χ, μ μ X and μ μ μ Χ. All top quark related distributions are calculated 
for two values of m,, namely mt = 23 GeV/c2 and m, = 40 GeV/c2 and include the 
0 ( a s ) corrections. 
There are a number of comments that we would like to make about the p ^ 
distributions shown in figs. 25-33. Based on dtf/dp,^ distributions alone, it 
would be very difficult to detect the presence of the top quark. As shown in fig. 
25, the inclusive p ^ distribution is dominated by the pp -» c2 X, ЬЪ X -» μ ±X 
states, unless m, is close to its present experimental lower bound. In the case of 
dimuons, the cross-section da/dp,^ is dominated by the ьБ intermediate state for 
ptn < 10 GeV/c (20 GeV/c) for m, - 23 GeV/c2 (40 GeV/c2). However, the dimuon 
cross-section for large ρ,ΐ1 (ΡιΉ, р ^ г > 10 GeV/c) is small so that a lot more 
data are needed before one could use the dimuon events to establish the top quark. 
With m, = 40 GeV/c2, the estimates of fig. 26 and adding the processes pp -> W1, 
Z0-» tb, tt-» μ μ Χ . , we estimate from figs. 29, 32 and the present UA1 luminosity 
that 0(10) dimuon pairs could possibly come from the top decays. This number 
would be substantially larger if m, is smaller. For m, - 23 GeV/c2, the cross-
sections da (pp -» tî-» μ μ X.)/dptv- ¡s also shown. Our interest in the dimuon 
distribution is two-fold. First, it could signal the presence of the top quark in a 
precision Pi* measurement, combined with other kinematic distributions. 
Secondly, and for the discussion in this paper more importantly, the processes pp 
-· tî-» μ μΧ, and pp -» W±, Ζ0-» tb, tT-» μ μΧ give rise to both μ+μ-Χ and μ ± μ ± Χ 
states. In fact with the UA1 cuts, the ratio R(±±/+-) from the tT state alone could 
reach as high a value as 0.5. Since m, is not known, one has to include possible 
contributions from this source. Of course, one expects that the azimuthal angle 
distribution dtf/dAcfcuu from the massive top quark decays (and for that matter 
from the decays of any other massive object decaying weakly into leptons) would 
be quite different from the corresponding distributions from the processes pp -» 
cc X, ЬБ X -» μ μ X. This, in turn can be used to disentangle the two sources. 
The trimuon distributions pp -» ЬБ X, tTX -» 3 μ Χ shown in fig. 27 are rather 
instructive. In particular they show that the trimuon p, distributions could be 
dominated by the tT state for p,u > 6 GeV/c, if m, is close to 23 GeV/c2. The 
tt/bE cross-over is shifted to higher pxv- values with increasing m,. For m, = 40 
GeV/c2, the cross-over is around PtU - 14 GeV/c. The trimuon events can also 
reveal the presence of the top quark, particularly if one applies a cut-off on the 
dimuon invariant mass of all three dimuon pairs. The point here is rather simple; 
in the process pp -» ЬБ X -» 3μΧ, one of the dimuon pairs (μ •μ·) must emerge 
from the decay of the same bottom hadron. Thus, applying an invariant mass cut 
M u u > 6 GeV/c2 will practically remove all trimuons originating from the bb 
decays. We advocate the trimuon final state in establishing the exisence of the 
top quark. With the cross-sections shown in figs. 27, 30, 33, tables 3 and 4, we 
do expect ~ 5-10 trimuon events assuming mt = 40 GeV/c2, using the present UA1 
luminosity and μ detection efficiency. This number is expected to be larger for 
smaller values of mt, as shown in these figures. 
Before presenting a comparison of our calculations with the UA1 data, we 
would like to come back to the theoretical uncertainties in our calculations. We 
have already indicated the uncertainty on the fragmentation parameters e c and e b 
In addition, the cross-sections depend on the value of the QCD scale parameter 
and on the structure functions The question related to the QCD scale is 
intimately connected with the virtual corrections in the process pp -» QQ X, which 
we do not have at hand yet Instead, we fix the QCD scale and the structure 
functions from jet data [8] Since we use a cut-off on the transverse energy of 
the light (quark or gluon) jet in 2 -• 3 processes, produced in association with the 
heavy QÔ pair, the cross-sections for the inclusive muon and dimuon final states 
depend on the precise value of the cut-off parameter, ρ ^ ' , as we have discussed 
earlier The dependence of <J(pp -» cc X, bb X -• μ * X) and <J(pp -» cc X, ЬБ Χ -• μ μ 
Χ) on Pt c u t with the UA1 trigger conditions, is shown in figs 34 and 35, 
respectively, in the range 3 GeV/c < p,0"1 < 7 GeV/c. The cross-sections differ by 
a factor ~ 1 5 - 2 in this range. This dependence can be considerably reduced if 
one incorporates a physical damping factor for small Pt'6' as done, for example, in 
the theoretical estimates for dö/dp t w [25]. We instead use the value ptcul = 5 
GeV/c, motivated by the K-factor that one obtains from higher orders for the 
charm pair production cross-section in leading log approximation [27]. 
In fig. 36 we show a comparison of our theoretical calculations with the UA1 
data for the processes pp -» μ * X and pp -» μ ± μ ± Χ, μ + μ ' X. The dimuon data 
belong to the so-called "non-isolated μ -sample", and are expected to be due to 
heavy flavours The single muon data contain both isolated and non-isolated 
muons, however the contribution from isolated muons is expected to be small 
(Drell-Yan etc.). The theoretical curves include only the contributions from the 
processes pp -» cc X, ЬБ X and we have put in the UA1 muon-detection efficiency. 
The agreement between theory and experiment is rather satisfactory, noting that 
the overall normalizations for both pp -» μ ± X and pp -» μ μ X are predictions and 
not fits. Despite the fair to good fits shown in fig. 36, there is some room for a 
possible top quark contribution particularly for large p ^ . Going back to figs. 25-
27, we recall that it is the large p,^ tail, where the effect of the top quark is 
expected to be significant. Based on this observation we now include also the 
contributions from the processes involving the top quark, namely pp -» tT X and pp 
-· W* X -» tb X', pp -» Z0 X -» tï Χ', again for the two representative values mt = 23 
GeV/c2 and mt = 40 GeV/c2. The resulting distributions for the inclusive muon 
spectra for pp -» μ X, 2 μ X, 3 μ X from both QCD and weak processes are shown in 
fig. 37. The inclusion of the top quark contribution brings the inclusive μ data 
and theory in remarkable agreement, including the large p ^ tail. This line of 
argument, however, assumes that the contributions from the processes pp -» cc, 
bb X -* μ * X' are precisely calculable. Unfortunately, with the present technology 
QCD predictions are reliable only to within a factor 2. Hence, the inclusive muon 
differential cross-section , d a / d p ^ , measured with respect to the beam axis is 
too indirect a method to search for the top quark. A lot more confident statement 
about the presence and the mass of the top quark would be possible if p ^ at the 
pp collider could be measured with respect to the jet axis In the absence of such 
information we would like to see a detailed analysis of the multimuon data, in 
particular of the large Pt11 tail to get more definitive results about the top quark 
mass. Such searches have already been advocated by other authors [45] Our 
detailed analysis presented here could also be indicating the presence of top-like 
quark objects m the inclusive muon and dimuon cross-sections though it is 
difficult to make a more quantitative statement. 
In the rest of this paper we shall concentrate on the dimuon data sample In 
fig. 38 we show a comparison of our model with the dimuon azimuthal angle 
distribution do/dA φ v-v- obtained by the UA1 collaboration. Note the large tail m 
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the Δ φ ν- ν- distribution, which receives contributions both from the QCD radiative 
corrections (2 -» 3 and higher order processes) as well as from the top quark 
decays due to the large top mass, mt $ 23 GeV/c2, giving rise to dimuons at all 
angles Δ φ ν- ν Again, the comparison of our model calculations with the UA1 data 
is quite satisfactory Fig 38 indicates that forcing the two muons to lie m the 
same hemisphere Δ φ ν- ν- < 90° and demanding large р ^ for the two muons, say p ^ 
> 6 GeV/c would reduce the pp -» cc X, 6Б X -» u u X' background drastically 
Detailed kinematic fits can then be attempted for the remaining μ μ-data sample 
to determine the possible top quark content 
In fig 39 we show the distribution dcï /dptv- v- for the dimuon data, as 
measured by UA1, together with our model calculations A comoanson of the 
invariant dimuon mass distribution d ö / d M u u of the same data with our 
calculations is shown in fig 40, the agreement is rather good Based on the 
comparisons shown in figs 38-40, it is fair to conclude that our model, which is 
based on perturbative QCD, provides a successful description of heavy flavour 
production at the CERN pp Collider Both the absolute cross-section and various 
distributions measured by the UA1 collaboration are well reproduced Thus, it is 
fair to say that also the heavy flavour production aspect of the collider data is 
under the quantitative control of perturbative QCD 
Having convinced ourselves that we have been able to provide a quantitative 
description of heavy flavours, we turn to estimates of the same sign to opposite 
sign dimuon ratio, R(±±/+-) In estimating R(±±/+-), we shall not consider Drell-
Yan type processes pp -» γ*. Ζ0-» u U X' and direct QCD bound QQ production pp -» 
J/ψ, Τ -> u u Χ' These measurements have been analysed by others and have been 
found to be m good agreement with estimates based on perturbative QCD 
Concentrating on the "non isolated" dimuon data and fixing the sign of the muons, 
we recall that the following states contribute . 
pp -» cc X -» u+U"X' 
pp -> ЬБХ -• u+U-X". и±и±Х· 
pp -» tTX -• u+U-X\ u ^ X ' 
pp -. W*X -» tb X' -» u+u-X", u±U:tX" 
pp -. Z°X -» (c2, ЬБ, ñ) Χ' -» u-U" X", U±U±X" (4 5) 
only taking into account production processes in the leading order and in the next-
to-leading order In these orders, the intermediate state cc X contributes only to 
the u + U" X' final state . In 0 ( a s 4 ) , one has in addition the process • 
pp - c c c c X -» u^-X'. u ^ X ' (4 6) 
giving rise to both same- and opposite-sign dimuons Theoretical calculations for 
the 4-parton final state processes have already been done [46] and we have used 
them to estimate the cross-section for the process (4 6). Since the results 
numerically are not very significant for ñ(±±/+-), we defer their discussion to a 
separate publication [47]. 
In table 5 we present the results for R(±±/+-) based on all the five processes 
(4 5), together with their relative contributions corresponding to the UA1 dimuon 
cuts The numbers also indicate the effect of B0-B0 mixing on the ratio R(±±/+-), 
with the assumed value of the Bs0 production fraction (Ps~16% - 20%) The ratio 
R(±±/+-) can then be computed by the relation 
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5 
R(±±/+-) = Σ R((±±/+-) BRj (4.7) 
i-1 
where the sum i=1, 5 is over the five processes shown in (4.5). BR, has the obvious 
definition 
<y(pj5-. i-» μ + μ - Χ ) 
BR| = (4.8) 
Σ O {pp- i -» μ + μ - Χ) 
ι 
With our choice of the branching ratios, quark masses and model parameters, we 
find 
R(±±/+-) = 0.20 - 0.24, m, = 40 - 23 GeV/ c2, no mixing 
The values of R|(±±/+-) are shown in table 5. Compared with the UA1 result 
R(±±/+-) = 0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 (1.64 a lower bound: R(±±/+-) >'0.295 ) all the 
values for R(±±/+-) with no mixing fail to reproduce the data. The values with 
complete Bs 0-Bs 0 mixing are, on the other hand, in better agreement with the UA1 
data (table 6) 
R(±±/+-) = 0.38, Ps = 0.20, complete B90-Bs0 mixing. 
We shall discuss the mixing case in detail in the next section, but here we would 
like to comment on possible errors in R(±±/+-) assuming no B0-B0 mixing. 
The biggest uncertainties on R(±±/+-) are probably due to both the 
contribution from the process pp-» cS X-* μ + μ-Χ' and the fraction of secondary 
muons from the bottom cascade decay. The p ^ spectrum, measured with respect 
to the jet axis can be used to determine the cc/(cc + bb) content. The UA1 
measurements [17] lead to an estimate of the cc contribution to the dimuon 
cross-section giving 15 ± 7 %. The numbers for R¡ quoted in table 5 are based on 
the semileptonic charm branching ratios shown in table 2 and 15% cc contribution. 
The charm cross-sections presented in tables 1, 3 and 4 represent the upper limit 
of the UA1 measurement, namely, 22% of the dimuon cross-section is due to cc. 
For a softer charmed hadron spectrum, the cross-section <?(pp -» cc X -» μ + μ·Χ') 
with the UA1 cuts decreases, consequently increasing R(±±/+-). The largest value 
of R(±±/+-) is then reached with the smallest allowed cc content. We estimate 
this uncertainty on R(±±/+-) to be 0.04. The errors Δ R(±±/+-), due to various 
branching ratios, D'/D values, spread in ε
 b and semileptonic decay spectra are 
estimated to be of the same order. Thus, for the choice of parameters, which 
maximizes R(±±/+-), we find that it is safe to quote a limit based on bb and cc 
production 
R(±±/+-) < 0.27 (4.9) 
for the case without Β0-Β0 mixing. 
The entries in table 5 indicate that the top quark may increase R(±±/+-) 
particularly for lower values of mt. However, estimates based on perturbative 
QCD show that even including the top quark contribution makes it difficult to push 
R(±±/+-) above 0.29. Thus, with our present knowledge of the quark masses, 
branching ratios and fragmentation functions, we find that the quantity R(±±/+-) 
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without B0-B° mixing is in the range of 0.19 « R(±±/+-) « 0.29. The ratio R(±±/+-) 
with B 0 -B 0 mixing considering all the uncertainties mentioned above lies in the 
range 0.31 $ R(±±/+-) { 0.42. 
5. Implications of R(±±/+-) for the Parameters In the Standard Model 
We shall pursue in this section the consequences of interpreting the UA1 data 
on R(±±/+-) in terms of B0-B0 mixing. Both experiment and the standard model 
predict no substantial O 0 - D0 mixing [11], whereas the total charm contribution to 
the dimuon cross-section is expected to be relatively small. Since we have just 
described an analysis for R(±±/+-) in pp collisions, we would like to review here 
the situation in e+e- annihilation experiments. The object of interest is the 
quantity "r" defined as the ratio of the "wrong-sign" semileptonic fraction to the 
"right-sign" [48] 
Γ (B¡° -» l+v | X-) 
г, ш 
Γ (Β,ο -, ι-ν ι Χ+) 
7, - M B j O - Β,Ο) (i = d, s) (5.1) 
with the well-known relationship 
x2 + y2 
r = η 2 
2 + x2 - y 2 
(5.2) 
x2 + y 2 
7 - η-2 
2 + χ 2 - y 2 
where χ » Δ Μ/Γ , у ж Δ Γ /2Γ with Γ » (Γ н + Γ L)/2 and η is a measure of CP-
violation defined as 
1 - η 2 
<B H ]BL> = (5.3) 
1 + η 2 
Δ M and Δ Γ are, respectively, the mass and width differences between 
eigenstates having a definite mass and lifetime. In what follows we shall assume 
CP-conservation and set η = 1. It is also common to use the quantity χ, defined as 
Γ (Β,Ο-, l*V|X·) 
Ь m (i = d, s) (5.4) 
Γ (Β,Ο-, l±V|X) 
with the obvious relationship x¡ = r/(1 + r,). In the continuum measurements one 
has the relation 
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Ρ 2 χ (1 - χ) 
Rb(±±/+-) (5.5) 
(1 - χ ) 2 + χ 2 
ρ 
where Rt> denotes contributions due to BB production, keeping only the primary 
decay leptons. The quantity χ is related to χ^ and χ5 via the relationship 
[(BR)dPdXd + (BR)sPsXs] 
Χ (5.6) 
<BR> 
where Pd (Ps) is the fraction of Ba0 (Bs0) meson production in the fragmentation b 
-· Bd
0
 X (5-· Bs 0 X); (BRJd. (BR)S and <BR> are respectively the semileptonic 
branching ratios for Bd 0, Bs 0 and average semileptonic branching ratios of the 
bottom hadrons. The best present limit on the quantity χ from + ' experiments is 
[49] 
χ ( + -) < 0.12 (90 % CL) (5.7) 
This can be converted Into limits on the two mixing probabilities г^  and rs 
assuming some reasonable values for Pd, Ps, (BR)d/<BR> and (BR)9/<BR>. With the 
assumption (BR)d s (BR)S = <BR>, the contours corresponding to three choices (a) Pd 
- 0.35, Ps = 0.10, (b) Pd = 0.375, Ps = 0.15, (c) Pd = 0.4, Ps = 0.2 are shown in fig. 
41. Another limit on χ(θ+θ') has been obtained by the measurement of the 
electroweak forward-backward asymmetry in the reaction * ~ -* bb -> ^X, which 
is expected to deviate from its standard value due to B-B mixing [50]. This 
method gives χ < 0.13 [51], a somewhat less stringent bound than the MARK II 
limit, (5.7). ρ 
Two other measurements of Rt,(±±/+-) in + ' annihilation have been 
attempted so far at T(4s) [52]. Since the decay T(4s) -» BB is a p-wave, one has an 
extra suppression factor for R(±±/+-) due to the Bosestatistlcs [53]. Calling 
RPb(±±/+-) at T(4s) Rodd, one has (for rd « 1) 
ρ x(T(4s)) 
Rau - Rb(±±/+-) I - (5.8) 
T(4s) 1-x(T(4s)) 
where 
(BR)d Pd(T(4s)) Xd 
X(T(4s)) * Pd(T(4s)) xd (5.9) 
<BFb· 
and Pd(T(4s)) is the probability (T(4s) -. BdBd)/(T(4s) -• BB). With Pd = 0.4 and 
(BR)d = (BR)U = <BR>, the present limits on Ro d d are as follows [52] 
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Radd<0.12 (90% CL.) ARGUS 
<0.18 (90%C.L.) CLEO (5.10) 
The more stringent of the two bounds is shown in fig. 41 (curve d); it gives 
X(T(4s)) <0.11 (5.11) 
which, on assuming yd2/Xd2 « 1, an excellent approximation, gives 
Xd.e0.52 (5.12) 
Thus, experiments in + - annihilation rule out significant mixing in the Bd-Bd 
sector. 
In pß collisions, the UA1 collaboration has measured the ratio R(±±/+-) to be 
(we emphasize that RPb # R) 
R(±±/+-) = 0.42 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 (5.13) 
Thus, adding statistical and systematical errors in quadrature 
R(±±/+-) > 0.295 (1.64 a) (5.14) 
The estimates for R(±±/+-) without mixings were presented in the preceding 
section, where we found that therejs considerable amount of uncertainty on this 
quantity. With г
а
 = rs = 0, i.e. no B-B mixing, we found 
R(±±/+-) = 0.24 ± 0.05 (5.15) 
Thus, In our opinion the UA1 measurement (5.13) constitutes a definite excess of 
same-sign dimuons compared to the expectations (5.15). The UA1 measurements 
together with the background estimate (4.9) give 
χ(ρρ) -0.125 ± 0.05 (5.16) 
This can be converted into a limit for rd and rs. The 1 a contour for rd and rs 
is shown in fig 41 with the choice Pd = 0.4, Ps= 0.2. This together with the ARGUS 
limit rd < 0.12 gives 
rs >0.18 (1 cf) (5.17) 
For smaller values of Ps the lower bound on r3 is larger than (5.17). In the rest of 
this section we would like to briefly review the Standard Model predictions for rd 
and rs and extract a bound on the CKM matrix element V t s from the UA1 lower 
bound on rs. 
In the standard model of flavour mixing, Δ M is calculated by the well-known 
box diagram involving the exchange of W+, W' bosons. This gives [54] 
Gp2 fed2 mBd 
AM(BdO) = Mw2 33 Fd(mb, mt, λ) 
6 IT2 
GF2 fßgZ mBs 
ДМ(В30) = Mw2 23 Fs(mb, mt, λ) (5.18) 
6 ττ2 
Here ¡O is the so-called bag constant (expected to be ~ 1) for the bottom hadrons, 
'ad CBS) a r e , h e pseudo-scalar coupling constants and the functions Fd and F3 are 
given by 
Fd(mb, m,, λ) = ( X c d ) 2 U 1 + ( X t d ) 2 u 2 + 2 (λ«,)^«,) U3 
Fs(mb>mt. λ) =(X C S )2U 1 + ( X t s ) 2 U 2 + 2 (X t s )(X c s ) U3 (5.19) 
The CKM-angle-dependent factors λ у have the following values in the Wolfenstein 
parametrization [55] 
l*cdl-|Vcb'Vc d| = X3 
l*tdl - IVtb" V,d |- λ3 \/(i - ρ )V η2 < хз 
| λ α Ι - | ν
Λ
' ν
Μ
| - λ 2 
| Х и І - | ,ь* „ | . λ 2 (5.20) 
where λ = 5іп
 с
 ¡s 0.23. The quark-mass-dependent factors U¡ have been 
calculated by Buras et al. [54] including QCD corrections to which we refer for 
details. The leading contributions to U¡ are given by 
U, - mc2/Mw2 
U2 - mt2/Mw2 
U3-vmcmt/Mw2 (5.21) 
Thus, the dominant contribution for both AM(Bd) and ΔΜ(Β3) is due to the U2 term. 
It is clear from (5.20), the experimental bound on R m Γ (b -» u Iv | )/Γ (b -» с Iv |) 
and the measurements of <-ta> [11] that 
xd = ΔΜ/Γ (Bd) - 0(λ2) -• rd ~ 0(λ4) 
xs = ΔΜ/Γ (Bs) - 0(1) -» Гз - 0(1) (5.22) 
The precise values of xd and x, depend on mt, fed and S . The expected value of rd 
and rs are shown in fig. 41 for 110 М $ fgd $ 150 MeV, 150 М І <вз $ 200 М , 
X t d < 0.015 , X t 9 = 0.05 and 30 GeV/c2 « mt { 60 GeV/c2. Thus, we estimate rd « 
0.01 and r9 to lie in the range 0.3 < r, < 1.0. 
In view of the small value of rd in the standard model just calculated, we set 
rd и 0 and reanalyse the UA1 measurement (5.13). Now, in the standard model this 
gives a lower bound on χ5 
χ * x s P s > 0.025 (2 a) (5.23) 
which for Ρs = 0.2 gives the bound on r9 but now at 2<J due to the assumption rd = 
0. Thus, in the standard model, the UA1 data give the following limit 
r s >0.14 (2 a) (5.24) 
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This in turn gives 
x s > 0 57 (2 a) (5 25) 
The limit on xs can be immediately converted into a lower bound for the CKM-
angle-dependent X,s. Putting in the numbers one has for m t * Mw [20] 
» »Bs2 
xs = 1.75 
(150 MeV)2 
λ» 
Ιλ2 J 
(5 26) 
. 40 GeV/c2. 
which, for xs > 0 57 and the indicated values of m, and O f B s 2 , gives 
X, s >0.57 λ2 s 0 030 (5 27) 
Since in the standard 3-family model one expects ,
ь
 и 1, (5 27) would imply a 
lower bound on the CKM matrix element |Vts|, namely V t s > 0 030. Clearly, there 
are quite a few unknowns in (5 26) but hopefully they will be determined much 
better m due course of time. In any case, we find the result (5 27) remarkable m 
the sense that it is the first direct experimental evidence m the standard model 
that V ts * 0. 
The experimental limit (5.12) on χ
ύ
 and the lower bound (5 25) on xs are in 
agreement with the expectations of the standard model, as expected from the 
Cabibbo suppressed and allowed patterns indicated in eq. (5 22) More precise 
tests of the standard model of flavour mixing m the bottom meson sector are 
expected to emerge from ongoing and forthcoming experiments through 
measurements of x j and xs. 
6. Summary and Conclusions 
We have addressed the problem of heavy flavour production at the CERN pp 
collider in the context of perturbative QCD The calculations concerning the 
production and decays presented here are part of a general purpose Monte Carlo 
program to study hard hadromc collisions, called EUROJET [10] We have modelled 
the decays and fragmentation of the charm and bottom quarks by using data from 
e+e- experiments. All known aspects of the heavy quark data are painstakingly 
incorporated. The decay properties of the top quark are incorporated in the 
context of the free quark model with the standard V-Α interactions. 
There are two mam sources of heavy flavour production, namely strong 
production via perturbative QCD processes and in the production and decays of W* 
and Z0 bosons. The latter mechanism is Important for the top quark only The 
calculations presented here are based on leading order and next-to-leading order 
m the strong interaction coupling constant, α
 S(Q2). This means 2 -• 2 and 2 -» 3 
processes for the strong production, and W1, 2° production processes with and 
without an additional jet. In both cases heavy quark masses m calculating the 
production and decay processes are taken into account. The calculations are based 
on the use of Born diagrams only This leaves an overall dependence on the infra­
red cut-off, Pxcur. We have used Pt01" = 5 GeV/c for theoretical calculations This 
choice gives us the same effective K-factor as the one obtained m the leading log 
approximation. The data clearly need 2 -» 3 and higher orders. This is obvious 
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from the comparison of data with estimates based on 2 -> 2 processes, with the 
structure functions fixed from inclusive-jet analysis at the CERN collider Both 
the normalization and shape of the distributions require higher orders to be 
explained in the context of QCD 
Though the model described here has a wide range of applicability and 
predictions, we have concentrated on the inclusive muon, dimuon and tnmuon final 
states because of the availability of data Our comparison here with the UA1 data 
shows that perturbative QCD successfully explains both the heavy flavour cross-
sections and topologies of the experimental data Based on this detailed 
comparison it is fair to say that large-p, and/or central (rapidity) heavy flavour 
production at the CERN collider is quantitatively under the control of QCD It 
would be worthwhile to reanalyse the data on charm and bottom quark production 
at the ISR/FNAL energies when the experimental situation is consolidated 
There is one exception to the list of successful predictions of perturbative 
QCD in the study of the pp collider physics, namely the ratio of same-sign to 
opposite-sign dimuon production R(±±/+-), which is not explained by QCD alone 
The UA1 measurement R(±±/+-) = 0 42 ± 0 07 ± 0 03 is typically 2.4 ϋ or a factor 
1 8 too high, though values of R(±±/+-) = 0 30 could perhaps be accommodated by 
stretching the errors on the various underlying parameters Since the dimuon data 
are dominated by the process pp -» ЬБ X -» μ μ Χ ( >, 75 %) and all distributions are 
m agreement with this being the dominant source, it is very likely that the 
explanation of the larger R(±±/+-) value lies in the hypothesis of B0-B0 
oscillations With the probability of B0 d B 0 d mixing, rd, already bounded by e+e* 
expenments to lie below 0 12, only significant B0 S-B0 S mixing is conceivable. In 
the standard model x^ * 0(10 2) and xs *, 1 5 Neglecting xj and using P s = 0 20 we 
find that at 2 σ, UA1 data give a lower bound on rs, rs > 0 14 This gives a lower 
bound on the ratio xs = ΔΜ/Γ (B0 9-B0 S), xs > 0 57. In the standard model this 
constitutes the first direct measurement that ¡he CKM matrix element V,s is non-
zero Assuming mt = 40 GeV/c2 and 23 fßs2 = (150 MeV)2, the limit xs > 0 57 gives 
Vts > 0 030. With complete B0S-B0S mixing ι e. rs = 1 and P9 = 0.20, we get R(±±/+-) 
» 0 38 - 0.42, in good agreement with the UA1 data. 
The evidence for B0S-B
0
S mixing through measurements of R(±±/+-) is at best 
indirect only. More data are needed to consolidate this result and specific flavour 
correlations, which are definite signatures of B03-B0S mixing, have to be measured 
before definitive and final conclusions can be drawn Some of these correlations 
have already been discussed in the literature [56] We would like to propose a 
number of measurements that would help to consolidate the B0 S-B0 S mixing 
interpretation of the R(±±/+-) measurements by UA1. 
(ι) Measurement of the p,·1 spectrum with respect to the jet axis. This would 
enable the enrichment of the μ * from the bottom primary decay b -» μ * X, if a 
large p ^ cut-off is used The cascade decays of the bottom quark which provide 
the largest background to R(±±/+-) would then be eliminated. Clearly a larger ptu 
cut-off will also reduce the primary b -» μ * X events and hence bottom 
enrichment techniques require a larger dilepton sample This would hopefully be 
available from the new collider runs at CERN, Fermilab and in e+e" experiments 
(n) Since the semileptonic decays of the bottom hadrons are expected to be 
dominated by the decays B d ° - 1ν|(0+, D**,...), Bu--» hv, (0°, D*0, ..). Bs0 - hv, 
(F + , F**,...), observation of the final states M+F" X, I I F * X, with Indefinitely 
tagged as the primary b -• I* X leptons, would confirm mixing in the B0S-'B0S 
sector Hence a good F* detection efficiency is at a premium In this context it 
might be useful to point out that the decays D0, D* -» Κ* X are both Cabibbo 
suppressed and are found to be small experimentally The aecays F* -> Κ* X are on 
the other hand Cabibbo allowed. Thus a good strategy to enhance the F± signal is 
to look for the decays F+ -» K* X, F--» K+ X Likewise, final states M+ Λ 0 and M-
Л о m e+e- annihilation and pp collisions would be signatures of B 0 S -B 0 S mixing 
[56]. Similarly, the measurements of the processes e+e·, pp -» bÉ, with b -• l+K-K· 
X, where the lepton and kaons belong to the same jet are a sign of B0S-B0S mixing. 
(in) Of particular importance in this context are experiments m the T-region The 
bound Xd < 0 52 has been set from measurements on e*e- -» T(4s) -» bb -» I*!* X 
experiments [38]. It would be nice to search for resonances which decay 
preferentially into Bs 0 X. The absence of a signal in R(±±/+-) at T(4s) but 
observation of a corresponding signal at a higher resonance, which would allow 
for production of B30 mesons would be a very nice confirmation of the standard 
model predictions, x^ « 1, xs > 1. We urge the bottom physics community to build 
high luminosity bottom factories in the T-region and elsewhere to test the 
standard theory of heavy flavour production with much greater precision than has 
been achieved by the present UA1 data. 
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Table 1: The heavy flavour quark Inclusive cross-sections In the processes pp -» Q X (Q - c, b, 
t) from the QCD and weak production (W±, Z0) mechanisms at Vs - 630 GeV. For 2 -> 3 we 
have used a cut-off, p t
c u l
 · 5 GeV/c. In addition, QCD contributions are calculated with Vs > 
10, 15 GeV for 2 -» 2 and 2 -> 3, respectively. 
QCD Processes 
cc 
to 
Π (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
tT (m, - 40 GeV/c*) 
Weak processes 
W i - . c s 
W± - tb (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
W± -, tb (m, - 40 GeWc2) 
ZO -, cc 
Z0 -, ЬБ 
Z<» -, t î (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
Z0 -, tT (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
2 - , 2 
58 ub 
13 μb 
32 nb 
1.4 nb 
Drell-Yan 
1.2 nb 
1.1 nb 
0.76 nb 
0.30 nb 
0.38 nb 
0.22 nb 
0.062 nb 
2 - , 3 
63 ub 
6.2 ub 
20 nb 
0.81 nb 
0 ( 0 0 
0.45 nb 
0.41 nb 
0.29 nb 
0.12 nb 
0.14 nb 
0.085 nb 
0.024 nb 
sum 
120 
19 
52 
2.2 
sum 
1.7 
1.5 
1.1 
0.42 
0.52 
0.31 
Ub 
Ub 
nb 
nb 
nb 
nb 
nb 
nb 
nb 
nb 
0.086 nb 
Table 2: Semlleptonlc branching ratios of charmed, bottom and top hadrons. 
DO -, u + v
u
X 
K- u + v
u 
ir- u + v
u 
D+ -, U*Vu X 
K0 U + v
u 
TT0 U + v
u 
F+ -, U - v
u
X 
η μ* ν μ 
<t> μ + v
u 
(7.5 %) 
3.25 % 
0.50 % 
(18 %) 
8.50% 
0.50% 
(8.5 %) 
3.40 % 
3.40 % 
κ*-
Κ·0 
Ρ
0 
η' 
μ + ν μ 
μ + v
u 
μ* v
u 
μ* v
u 
μ + ν μ 
3.25 % 
0.50 % 
8.50% 
0.50% 
1.70% 
Л
с
- μ + ν μ Χ (8.5%) 
b-hadrons -, u * v u X (12%) 
(b-hadrons -, J/ψ Χ (1%), J/ψ -»μ »μ-Χ (7.4%)) 
t-hadrons -, μ + ν μ Χ (11%) 
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Table 3: Inclusive muon, dimuon and trimuon cross-sections for the weak production processes. The 
Inclusive muon cross-sections are obtained using PtU > 3 GeV/c and two values of | η Η |ημ| < 2 5 and \T\V-¡ 
< 1 5 The inclusive dimuon cross-sections are obtained with р,1И, ^ -г > 3 GeV/c, |η ΙΗ| < 1 3, |η ^г] < 2 0 
and Muu > 6 GeV/c2. Unlike sign and Uke sign dimuon cross-sections are shown separately The cuts for 
the tnmuon final state are p,Ui > 3 GeV/c, |η ^ i | < 2 0 with I- 1,2, 3. 
Drell-Yan 0(л^ 
<) (pp -. W±. Z° X -» (cs, tb), (cc, bb. tt) X' -» μ± Χ"), |η u| < 2 5 
w± 
w± 
w± 
Ζ» 
ZO 
ZO 
-• cs 
-» tb (m, 
-» tb (m, 
-» cc 
-. ьБ 
-» tt (m, 
- 23 GeV/c2) 
. 40 GeV/cZ) 
- 23 GeV/c2) 
68 pb 
0 29 nb 
0 22 nb 
18 pb 
47 pb 
37 pb 
27 pb 
0.11 nb 
0 084 nb 
6 7 pb 
18 pb 
15 pb 
95 pb 
0 40 nb 
0 30 nb 
25 pb 
65 pb 
52 pb 
Ζ« -. tt (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 12 pb 4 6 pb 17 pb 
cr(pp -» W±, Z0 X -» (cs, tb), (ce, bb, fi) Χ' - μ± Χ"), |η ν·\ < 1 5. 
w± 
w± 
w± 
ZO 
ZO 
zo 
ZO 
w± 
w± 
ZO 
ZO 
ZO 
ZO 
w± 
w± 
ZO 
ZO 
ZO 
w± 
w± 
ZO 
ZO 
ZO 
-> CS 
-. tb (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-» tb (m, . 40 GeWc2) 
- cc 
-. bb 
-• tt (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-. tt (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
60 pb 
0 25 nb 
0 19 nb 
16 pb 
41 pb 
33 pb 
11 pb 
a (pp -. W±. zo χ -. (cs, tb), (cc. bB. tF) X' 
-. tb (m, = 23 GeV/c2) 
-. tb (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
- cc 
-• bb 
-. tt (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-» tT (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
a (pp -. W±, ZO X -, (cs, 
-» tb (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-• tb (m, = 40 GeV/c2) 
-> bb 
-· tt (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-, tT (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
<y(pp-, W±, ZOX-, (cs, 
-, tb (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-, tb (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
-, bb 
-, tt (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
-, tt (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
19 pb 
18 pb 
1.1 pb 
3 4 pb 
4 1 pb 
1.6 pb 
, tb), (cc, Ьб. tt) X' 
20 pb 
15 pb 
2.3 pb 
2 6 pb 
0 81 pb 
tb), (cc, bb, ti) Χ' 
4 2 pb 
3 1 pb 
0 54 pb 
0.81 pb 
0 28 pb 
24 pb 
0 093 nb 
0 075 nb 
5 9 pb 
16 pb 
14 pb 
4 2 pb 
- U + UX") 
7.1 pb 
6 4 pb 
0 40 pb 
1.0 pb 
1 5 pb 
0 55 pb 
1
-, μ + μ + · μ 
7 3 pb 
6.0 pb 
0.78 pb 
1 3 pb 
0 35 pb 
- 3 μ X") 
1 4 pb 
1 5 pb 
0.17 pb 
0 42 pb 
0.10 pb 
84 pb 
0 34nb 
0.27 nb 
22 pb 
57 pb 
47 pb 
15 pb 
26 pb 
24 pb 
1 5 pb 
4 4 pb 
5.6 pb 
2 2 pb 
• μ - Χ " ) 
27 pb 
21 pb 
3 1 pb 
3 9 pb 
1 2 pb 
5 6 pb 
4 6 pb 
0 71 pb 
1 2 pb 
0.38 pb 
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Table 4: The same as table 3 for the OCD production processes. 
2-» 2 2-3 
σ(ρρ-» (cc, ЬБ. tt) Χ' -. μ±χ·), |ημ |<2.5 . 
cc 
bb 
tT (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 
tT (m, . 40 GeV/c2) 
<s (pp -» (cc, ЬБ, ñ) Χ' -• 
cc 
ьБ 
tt (m, . 23 GeV/cZ) 
tT (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
<з (pp -. (cc, b6, fti X' -. 
ЬБ 
11 (m, - 23 GeV/cZ) 
0.075 \ib 
0.14 μb 
4.4 nb 
0.28 nb 
μ±Χ"), h U | < l . 5 . 
0.056 μb 
0.10 ub 
3.8 nb 
0.25 nb 
μ + μ - Χ " ) 
0.75 nb 
2.4 nb 
0.40 nb 
0.13 μb 
0.099 ub 
2.7 nb 
0.16 nb 
0.10 ub 
0.076 \Lb 
2.3 nb 
0.14 nb 
0.51 nb 
1.2 nb 
0.26 nb 
0.21 Ub 
0.24 μb 
7.1 nb 
0.44 nb 
0.16 ub 
0.18 ub 
6.1 nb 
0.39 nb 
1.3 nb 
3.6 nb 
0.66 nb 
tt (m, . 40 GeV/c2) 39 
cf(pp-» (bb, tt)X·-* μ - μ - . μ - μ -
bb 0.57 
tt (m, - 23 GeV/c2) 0.19 
t ï (m, . 40 GeV/c*) 21 
Pb 
-X-) 
nb 
nb 
Pb 
21 pb 
0.28 nb 
0.12 nb 
12 pb 
60 pb 
0.85 nb 
0.31 nb 
33 pb 
σ ( ρ ρ - (bb, t t ) X · - . 3 μ X") 
bb 
tt (m, . 23 GeV/c2) 
M (m, - 40 GeV/c2) 
48 
48 
7.7 
Pb 
pb 
pb 
41 
30 
3.9 
Pb 
pb 
Pb 
89 
78 
12 
Pb 
pb 
Pb 
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Table 5. The ratio of same sign to opposite sign dimuons (R,) and their relative 
contributions (BR,) to R(±±/+-) for QCD and weak production processes as a function of the 
top quark mass m, (In GeV/c2) The relative contributions have been derived assuming that 
15% of the dimuon cross-section arises from cc intermediate states B 0 - B 0 mixing Is not 
included The numbers are obtained using the cross-sections from tables 3 and 4 
QCD processes 
cc 
bb 
tt (m, - 23) 
t ! (m, - 40) 
Weak processes 
W± -» tb (m, - 23) 
W* -. tb (m, - 40) 
Z 0 -» cc 
ZO -. bb 
Z° -» t t (m, - 23) 
7? -» tt (m, . 40) 
R| 
0 0 
0 24 
0 47 
0 55 
R| 
1 04 
0 88 
0 0 
0 70 
0 70 
0 55 
BR, 
BR, 
(m, - 23) 
0 184 
0 683 
0 125 
-
(mt - 23) 
0 005 
-
0 001 
0 001 
0 001 
-
BR, 
BR, 
(m, - 40) 
0 180 
0 799 
-
0 013 
(m, = 40) 
-
0 005 
0 001 
0 001 
-
0 001 
Table 6: Neclecting the small contnbutions from the weak processes, we summarize the 
estimates for R(±±/+-) as a function of πη and Pe 
m, (GeV/c2) Pe R(±±/+-) 
23 (no B s°-§ so mixing) 
40 (no Bso Be0 mixing) 
40 (complete B s 0 - § s 0 mixing) 
40 (complete B s 0 -B s 0 mixing) 
0 16 
0 16 
0 16 
0 20 
0 23 
0 20 
0 35 
0 38 
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Figure Captions 
Fig 1 Lowest order perturbative QCD processes for heavy flavour production in hadron-
hadron collisions 
Fig 2 Next to leading order perturbatlve QCD processes at the Born level for heavy flavour 
production in hadron-hadron collisions 
Fig 3 Inclusive heavy quark transverse momentum distribution, d o / d p t 0 , for Q - c, b and t 
quarks at Vs - 630 GeV with a pseudo rapidity cut off | η α | < 3 5 The distributions are 
based on the diagrams shown In figs 1 and 2, the EHLQ structure functions with Λ -
0 2 GeV, О 2 - р|г + гт з 2 , the heavy quark masses m,; - 1 75 GeV/c2, т ь - 5 1 GeV/c2 and 
two representative values for m,, 23 GeV/c2 and 40 GeV/c2 
Fig 4 Same as fig 3 for the heavy hadron distribution d c r / d p t H with | η Η | < 3 5, and the 
Peterson et al fragmentation function with e c - 0 05, ε 0 - 0 015, e t - 0 0002 
Fig 5 Inclusive heavy quark pseudo rapidity distribution, daldj]0, in the (QCD) processes pp 
-» QQ X, with Q - c, b, t at Vs - 630 GeV and a pseudo rapidity cut off at | η 0 | < 3 5 
The calculations are based on leading order 2 -» 2 and 2 -» 3 processes, for the 2 -» 3 
processes we have applied a cut-off p,c u l - 5 GeV/c to regulate the cross-sections 
Fig 6 Top quark production cross sections from the processes pp -» W X -» tb X' and pp -» Z0 
X -» tTX' at Vs - 546 GeV and Vs - 630 GeV The contributions from the Born term 
Drell Van processes and leading order QCD are shown separately as a function of the 
top quark mass, m. The distributions are based on the Duke & Owens structure 
functions [27] with Λ - 0 2 GeV 
Fig 7 Inclusive top quark production cross-section In pp collisions at Vs - 630 GeV as a 
function of m. Contributions from the QCD process pp -» tT X and from the W* and Z 0 
production processes pp -» № X -> tb X' and pp -» Ζ 0 X -» ft X' are shown separately 
For each process the leading QCD corrections are Included as explained in the text 
Fig 8 Heavy quark fragmentation functions 1/N dN/dz for the top, bottom and charm quarks 
used m the analysis of pp data with the Indicated values of the Peterson et al 
parameters [13] and the average values for < Z Q > , Q · t, b, С 
Fig 9 A companson of the lepton momentum spectrum in charm hadron semileptonlc decays 
from the EUROJET MC with DELCO data [34] 
Fig 10 A comparison of the lepton momentum spectrum In bottom hadron decays for the 
process e+e -» T(4s) -» BB -» (* X from the EUROJET MC with the CLEO data [35] 
F i g l i A comparison of the charged particle multiplicity distribution per BB event at T(4s) 
from the EUROJET MC with the CLEO data [36] 
Fig 12 A companson of the D"* momentum spectrum in the decays В -» D'± X from the 
EUROJET MC (drawn line) with the CLEO data at T(4s) [36] Also shown Is the pD-± 
spectrum In the semi leptomc decays В -» D'1 ev
 β
 (dashed line) 
Fig 13 A comparison of the PQO spectrum from the EUROJET MC with the CLEO data [36] as in 
fig 12 
Fig 14 A comparison of the J/ψ -momentum spectmm In the decays В -» J/ψ X at T(4s) from 
the EUROJET MC with the data of ARGUS and CLEO [38] 
Fig 15 A comparison of the F±-momentum spectrum In the decays В -» F* X at T(4s) from the 
EUROJET MC with the CLEO data [39] 
Fig 16 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapldlty distribution, da/di\ u , for | η ΐ 4 < 2 5 and p l u > 3GeV/c 
from the QCD heavy flavour production processes pp -· QQ X-> μ * Χ', Q ж с, b, t at Vs -
630 GeV, for the two values of m, m, - 23 GeV/c2 and m, - 40 GeV/c2 The 
contributions of 2 -> 2 and 2 -» 3 processes are shown separately 
105 
Fig 17 Inclusive muon pseudo rapidity distribution, d o / d q u , for the heavy flavour processes 
pp -» QC5 X -» μ. μ X, Q - c, b, t at Vs - 630 GeV with the cut-offs ρ , ^ ι -г >3 Gavie, 
|ηΐΗ и г | < 2 0 
Fig 16 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution, ύα/оц -, from the QCD heavy flavour 
processes pp -» QQ X -» 3 u X', Q • b, t with the cuts p ^ i > з GeV/c, |η U|| < 2 0, I - 1, 2, 
3 
Fig 19 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution, d t f / d i i v-, for |η v-\ < 2 5 and P|U > 3GeV/c 
from the weak boson production processes pp -t W* X -» μ * X', at Vs - 630 GeV The 
top quark contnbution has been calculated for the two values m, - 23 Gev/c2 and m, -
40 Gev/c2 
Fig 20 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution, α σ / α η ΐ 1 , trom the weak boson production 
processes pp -» W* X -» μ μ Χ, at Vs - 630 GeV with the cut-offs P|U ι v- г > 3 Gev/c, 
|ηϋι ^ г і - г г о 
Fig 21 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapldlty distribution, d 0 / d n u , from the weak boson production 
processes pp -> W* X -. 3 μ X', at Vs - 630 GeV with ρ,>4 > 3 GeV/c, |η U|| < 2 0, I - 1, 2, 
3 
Fig 22 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution, d<y/dn v., with p ^ > 3 GeV/c and \T\V-\ < 
2 5 from the weak processes pp -» Z 0 X -» (ее, ЬБ, tt) Χ'-» μ * X" at Vs - 630 GeV The 
top quark contnbution has been calculated for the two values m, - 23 GeV/c2 and m, -
40 GeV/c2 Theoretical calculations Include Drell-Yan production processes together 
with the 0 ( a s ) corrections as explained in the text 
Fig 23 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution, d t f /d η н , for the weak processes pp -» Z 0 
X -» (ее, ЬБ, tt) Χ'-» μ μ X" at Vs - 630 GeV with the cut offs р,>И -г > 3 GeV/c, |η u i 
U2| < 2 0 
Fig 24 Inclusive muon pseudo-rapidity distribution dcr/dr iU from the weak processes pp -» 
Ζ" X -. (bb. tt) X' -. 3 μ X", with the cuts ρ,Η > 3 GeV/c, |η ui| < 2 0, ι - 1, 2, 3 
Fig 25 Inclusive pjU distribution from the QCD heavy flavour production processes pp-» QÖX 
-> μ X', Q - с, b, t at Vs - 630 GeV with |η u| < 1 5 We have summed over the 2 -» 2 and 
2 -* 3 processes 
Fig 26 Inclusive р,и distribution from the QCD heavy flavour production processes pj3-» QQX 
-> μ μ X', Q - с, b, t at Vs - 630 GeV and the Indicated cut offs 
Fig 27 Inclusive ρ,!1 distribution from the QCD heavy flavour production processes pp-» QÖX 
-. 3 μ Χ', Q - b, t at Vs - 630 GeV and |η u| < 2 0 
Flg 28 Inclusive p t u distributions from the weak processes pp -» W* X-» (tb, es) Χ' -» μ * Χ" 
with Ι η u I < 1 5 for two values of m, at Vs -630 GeV Theoretical calculations include 
the Drell Yan production process together with the 0 ( a a ) corrections as explained in 
the text 
Fig 29 Inclusive ptv- distributions for the dlmuon final state from the weak processes pp -» 
W* X-» tb, X' -» μ μ X" at Vs -630 GeV with the indicated cuts 
Fig 30 Inclusive p,u distributions for the tnmuon final state from the weak processes pp -» 
W± X-» tb Χ' -» 3 μ Χ" at Vs -630 GeV, p,ui > 3 GeV/c and \ц -\\ < 2 0,1 - 1, 2, 3 
Fig 31 The same as fig 28 for the weak processes pp -» Z 0 X -» QQ X-» μ X', Q - 1 , b, с 
Fig 32 The same as fig 29 for the weak processes pp -» Z 0 X -» QQ X'-» 2 μ X", Q - t, b, с 
Fig 33 The same as fig 30 for the weak processes pp -» 2° X -» QQ Χ'-» 3 μ X", Q = t, b 
106 
Fig 34 Dependence of the Inclusive muon cross-section from the perturbatlve QCD 2 -» 3 
processes on the Infrared cut-off Ptc u t. shown for the process pP -» (ее, ЬБ) X -» μ 1 X' 
at Vs .630 GeV 
Flg.35 Dependence of the Inclusive dimuon cross-section from the perturbatlve QCD 2 -» 3 
processes on the Infrared cut-off p,'"1, shown for the process pp -> (ее, ьБ) X -» μ. μ Χ' 
at Vs . 630 GeV. 
Fig 36 A comparison of the Inclusive p,u -distributions from the perturbatlve QCD 2 -» 2 and 2 
-» 3 processes pp -> (cc, bb) X -. μ ± Χ', μ μ X" with the UA1 data [16] The dimuon data 
are the so-called non-Isolated dimuon sample. The ρ,μ-distributions from the trlmuon 
process pp -. ЬБ X -» 3 μ Χ', with p,Ui > 3 GeV/c, |η U|| < 2 0, I - 1, 2, 3 at Vs - 630 GeV 
are also shown. 
Fig 37 A companson of the inclusive Pt" -distributions from the heavy flavour processes pp -» 
(cc, bb, tt) X -. μ± Χ', μ μ Χ", 3 μ Χ'" and pp-• W±Χ, Ζ" Χ -» μ ± Χ', μ μ Χ", 3 μ Χ'" with 
the UA1 data [16]. The dimuon data are the so-called non-Isolated dimuon sample The 
calculations are based on the leading order and next to leading order contributions 
from all these processes for the two values of πγ 
Fig 38 A comparison of the EUROJET MC prediction for the azlmuthal angle distribution 
dtf/Δ φ ν- ν- from the processes pp -· (ce, bb, tt) X -> μ. μ X' and pp -» W*. Ζ0 Χ -» μ μ Χ' 
(m, - 40 Ge V/c2) with the UA1 non-isolated dimuon data [16]. Note the 2 -» 3 
contribution (dashed line) for small values of Δ φ ν- μ. 
Fig 39 A comparison of the EUROJET MC prediction for the distribution dtf/piUU from the 
processes pp -» (cc, ЬБ, tt) X-» μ μ X' and pp -» W*. Z 0 X -» μ μ X' with the UA1 non-
Isolated dimuon data [16] 
Flg.40 A comparison of the EUROJET MC prediction for the distribution do/Mvv- from the 
processes pp -* (cc, ЬБ, tT) X -> μ μ Χ' and pp-» W*, Ζ 0 Χ -> μ μ Χ' with the UA1 non­
isolated dimuon data [16]. 
Fig 41 Upper limits on the B t j 0 -B d 0 mixing probability, rd, and the B 8 0 -B s 0 mixing probability, 
re, from e*e- experiments, standard model expectations and the lower limit from the 
UA1 measurements of the dimuon ratio R(±±/+-), 
(a)-(c) MARK II (90 % C.L) limits [49], 
(a) P d - 0 35. P 8 - 0.10, 
(b) P d - 0 375, P s - 0 . 1 5 . 
(c) Pd - 0.40, Pg - 0.20, 
(d) ARGUS (90 % С L ) limits from T(4s) -» BB [52], 
(e) standard model estimates [17], 
(f) Lower limit (1 a) from UA1 [16]. 
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Chapter 7 
EUROJET Underlying Event 
In a proton-antiproton collision two partons, one from the proton and one from the 
antiproton, take part in the hard scattering process. The remaining partons give 
rise to an additional particle activity throughout the detector. This is the so-called 
underlying event. The lepton production in the hard scattering process has been 
studied in chapter 6. In the present chapter the important features of the underlying 
event will be compared to the muon tight selection data (see section 4.3.1). 
For the jet study presented in chapter 9 of this thesis it is important that the 
underlying event is correctly simulated in the Monte Carlo. Particles from the un-
derlying event can fall inside a jet cone and will then add to the measured jet energy. 
The influence on e.g. the axis of a jet is limited as, in general, the particles in the 
underlying event have a low pj. However, high pr particles also occur and can even 
result in additional jet activity. Also for other studies which rely, for example, on 
lepton isolation a correct representation of the underlying event is crucial. 
The hard scattering process is described by models, like QCD. For the underlying 
event, however, no theoretical model is available. Therefore, for Monte Carlo simu-
lations one has to resort to phenomenological models. 
7.1 EURO JET Representation of the Underlying Event 
The underlying event in EUROJET consists of two parts: 
• beam jets 
• central activity 
The beam jets are jets formed by the fragmentation of the partons that have not 
taken part in the hard scattering process. These partons are fragmented and decayed 
in exactly the same way as the outgoing partons of the hard scattering process (see 
section 6.3). For this purpose EUROJET uses the independent jet fragmentation 
model of Field and Feynman [1]. The beam jet part of the underlying event, in 
general, yields a number of hard jets which are very forward. In the central region 
some particle activity appears due to long range correlations between the last particles 
produced in the fragmentation process of each jet. However, comparison to the muon 
tight selection data shows that this activity in the central region is not high enough. 
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The transverse energy, transverse momentum and charged particle flow around the 
jets are a factor two lower than in the muon tight selection data. 
For this reason a second part is added to the underlying event: the central activity. 
The central activity is based on a parametrization of UA1 data. The data set used 
should be independent of the muon tight selection data. Moreover, the events should 
not contain a hard scattering process or should contain a hard scattering process that 
is separable from the underlying event activity. Two such data sets are available: 
• minimum bias data [2] 
• W* -• e* i/
e
 data [3] 
Both the charged particle multiplicity and the transverse momentum distribution 
are distinctly different in these data samples. Motivated by the following study the 
W-data have been selected for the parametrization. 
The study [4] is based on the W* -» e* v, samples from 1984 and 1985. W* -» 
г* т (Γ* —» e* ι>) decays are removed from the sample by requiring the transverse 
mass of the electron neutrino pair, as defined in equation 4.9, to be: Мт^е* ι/) > 
50 GeV/c2. The hard scattering process, the W*, is subtracted by removing both 
the electron and the neutrino from the event. As reference direction the direction of 
the W* is taken. In minimum bias events there is (in general) no hard scattering 
process that has to be subtracted. Reference direction in these events is the missing 
transverse energy vector. The transverse energy, transverse momentum and charged 
particle multiplicity have been calculated in bins of 30° in φ in both data samples. In 
the W-data the three activities are measured as a function of p^. Figure 7.1 shows 
the ratios of the activities in the W-data and the minimum bias data as a function 
of ρψ. The activities in the minimum bias data are of course not dependent on pj 
and are, therefore, constant over the three pl^-bins. At high p^ the activities in 
the W-events are roughly a factor 1.5 higher than those in the minimum bias data. 
However, in the lowest p^-bin, 0 GeV/c < py < 5 GeV/c, the ratios of the activities 
are compatible with one. This means that the minimum bias data behave in the same 
way as W-events in the limit pip —» 0 (i.e. in the case no significant hard scattering 
process has occurred) and after the electron has been removed from the event. In 
the muon tight selection data a hard scattering process has taken place in which 
the outgoing partons have a Σ pÇ. on φ 0. Therefore, the parametrization for the 
underlying event should be based on the W-data. 
The following information on the production of charged particles is taken from 
the W-data [5]: 
• the charged particle multiplicity 
l/NmnlñdN/dz = e'0 70x(0.16 + 1.36« - 0.26z3) (7.1) 
where z=N<.;»/< N,* >; N^ is the charged particle multiplicity. 
• the transverse momentum distribution of the particles 
1/N^t.dN/dpT = fiLe-2*" + ОЩрт)-0™ (7.2) 
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Figure 7.1: The ratios of the underlying event activities in the W* —» e* v, and the 
minimum bias data as a function of pjf 
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v«nt· dN/dz for the W* 
—> e* Ve data (black circles) and for the minimum bias data (black triangles). The 
parametrization of the Yf* —* e* v
e
 data (equation 7.1) as used for the EUROJET 
underlying event is shown as a histogram. 
• the pseudorapidity of the particles 
1/JV.vent.dityA? = Cr, \η\ < 2.5 (7.3) 
• the phi of the particles 
l/N
evmt,dN/d<t> = СФ 0° < φ < ЗбО" (7.4) 
Figure 7.2 compares the EUROJET distribution as used for N
c
;,/< Neh > in the 
underlying events to those of the W* —> e* i/, data and the minimum bias data. The 
Monte Carlo curve is a good fit to the W-data. Note, however, that the distribution 
becomes unphysical (i.e. l/Neventa dN/dz falls below zero) at ζ ~ 2.3. 
Using the parametrizations (7.1-7.4) the central part of the underlying event is 
constructed as follows. The partons or parton pairs (diquarks) that have not taken 
part in the hard scattering process are used to initiate the fragmentation. They are 
fragmented using the regular EUROJET fragmentation scheme until the correct num­
ber of particles has been produced. The fragmentation procedure yields charged and 
neutral particles in a fixed ratio: N
c
h/(N
c
h + N
n
) » 50 %. Theoretically, considering 
isospin, one would expect 2/3 of the produced particles to be charged particles. How­
ever, as will be shown in this chapter the N
c
h, Er and the pr flow in the UAl muon 
tight selection data are well described by a charged to charged plus neutral ratio of 
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50 %. This observation, though not understood yet, is confirmed by ISAJET studies 
И· 
The charged particle multiplicity distribution (7.1) is used for the production 
of both charged and neutral particles, therefore, ζ becomes: ζ = N ( o(/ < N 4 o t >. 
In preparation of the analysis of the muon tight selection data (see chapter 9), the 
average total particle multiplicity has been fixed so that the plateaux of the three 
underlying event activities in this data sample are correctly reproduced (see figures 
7.4a-c and 7.5a-c). Inversion of the multiplicity distribution yields the total number 
of particles that should be produced in the event. 
The particles associated to the central activity are now treated individually. The 
particle type has of course been determined by the fragmentation process. Each 
particle is assigned a transverse momentum based on the pr distribution (7.2). Then 
using the flat ^-distribution (7.3) of the particles a value for the j a n g l e is selected. 
Combining the p r and the φ of the particle yields the Py and р
г
 component of 
the momentum vector. The p
z
 component is known after the pseudorapidity of the 
particle has been fixed by inverting the flat pseudorapidity distribution (7.4): 
Pz = PT/tan(0) 
θ = 2arctan(e'') 
7.2 Comparison to the UA1 D a t a 
The EUROJET underlying event and jet profiles have been compared to the muon 
tight selection data, the data sample studied in this thesis. A large sample of cc 
and bb pairs has been generated with EUROJET using both O ^ ) and 0(a*) QCD 
production processes. All events have been taken through a complete simulation of 
the UA1 detector. 
To both the muon tight selection data and to the Monte Carlo events the following 
selection criteria have been applied, require: 
• one muon with pÇ, > 8 GeV/c 
Φ one jet with E^' > 12 GeV and | *к | < 1.0 
• AR(muon-jet) > 1.0 
Vertical jets are removed to avoid problems with particles losses through the crack in 
the detector along the vertical direction. Due to the orientation of the magnetic field 
the CD has a poor momentum resolution for the charged particles in the horizontal 
plane. Also there exist small dead areas in the horizontal plane of the CD. Therefore, 
horizontal jets are also removed. 
Figure 7.3 shows the рт distribution (1/Nj
e
t 1/pr dN/dpr) of the charged par­
ticles in both the muon tight selection data and in the Monte Carlo events. Both 
curves are normalized by the number of jets. The Monte Carlo simulation is in good 
agreement with the data. 
(7.5) 
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Figure 7.3: The charged particle pr distribution (1/Nj
e
t 1/рт dN/dpj-) for the muon 
tight selection data (histogram). The same distribution for the simulated EURO JET 
heavy flavour events is shown as black dots. 
For the jet study presented in this thesis it is important that the transverse 
energy, the transverse momentum and charged particle flow around the jet is correctly 
described by the Monte Carlo. These three quantities have been studied for: 
• jets well separated from the muon; AR(muon-jet) > 1.0 
• the jet accompanying the muon; the muon direction is taken as jet axis 
The ρτ, E T and N ^ flow are measured as a function of pseudorapidity. Pseudora-
pidity equal to zero coincides with the jet axis. The profiles are not studied in the 
φ direction as the UA1 electromagnetic calorimeter consists of modules covering 0" 
< φ < 180°. This can lead to ambiguities in the φ measurement if two particles are 
detected by the same calorimeter module. 
The ρτ, E J and Ν,Λ flow profiles around the jet away from the muon are shown 
in figure 7.4a, b, с These figures show that both the ρτ and E? flow profile of the 
jet itself is correctly reproduced by the Monte Carlo. Considering the ρτ and the 
E T jet profiles and comparing to isajet studies [6] the broad N
e
h jet profile in the 
data is expected to be due to a small, remaining technical problem. The independent 
jet fragmentation model used in EUROJET is known to produce jets that are too 
narrow. This is due to the fact that the low ρτ edge of the jet is not correctly 
reproduced by the model. However, in pp data these low ρ τ particles are submerged 
in a large underlying event activity from which they cannot be separated. Therefore, 
the independent jet fragmentation model gives a sufficiently good description of jets 
in pp collisions. Figures 7.4a, b, с also show that the EUROJET underlying event 
correctly reproduces the height of the plateaux of the pr, Er and N^ flow around 
the jet. To reproduce the height of the plateaux the additional central activity is 
essential. Beam jets alone yield activities that are a factor two lower than the data. 
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Figure 7.4: Jet profiles around the jet pointing away from the muon. Figure 7.4a 
shows the ρ τ flow profile, 7.4b the Ey flow profile and 7.4c the Neb flow profile. The 
muon tight selection data are represented by the histogram, the EUROJET heavy 
flavour events by the black dots. 
Figure 7.5: Jet profiles around the muon. Figure 7.5a, Ь, с respectively show the p r 
flow profile, the Ey flow profile and the N
e
fc flow profile around the muon. The muon 
tight selection data are represented by the histogram, the EUROJET heavy flavour 
events by the black dots. 
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Figure 7.6: The total sum Er in the event. The distribution of the muon tight 
selection data is shown as a histogram, that of the EUROJET heavy flavour events 
as black dots. 
Figure 7.5a, b, с show the three profiles around the muon. Also here the agreement 
between the muon tight selection data and the Monte Carlo is satisfactory. 
The underlying event in EUROJET is independent of the Q2-scale of the hard 
scattering process. The W-data show an increase of activity with increasing p^. In 
the muon tight selection data there is a high jet activity which cannot be separated 
from the underlying event. It is, therefore, much more difficult to observe a Q2-
dependence of the underlying event in these events. This is confirmed by the fact 
that lowering the thresholds on the р£ to β GeV/c and E^' to 10 GeV did not show a 
clear change in the height of the plateaux. Lowering the thresholds even further would 
lead to an unacceptable increase of decay background (see chapter 5). Tightening the 
cuts to values above the values used in this study is difficult due to limited statistics. 
So, within the range in which these data can be studied, the underlying event activity 
requires no Q2-dependence. 
One feature of EUROJET that has been found to differ from the muon tight 
selection data is the total sum Ej- in the event (see figure 7.6). The average sum Εχ 
of the Monte Carlo coincides with that of the data. However, the spread in the sum 
Ej- in the EUROJET events is smaller than that in the data. In the three different 
muon plus jet selections (see section 4.3.2) a threshold is put on the total sum E? 
by requiring a certain ρτ/Ερ for the muon and the jet(s). Depending on where this 
threshold lies the integrated number of events above the cut-off will either be higher 
or lower than the number of events observed in the data. Also the number of events 
with the muon or jet(s) in a certain рг/Er range may be over- or underestimated, 
whereas the high pp/Er tail will be underestimated by the Monte Carlo. In chapter 
9, I will investigate whether the influence of the narrower sum Er-distribution is 
visible in the spectra studied. 
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Chapter 8 
Study of the Event Topology in 
the U A 1 Muon + Jet Data I 
(A Study at Monte Carlo Level) 
It has been shown in the previous chapters that the QCD heavy flavour production 
processes in EUROJET give a good description of: 
• the muon production 
• the jet profiles 
• the plateau of the underlying event 
as observed in the UA1 muon tight selection data (see section 4.3.1). 
In chapters 8 and 9 the event topology of the QCD heavy flavour production 
processes in EUROJET will be compared to that observed in the UA1 muon + jet 
selections (see section 4.3.2). The main question I shall try to answer is whether the 
Ο (aJ) matrix element gives a good description of the event topology in the data. In 
the muon + jet events the objects of interest are the muon itself, the parent jet of the 
muon and additional jet(s). The main features of the event topology are comprised in 
the relative angles AR and Αφ between these objects and in the transverse momentum 
(energy) of the objects. In this chapter the events will be studied at Monte Carlo 
level. The EUROJET distributions are the theoretical predictions without taking into 
account detector influences, like smearing and acceptance. At this level the sensitivity 
of the distributions to the 0(Q!*) matrix element will be studied by replacing the 
angular part of the matrix element by a phase space approximation. 
Events generated by EUROJET can also be taken through a complete simulation 
of the UA1 detector and can be processed by the same event reconstruction (see sec­
tion 4.2) that is applied to the data. A comparison of data and Monte Carlo events 
after detector simulation and event reconstruction will be presented in chapter 9. 
8.1 Event Generation and Selection 
For the study at Monte Carlo level, events have been generated for the following QCD 
heavy flavour production processes: 
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pp - cc Χ (0(0») ) -» μ* Χ' 
pp - CC X ( 0 ( e » ) ) - μ± Χ' 
ρρ - . bb Χ (Οία»)) - μ* Χ' 
ρρ - bb Χ (0(α?)) - μ* Χ' 
Contributions from QCD tt production have not been included as the UA1 isolated 
muon and isolated electron samples show no evidence for the presence of top quark 
production. The most conservative limit UA1 gives for the mass of the top quark 
is: mt > 44 GeV/c2 at 95 % C.L.[l]. At such a high mass the QCD tt cross-section 
is small at our energy. Thus the size of the top quark contribution is unknown, but 
certainly small enough to be neglected for the present study. 
To assure sufficient statistics in the phase space region of interest for this study, 
Monte Carlo events for each of the four processes have been generated in four bins in 
the centre-of-mass energy of the colliding partons. The binning used is: 20-30 GeV, 
30-50 GeV, 50-100 GeV, 100-630 GeV. In each energy bin 200,000 events have been 
generated. 
The probability for an event to occur is reflected by the weight that is assigned 
to the event. The weight is a product of the probabilities given by: 
• the structure functions, describing the parton densities inside the (anti-) proton. 
• the phase space limitation on the production of massive quarks. 
• the matrix element, describing the probability of a certain final state being 
produced through one of the contributing Feynman diagrams. 
On the Monte Carlo events similar selections should be made as those applied to 
the data to obtain the muon + jet selections. At this level the events do not contain 
reconstructed jets like the data. Of course, jet energies are measured with the aim to 
reconstruct the energy of the original parton. Therefore, in a naive approximation, 
the jets in the data are to be compared directly to the partons in the simulated events. 
Using this approximation two selections have been made on the Monte Carlo events: 
• an inclusive muon + one jet selection 
• an exclusive muon + two jet selection 
The muon + one jet selection is inclusive, since both O(aJ) and O(aJ) production 
processes contribute. However, to the muon + two jet events only O(aJ) production 
processes contribute as higher order processes are not simulated. The muon + two 
jet selection, therefore, is necessarily exclusive. 
The cuts used for the two selections are similar to those applied to the data (see 
pages 60-63). The difference lies in the fact that the jet cuts in the Monte Carlo events 
are applied to the parent partons rather than to the reconstructed jets. The muonjet 
is replaced by the parton that has produced the muon. The remaining parton(s), 
can be selected as jeti or as jetj, if their transverse energy is above the requested 
threshold(s). 
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8.2 The Monte Carlo Simulation with Phase Space Ap­
proximation 
The aim of this study is to look at the importance of the O(aJ) matrix element for the 
correct description of the event topology of heavy flavour production processes To 
check whether the studied angular distributions are sensitive to the matrix element 
two studies at Monte Carlo level have been carried out For the first study EUROJET 
is run in the standard set-up, with the 0 ( a 5 ) and the Ο(α,) matrix elements in For 
the second study the spatial part of the matrix elements is replaced by phase space 
Replacing the complete matrix elements by phase space yields pr/Ep spectra that 
are much harder than those observed in the data Therefore, an attempt is made to 
preserve the proportionality of the matrix element in s (=xiX2s), the centre-of-mass 
energy of the parton-parton scattering At ·ν/β=630 GeV the main contribution to the 
total cross-section for QCD heavy flavour production comes from gluon-gluon fusion 
The second part of equation 2 2 in chapter 6 gives the cross-section for O(o^) gluon-
gluon subprocesses as given by Combridge [2] The equation shows that for a high 
centre-of-mass energy of the parton-parton scatter the cross-section is proportional to 
l/J At lower s terms with higher powers of i in the denominator start to contribute 
However, at the minimum centre-of-mass of interest for the present study, V s = 2 4 
GeV, the l / s term dominates As an approximation of the ¿-dependence of the 
matrix element I have, therefore, used 
M = M(5) X Mspat,»! = l / S χ M
e
p
a t l a l 
For the phase study I have set М
В
р
а4іаі = 1 The O(a^) matrix element behaves in a 
similar way, so that the same approximation can be made 
8.3 Comparison of Monte Carlo and D a t a 
Before the distributions from the phase space calculation can be compared to those 
in the data, the Monte Carlo spectra need to be normalized As the matrix element 
is partly removed the cross-sections for the different processes (ce 0 ( a 5 ) , ce O (a J), 
bb Ο(α, ) , bb O(aJ)) are not reproduced correctly However, the partial cross-section 
for the muon + one jet and muon + two jet selections are known from the first study, 
where EUROJET has been run in the standard set-up The contributions predicted 
by the phase space calculation for the four processes are, therefore, normalized in­
dividually to the cross-sections obtained from the matrix element calculation To 
determine the normalization factors the muon + one jet selection and the muon + 
two jet selection are treated separately as they yield different factors 
The data still contain muon background from π/К decays The background con­
tribution to the distributions in the muon + jet selections have been calculated using 
the Monte Carlo method as described in chapter 5 For each of the distributions 
the background contribution has been calculated and is subtracted from the data bin 
by bin The inclusive muon + one jet selection is found to contain in total 32 % 
background, which needs to be subtracted from the data From the muon + two jet 
data 29 % decay background has to be subtracted The figures shown in this chapter 
contain these corrections 
As mentioned above, the two studies at Monte Carlo level are carried out on a 
theoretical level Detector smearing and losses due to detector acceptance have not 
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been taken into account Detector smearing will change the slope of p r and E r 
distributions and will cause small shifts in the angles of the objects T h e discrepancy 
between the Monte Carlo spectra and data due to omission of detector smearing will 
not hamper the study of the sensitivity of the angular distributions to the matrix 
element This will be demonstrated in the proceeding subsections 
T h e acceptance of the detector, however, is important a t this point as it is respon­
sible for the loss of a considerable fraction of the events The acceptance for muons 
with p j . > 8 GeV/c and | 7?μ | < 1 6, for example, is only 34 % [3] As I am mainly 
interested in the shape of the angular distributions, I have chosen to normalize the 
Monte Carlo results by scaling the integral of the Monte Carlo prediction to the total 
number of events observed in the data, rather than by means of crude overall accep­
tance factors Features like absolute event rates will be derived in chapter 9 after 
a sophisticated simulation of the acceptances and smearing of the UA1 detector A 
final comparison of the shape of the angular distributions will also be done in chapter 
9 
β . 3 . 1 R e l a t i v e E v e n t R a t e s 
Table 8 1 gives the relative contributions of cc O ( a J ) , cc Ο ( α , ) , bb O ( Q J ) and bb 
O ( a J ) to the inclusive muon + one jet and to the exclusive muon + two jet selection 
Both O(o^) and Ο (α,) production processes contribute to the inclusive muon + one 
je t selection For the exclusive muon + two jet selection three jets are required, a 
muonjet, j e t i and jet j Therefore, only production processes with three (or more) 
partons in the final state can enter this selection 
table 8 1 
Relative event rates at Monte Carlo level 
Process 
ccO(a5) 
bb 0(al) 
cc 0(a?) 
bb О (a J) 
incl μ + 
one jet sel 
10 60 ± 0 07 % 
27 9 ± 0 1 % 
20 9 ± 0 2 % 
40 6 ± 0 3 % 
exel μ + 
two jet sel 
20 7 ± 0 3 % 
79 3 ± 0 7 % 
T h e errors quoted in the table are statistical only T h e main systematic errors are the 
uncertainty on the measured UA1 integrated luminosity ( ± 1 5 %) and the error on 
the calculation of the decay background (+20 %, -30 %) The factor two uncertainty 
on the normalization of the Q C D calculation is of no interest here as the Monte Carlo 
distributions have been scaled to the d a t a 
T h e table shows t h a t the mam contribution to both selections comes from Q C D 
bb production In the inclusive muon + one jet selection the ratio bb/(bb + cc) = 
69 % (72 % for O ( a J ) only and 66 % for 0 ( a ? ) alone) This ratio increases t o 79 % 
in the exclusive muon + two jet selection It is a known effect t h a t increasing the 
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ET- thresholds on the objects enhances the bb fraction in the selection Besides its 
energy, the produced bot tom quark also has the approximately 5 GeV/c 2 of its mass 
available to produce high E r objects (compared to about 1 5 GeV/c 2 for the charm 
quark) In the inclusive muon + one jet selection the minimum E r required of the 
objects is 24 GeV (p£ > 8 GeV/c in a muonjet with E™ 0 1 4" ' > 12 GeV and E £ U > 
12 GeV) This increases to 31 GeV in the muon + two je t selection (E£ t 2 > 7 GeV) 
With the increase of the threshold on the muon p r and the je t Ej-'s the fraction of 
bb grows 
In the inclusive muon + one jet selection the relative contributions from 0 ( O Í 2 ) 
and O(ofJ) production processes can be compared Table 4 in chapter 6 shows tha t the 
two orders give a comparable contribution for muons pj , > 3 GeV/c For the present 
study a muon with p j . > 8 GeV/c in a muonjet of 12 GeV is required together with 
another j e t of a t least 12 GeV Table 8 1 shows tha t now the fraction from 0 ( Q : J ) 
production processes has increased to 61 5 % Despite the fact t ha t the energy has to 
be divided over three objects in the 0(o; ' ) production processes, these events more 
often contain a muon, muonjet and a jet i passing the selection requirements A 
difference between the Ο(θ! 2) and the Ο(θί^) production processes is t h a t the O ( a J ) 
events contain two j e t i candidates Apparently the presence of this extra jet is more 
important t h a n the fact t h a t the energy has to be divided over three objects 
From the cc O ( a J ) events (bb Ο (α J) events) contributing t o the inclusive muon 
+ one je t selection approximately 25 % (50 %) also enters the exclusive muon + two 
jet selection 
8.3.2 Compar i son of the pr and Б? Distr ibut ions 
The Inclusive Muon + One Jet Selection 
Figure 8 1 shows the ρχ distribution of the fastest muon as predicted by the 
E U R O J E T s tandard matr ix element calculation (figure 8 l a ) 1 and by the E U R O J E T 
phase space calculation (figure 8 lb) Both calculations are compared to the d a t a 
Note t h a t these calculations do not include detector smearing Despite this fact the 
standard prediction describes the data quite well except a t high ρ £ , where the d a t a 
are higher At high p ^ , muons from W * —> μ* νμ [4] form the main contribution 
This process has not been included in the Monte Carlo simulation, since in total W * 
contributes only a few events and will hardly influence the angular distributions The 
phase space distribution shows t h a t also the phase space calculation gives a good 
approximation of the d a t a spectrum except again a t high pÇ. The pÇ. is now slightly 
harder t h a n in the s tandard prediction This is probably caused by neglecting higher 
order ІДІ)™ terms, where η > 1 
Figures 8 2a, b contain the comparison of the Ey distribution of the muonjet as 
given by the two calculations again compared to the UA1 d a t a T h e corresponding 
distributions for je t i are displayed in figures 8 3a, b The similarity of E U R O J E T 
predictions and the d a t a in figures 8 2a and 8 3a show the assumption, t h a t the E T of 
the parent par ton can be compared directly t o the measured jet E ? , is a reasonable 
one 
'In this chapter, uniese indicated otherwise, the figure on the left hand side of the page is figure 
a and contains the standard EUROJET calculation The figure on the right hand side of the page, 
figure b, shows the distribution for the phase space calculation 
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of the Monte Carlo p£ distribution of the fastest muon in 
the inclusive muon + one jet selection to the UAl data. Figure a (at the left side of 
the page) contains the standard EUROJET prediction, figure b (at the right side of 
the page) the phase space calculation. 
Furthermore, as was the case for the muon pr the phase space calculation gives 
slightly harder spectra for the E r of the muonjet and of jeti than the standard ma­
trix element calculation. However, both the matrix element calculation and the phase 
space calculation give an acceptable description of the data. 
The Exclusive Muon + Two Jet Selection 
For the exclusive muon + two jet selection a similar study is made of p£, Ey U O , 4 e , 
Eji'1 and Eji1 . The distributions are shown in figures 8.4-8.7. The conclusions drawn 
from the inclusive muon + one jet selection are confirmed by the exclusive muon + 
two jet selection. It is not unrealistic to compare the jets in the data directly to the 
parent partons. Also the phase space Er spectra are harder than those predicted by 
the standard EUROJET calculation. However, as the phase space E r spectra are now 
clearly harder than those observed in the data, the exclusive muon + two selection 
seems somewhat more sensitive to a correct s representation of the matrix element 
than the inclusive muon + one jet selection. 
An overall conclusion from the two event selections is that the phase space cal­
culation reproduces the pr, Er of the objects well enough to proceed to test the 
sensitivity of the relative angular distributions to the form of the matrix element. 
8.3.3 C o m p a r i s o n of t h e A n g u l a r D i s t r i b u t i o n s 
The distributions in the relative angular variables Αφ and AR {ΑΚ=^/Αη2 + Αφ2) 
between the main objects (the muon and the jets) will be studied in the two muon + 
jet selections. The Δη distributions are not investigated separately as the information 
is implicitly contained in the AR distributions. 
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of the Monte Carlo Ej· distribution of the muonjet in the 
inclusive muon + one jet selection to the UAl data. 
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the Monte Carlo E7· distribution of jeti m the inclusive 
muon + one jet selection to the UAl data. 
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the Monte Carlo p£ distribution of the fastest muon in 
the exclusive muon + two jet selection to the UAl data. 
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of the Monte Carlo Er distribution of the muonjet in the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection to the UAl data. 
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the Monte Carlo E r distribution of jeti in the exclusive 
muon + two jet selection to the UA1 data. 
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the Monte Carlo E r distribution of jet2 in the exclusive 
muon + two jet selection to the UA1 data. 
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The Inclusive Muon + One Jet Selection 
In the inclusive muon + one jet selection the relative angles of muonjet and jeti 
can be studied. The muonjet momentum is the vector sum of the muon momentum 
and the hadronic activity in a cone of AK — 0.7 around the muon. The muon 
itself has at least 8 GeV/c, so it is generally (one of) the leading particle(s) in the 
muonjet. Therefore, the muon will to a large extent determine the muonjet axis. As 
consequently the muon and the muonjet have a small angular separation, taking the 
muon as a third object will not significantly add to the study of the event topology. 
For this reason I have restricted this study to the muonjet and jeti. 
Figure 8.8 contains the distribution of the azimuthal separation, A^(muonjet-
jetl). Figure 8.8a shows that the standard EURO JET calculation predicts too many 
events with the muonjet and jeti approximately back-to-back in φ. It may be that 
detector smearing is essential for this distribution. This will be re-discussed in chapter 
9 when detector effects have been taken into account. At this point it is not clear 
whether this distribution is sensitive to the correctness of the matrix element, since the 
standard EUROJET prediction at Monte Carlo level does not give a good description 
of the data. The phase space calculation (figure 8.8b) on the other hand would give 
a nice description of the data distribution. 
In figure 8.9 we compare the EUROJET predictions for the AR separation of 
the muonjet and jetj to that observed in the UA1 data. Figure 8.9a shows that the 
standard EUROJET calculation gives a good description of the shape of the data 
distribution. Note, however, that like the standard prediction for A^(muonjet-jetl) 
also the AR distribution contains too many events with the muonjet and jeti roughly 
back-to-back so that the good agreement may indeed be artificial. The phase space 
calculation predicts an average separation in AR that is smaller than is indicated 
by the data (see figure 8.9b). The average AR(muonjet-jetl) and the r.m.s. of the 
distribution are given in table 8.2 for the two Monte Carlo calculations and for the 
data. 
The Exclusive Muon + Two Jet Selection 
In the exclusive muon + two jet selection the angular distributions of the muonjet, 
jeti and jet2 will be studied. The muon is not added as a separate object for the reason 
mentioned above. 
The A^(muonjet-jetl) shown in figure 8.10 can again not be proven to be a good 
test of the matrix element. At Monte Carlo level the standard EUROJET prediction 
does not give a good description of the data. Like in the inclusive muon + one jet 
selection this distribution may need incorporation of detector smearing. 
Figure 8.11 shows the A^(muonjet-jet2) distribution. The standard EUROJET 
calculation reproduces the flatness of the data spectrum quite well. The phase space 
calculation, however, shows a broad enhancement of events around А^ и 115°. This 
is the kind of angular separation one expects when three objects are evenly distributed 
over 360". It is interesting that also the standard matrix element calculation shows 
a slight tendency towards phase space-like behaviour. 
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of the Monte Carlo A^(muonjet-jetl) distribution in the 
inclusive muon + one jet selection to the UAl data. The dashed line shows the 
O(aJ) contribution separately. The comparison of the data to the standard matrix 
element calculation is shown at the top of the page the comparison to the phase space 
calculation at the bottom of the page. 
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of the Monte Carlo AR(muonjet-jetl) distribution in the 
inclusive muon + one jet selection to the UAl data. 
table 8.2: 
Characteristics of distributions in the 
muon + (one/two) jet selections 
Quantity 
Standard 
MC cale. 
Mean r.m.s. 
Phase Space 
MC cale. 
Mean r.m.s. 
UAl Data 
Mean r.m.s. 
Inclusive muon + one jet selection 
AR(muonjet-jetl) 
A^(muonjet-jetl) 
3.18 
167.7 
0.344 
11.8 
2.98 
164.6 
0.275 
14.0 
3.12 
158.2 
0.520 
23.5 
Exclusive muon + two jet selection 
AR(muonjet-jetl) 
AR(muonjet-jet2) 
AR(jetl-jet2) 
A^(muonjet-jetl) 
A^(muonjet-jet2) 
A¿(jetl-jet2) 
I cos*;et2 | 
3.02 
2.42 
2.45 
156.9 
109.9 
92.0 
0.67 
0.427 
0.734 
0.838 
15.9 
41.1 
43.2 
0 28 
2.81 
2.27 
2.00 
153.2 
113.9 
92.4 
0.51 
0.328 
0.574 
0.575 
16.2 
35.1 
38.4 
0.27 
3.04 
2.60 
2.45 
153.6 
110.7 
89.9 
0.72 
0.552 
0.783 
0.869 
25.7 
45.0 
47.7 
0.27 
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of the Monte Carlo A^(muonjet-jetl) distribution in the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection to the U Al data. The comparison of the data to the 
standard matrix element calculation is shown at the top of the page the comparison 
to the phase space calculation at the bottom of the page. 
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The Δ0 separation between jeti and jetj is shown in figures 8 12a, b For this 
distribution the matrix element calculation also gives a good description of the data 
The phase space calculation shows a broad enhancement around 90° Again this 
phase space-like behaviour is also vaguely visible in the matrix element calculation 
The muon + two jet selection has been set up in such a way that the gluon or 
the non-heavy flavour quark has a high probability to be selected as jetj In the 
case of gluon bremsstrahlung the angle between the radiated gluon and the parton 
from which it is radiated will, in general, be smaller than 120" Combining the phase 
space distributions in figures 8 l i b and 8 12b it can be seen that the gluon (the lower 
energy jet) appears to be more often radiated off the heavy quark that has decayed 
hadronically (in general selected as jeti) The separation between jeti and jet2 is 
on average smaller than that between muonjet and jetj, both in Δ0 and ΔΚ This 
behaviour is not observed in the standard EUROJET calculation where on average 
AR(muonjet-jet2) и AR(jetl-jet2) and the Δ $ distributions are much flatter 
Figures 8 13a, b display the AR(muonjet-jetl) distributions The phase space 
calculation gives smaller average separation than the data The standard EUROJET 
calculation on the other hand gives, even without detector simulation, promisingly 
good results 
The AR(muonjet-jet2) and AR(jetl-jet2) are shown in figures 8 14 and 8 15 re­
spectively The figures clearly display that also these distributions are sensitive to 
the correctness of the matrix element The standard EUROJET calculation predicts 
the shapes of the data spectra well, whereas the phase space calculation clearly gives 
an unsatisfactory description of the distributions 
Finally figures 8 16a, b show the distributions of | cos *
еіі
 \, where *
м
 is the 
angle between the object (jet: m this case) and the beam direction in the rest frame of 
the system consisting of the muon, jeti, jet: and missing transverse energy The data 
show an enhancement in the region | cos 0*
β12 | = 0 8-1 0 If a jet has a high value for 
| cos Θ* | it lies close to the beam direction and is, therefore, interpreted as initial state 
gluon bremsstrahlung The standard EUROJET prediction for | cos Θ'
 t 2 | gives a 
good description of the data The phase space calculation, however, clearly suppresses 
the initial state gluon bremsstrahlung 
8.4 Conclusions of the Study at Monte Carlo Level 
In the exclusive muon + two jet selection the angular distributions (with the exception 
of Δ^(ιτ«ιοη)β1^εΜ)) are well described by the EUROJET standard calculation As 
the same is not true for the inclusive muon + one jet selection it is not possible to 
make statement about the sensitivity of the angular distributions in this selection to 
the matrix element Therefore, the following conclusions are based on the exclusive 
muon + two jet selection 
The studies at Monte Carlo level show that at this level it cannot be established 
whether the A^(muonjet-jetl) provides a. good check on the correctness of the matrix 
elements as the standard Monte Carlo does not give a good description of the data 
Considering that the electromagnetic gondelas cover 180" in φ, the discrepancy may 
well be due to the absence of detector smearing in the Monte Carlo spectra The 
A^(muonjet-jetl) will be re-discussed in chapter 9 after detector acceptance and 
smearing have been folded in The flatness of the Ai/>(muonjet-jet2) and A^(jetl-jet2) 
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of the Monte Carlo A^(muonjet-jet2) distribution m the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection to the UAl data. The comparison of the data to the 
standard matrix element calculation is shown at the top of the page the comparison 
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Figure 8 12 Comparison of the Monte Carlo A^(jetl-jet2) distribution in the exclu-
sive muon + two jet selection to the UAl data The comparison of the data to the 
standard matrix element calculation is shown at the top of the page the comparison 
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Figure 8.13: Comparison of the Monte Carlo AR(muonjet-jetl) distribution in the 
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of the Monte Carlo AR(muonjet-jet2) distribution in the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection to the UAl data. 
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Figure 8.15: Comparison of the Monte Carlo AR(jetl-jet2) distribution in the exclu-
sive muon -f two jet selection to the UA1 data. 
distributions is reproduced more correctly by the standard EUROJET calculation 
than by the phase space calculation. The standard EUROJET calculation yields a 
good description of the data. Therefore, these distributions provide a first check 
whether the O(aJ) matrix element correctly represents the event topology. 
Considering the problems with the A^(muonjet-jetl) distribution it is probably 
useful to also include Αη distributions in future studies. 
The predicted shapes of the AR separations between the muon and the jets are 
well described by the standard Monte Carlo calculation. As the shapes of the AR 
distributions are distinctly different for the standard Monte Carlo calculation and the 
phase space calculation these distributions can also be used to check the correctness 
of the form of the O(aJ) matrix element. 
The | cos 0'ti | can be used as a check whether the amount of initial state gluon 
bremsstrahlung is correctly incorporated in the matrix element. 
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Figure 8.16: Comparison of the Monte Carlo | cos 9*
et2 \ distribution in the exclusive 
muon + two jet selection to the UAl data. The comparison of the data to the 
standard matrix element calculation is shown at the top of the page the comparison 
to the phase space calculation at the bottom of the page. 
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Chapter 9 
Study of the Event Topology in 
the U A 1 Muon + Jet Data II 
(A Study after Detector Simulation) 
In the previous chapter a study has been made of the sensitivity of the angular 
distributions, AR and Δ^, between the muon and the jets in QCD heavy flavour 
production processes to the form of the Ο(α,) matrix element. This study at Monte 
Carlo level has shown that with exception of the A^(muonjet-jetl) distribution the 
angular distributions in the exclusive muon + two jet selection are more correctly 
described by the standard EUROJET calculation (see chapter 6) than by the phase 
space calculation (see section 8.2). Consequently these distributions provide a good 
check on the correctness of the angular part of the Ο(α,) matrix element. 
The | cos θ"
ι2 | distribution can be used to see whether the O(a ' ) matrix element 
incorporates the correct amount of gluon bremsstrahlung. 
Also the ¿-dependence of the matrix element can be studied by looking at the pr 
and E T distributions of the muon and the jets. 
The A^(muonjet-jetl) distribution both in the inclusive muon + one jet selection 
and in the exclusive muon + two jet selection are not well described by the standard 
EUROJET calculation. As the electromagnetic calorimeter cells cover an angular 
range 0" < φ < 180° these distributions may need detector smearing. In the present 
chapter the topological distributions are studied in EUROJET events that have been 
taken through the complete simulation of the U Al detector and subsequently through 
the event reconstruction. 
9.1 Event Generation 
The EUROJET events have been generated in the same way as in chapter 8. The four 
subprocesses (cc O(aJ), cc 0(0:^), bb 0(o!j) and bb O(aJ)) have been simulated in 
four centre-of-mass energy bins, yielding a total of sixteen event generation streams. 
All the events are to be passed through the simulation of the UA1 detector and 
next through the event reconstruction. As this procedure takes up a considerable 
amount of computer time it should only be applied to events: 
• carrying a weight that is not too small, thus constituting a non-negligible con­
tribution to the distributions 
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• having a high probability to pass the muon + one jet or the muon + two 
jet selection cuts (Events that at generation level do not contain a muon for 
example will never be selected.) 
To assure efficient use of computer time the following measures were taken: 
• use weight inversion, i.e. generate the events in such a way that they carry an 
equal weight (see section 9.1.1) 
• apply cuts during the event generation at parton level and at full event level, 
i.e. before and after fragmentation plus weak decay of heavy quarks respectively 
(see section 9.1.2) 
• apply cuts at the beginning of the event reconstruction based on the probability 
of reconstructing a muon with pÇ. > 8 GeV/c as is required by the muon + one 
jet and muon + two jet selections (see section 9.1.3) 
The subsequent subsections will give more detail concerning these efficiency measures. 
9.1.1 Weight Inversion 
The events generated have a certain probability to occur. This probability is deter-
mined by the parton densities in the (anti-) proton, the phase space limitation on the 
production of heavy quarks and the matrix element. Normally the probability for an 
event to occur is reflected by the weight carried by the event. One can look at the 
weight of the events as a function of the sum of the transverse energy of the important 
objects produced, like the muon and the jets. At the low Бт side a small number of 
high weight events is generated. The high Ep side is built up by a large number of 
low weight events. For this study all events will be taken through the UA1 detector 
simulation and event reconstruction, requiring quite some computer time per event. 
The second group of events would take up an unacceptably large amount of computer 
time per event, considering the contribution per event to the studied distributions is 
small. 
EUROJET has the possibility to activate the so-called weight inversion. When 
running with weight inversion the events are generated with weight one at a rate 
corresponding to their probability. The major part of the events now populate the 
low Er-side, where the main part of the cross-section lies. Because of their equal 
weights all events are worth to be taken through the detector simulation and event 
reconstruction. A brief description of weight inversion is given in appendix C. 
The weight inversion for cc 0(af ) production processes is known not to be very 
efficient. An attempt was made to improve the efficiency in these production streams 
by fixing the maximum weight in a sample of a thousand Monte Carlo events (like 
is done in the standard procedure) to such a value that weight < maximum weight 
includes 99 % of the events. The normal weight inversion is now used together with 
the alternative method of determining the maximum weight. 
Events with a weight larger than the maximum weight will always be accepted 
by the weight inversion. These events give can contribute considerably to the cross-
section and, as observed during this study, can lead to an overestimation of the calcu­
lated cross-section. Therefore, all the (partial) cross-sections quoted in this chapter 
have been calculated without weight inversion. 
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9.1.2 Cuts at M o n t e Carlo Level 
A large part of the events generated will not pass the final muon + one jet or muon 
+ two jet selection requirements. Quite some computer time can be saved if these 
events are rejected at the earliest possible stage. 
All muon 4- jet selections have two cuts in common, which can be used to greatly 
reduce the number of events already at Monte Carlo level: 
• require one jet with Eji > 12 GeV 
• require one muon with pif. > 8 GeV/c. 
A study of a limited number of EUROJET bb O(aJ) and bb O(aJ) events has shown 
that already at the parton level one can require the event to contain at least one parton 
with Ej.arton > 8 GeV without loosing any interesting events. If all the partons fall 
below this threshold, the chance that this event will pass the final selection cuts is 
negligible. This cut is applied at a very early stage, before the partons have undergone 
fragmentation and weak decays. The reduction factor yielded by this cut is between 
1.3 and 2.5, depending on the heavy flavour production processes and the c.m.s energy 
bin considered. 
A second cut can be applied immediately after the fragmentation and weak decays 
of the partons. At this level one can require one muon with pj. > 6 GeV/c. The 
probability that a muon with p£ < 6 GeV/с is reconstructed in the detector as a 
muon with pj > 8 GeV/c is also negligible. This cut results in a reduction factor 
of 6-110, again depending on the heavy flavour production process and the c.m.s. 
energy bin considered. 
The events thus selected are subsequently transformed into the HYDRA-bank 
format needed for the detector simulation. 
0.1.3 Cuts at the First Stage of the Event Reconstruction 
The main part of the computer time in the chain consisting of event generation, 
transformation to the HYDRA structure, detector simulation and event reconstruc­
tion is taken up by the event reconstruction. In particular, the reconstruction in 
the Central Drift chamber is very time consuming. However, events not containing 
a reconstructed muon of pj > 8 GeV/c can be rejected before doing the complete 
reconstruction in the Central Drift chamber. First the reconstruction in the muon 
chambers is done. Along with this, in a narrow corridor around the muon direction, 
tracks in the Central Drift chamber are reconstructed. The tracks in this corridor are 
candidates for matching with the muon track. At this stage the following require­
ments are made: 
• a track in the Central Drift chamber, that is a candidate for matching with the 
muon, with a Ρχ1"* > 8 GeV/c and meeting some of the muon tight selection 
requirements (see section 4.3.1) imposed on the CD track. 
• a reconstructed muon with p£ > 8 GeV/c, i.e. a muon meeting all the muon 
tight selection requirements. 
Applying these cuts yields a reduction in the order of 3-10 depending on the heavy 
flavour production process and the c.m.s. energy bin considered. 
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9.2 Normalization of the Monte Carlo Product ion 
As pointed out in section 9.1 the events have been generated in sixteen production 
streams. Within each energy bin EUROJET gives an absolute normalization. How­
ever, the integrated luminosity per production stream may vary. The integrated 
luminosity is given by: 
/*Ldt|M.c.= — (9.1) 
where К
с и І І
 is the number of events having passed the cuts on the partons and on 
the muon at Monte Carlo level. The <7р
аг
і is the corresponding partial cross-section. 
Furthermore, the Monte Carlo results have to be scaled to the integrated luminosity 
of the data, 556 nb - 1. This is done by giving a weight to the events depending on 
the energy stream: 
weight
 =
5 5 ^ W
 ( e . 2 ) 
•"cut· 
A summary of these quantities for the different production streams is given in table 
9.1. 
Note that the integrated luminosity in the lowest ce Ο (α') centre-of-mass energy 
bin is a factor four lower than that of the data. Obtaining for this production stream 
the same integrated luminosity as in the data would require an additional 150 hours 
of computer time. The events generated form only a small contribution to the muon 
+ one jet selection (4.5 ± 1.8 %) or the muon two jet selection (6.7 ± 4.0 %). 
The selected events contribute to a part of phase space where the event density is 
high. The event density is high enough for these high weight events not to show up 
as fluctuations on the distributions. In this light it is unacceptable to use a large 
amount of additional computer time for this production stream. 
No events have been generated for cc and bb Ο (a J) production processes in the 
centre-of-mass energy bin 20-30 GeV. Note that events in this energy range can only 
contribute to the inclusive muon + one jet selection. To get a crude idea whether 
events need to be generated in this bin, one can look in the other three energy bins at 
the number of events finally entering the inclusive muon + one jet selection. It turns 
out that this number is already considerably smaller in the energy bin 30-50 GeV 
than in the 50-100 GeV bin. For cc the 322 events in the 50-100 GeV bin should be 
compared to 71 in the 30-50 GeV bin. For bb production the corresponding numbers 
are 395 (50-100 GeV) and 43 (30-50 GeV). These numbers indicate that the energy 
bin 20-30 GeV can be expected to give a small contribution. 
To make sure that the contribution of the 20-30 GeV energy bin can be neglected, I 
have studied the νΊ-distribution for the sum of the three energy bins for cc O(aJ) and 
bb О (or J) production separately. The curves are found to have a smoothly falling slope 
on the low v/s-side. Should the 20-30 GeV energy bin yield a significant contribution 
this would have been visible as a suddenly sharply falling edge on the low v^e-side. 
As no such discontinuity is observed the 20-30 GeV energy bin is assumed to give a 
negligible contribution. 
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table 9.1: 
Normalization of the EUROJET Monte Carlo production 
Process 
cc 0(a») 
cc Oía?) 
c c O ( ^ ) 
ссО(а.2) 
ЬБ O(aJ) 
ЬБ 0(a j ) 
ЬБ 0(a j ) 
ЬБ 0(a j ) 
ccO(a?) 
ccO(
a
J) 
ccO(
a
?) 
ЬБ O(aJ) 
ЬБ O(aJ) 
ЬБ O(aJ) 
c.m.s 
energy 
(GeV) 
100-630 
50-100 
30-50 
20-30 
100-630 
50-100 
30-50 
20-30 
100-630 
50-100 
30-50 
100-630 
50-100 
30-50 
N C ut. 
900 
1739 
2280 
1306 
900 
2400 
5400 
3026 
3106 
4516 
620 
4923 
8991 
5899 
Gpart 
(nb) 
0.0603 ± 0.0007 
0.868 ± 0.009 
2.32 ± 0.03 
1.47 ± 0.03 
0.126 ± 0.001 
2.05 ± 0.02 
5.84 ± 0.04 
3.52 ± 0.05 
1.43 ± 0.26 
7.13 ± 0.45 
5.04 ± 0.32 
1.93 ± 0.41 
8.12 ± 0.29 
4.88 ± 0.16 
ƒ L.dt 
(nb-1) 
14,920 ± 670 
2,004 ± 69 
982 ± 33 
891 ± 43 
7,170 ± 290 
1,170 ± 35 
925 ± 19 
861 ± 28 
2,180 ± 430 
634 ± 49 
172 ± 13 
2,550 ± 580 
1,150 ± 51 
1,209 ± 55 
weight 
0.037 ± 0.002 
0.28 ± 0.01 
0.57 ± 0.02 
0.62 ± 0.03 
0.078 ± 0.003 
0.48 ± 0.01 
0.60 ± 0.01 
0.65 ± 0.02 
0.26 ± 0.05 
0.88 ± 0.07 
4.5 ± 0.48 
0.22 ± 0.05 
0.50 ± 0.02 
0.46 ± 0.02 
(The errors included are statistical only) 
9.3 Comparison to the Data 
Comparison of the Monte Carlo and the data only requires subtraction of the x/K 
decay background (see chapter 5) from the data. All losses due to detector acceptance 
have been taken into account by applying the simulation of the UA1 detector to the 
Monte Carlo events. 
9.3.1 C o m p a r i s o n of E v e n t Rates 
The contributions from cc O(aJ), cc O ( Q J ) , ЬБ O(aJ) and ЬБ O(aJ) to the three 
muon + jet selections as defined in section 4.3.2 are given in table 9.2. This table 
also includes the event rates found in the data after subtraction of 32 %, 29 % and 
29 % decay background respectively (see section 8.3). 
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table 9.2: 
Event flow to the three muon + jet selections 
Process 
ccO(aï) 
bb O(aJ) 
cc 0(0») 
bb 0(a3.) 
total M.C. 
total data 
incl. μ + 
one jet sel. 
149 ± 11 
361 ± 21 
506 ± 56 
597 ± 53 
1613 ± 81 
1310 ± 36 
incl. μ + 
two jet eel. 
21 ± 6 
64 ± 7 
140 ± 22 
241 ± 26 
466 ± 35 
568 ± 24 
excl. μ + 
two jet sel. 
17 ± 3 
55 ± 6 
126 ± 21 
207 ± 23 
405 ± 32 
400 ± 20 
The errors quoted are statistical only. The main systematic errors are the factor 
two uncertainty on the normalization of the QCD calculation, the 15 % error on 
the measured UA1 integrated luminosity and the +20 %, -30 % uncertainty on the 
calculation of the decay background. 
The total number of events is correctly predicted by the Monte Carlo for the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection. Considering the large errors the agreement is 
surprisingly good. The number of events EUROJET predicts for the inclusive muon 
+ two jet selection is 18 % lower than that observed in the data. The inclusive muon + 
two jet selection allows one or more jetj candidates. Therefore, the difference between 
the data and the Monte Carlo may be explained by the absence of higher orders 
(0(a"), n>3) in the Monte Carlo simulation. Continuing this reasoning, however, 
one would expect the inclusive muon + one jet selection to be also underestimated by 
the Monte Carlo. The opposite is true; the Monte Carlo overestimates the number 
of events in this selection by 23 %. 
There are two possible explanations why the Monte Carlo overestimates the in­
clusive muon + one jet selection, while it underestimates the inclusive muon + two 
jet selection. The first explanation is based on the fact that events with a weight 
larger than the maximum weight are always accepted by the weight inversion. Look­
ing again at the sum Ej of the main objects in the event (the muon and the jets), 
these high weight events lie at the low Ej-side. The threshold on the sum E? of 
the objects in the inclusive muon + one jet selection is 24 GeV and increases to 
31 GeV in the inclusive muon + two jet selection. The high weight events have a 
higher probability of contributing to the inclusive muon + one jet selection than to 
the inclusive muon + two jet selection. This can be combined with the fact that the 
immediate higher order to the muon + one jet events, the O(a^) production processes 
have been included in the Monte Carlo simulation, whereas for the muon + two jet 
events the Ο (a J) production processes have not been included. Thus the number of 
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events in the inclusive muon + two jet selection is underestimated, whereas due to 
the high weight events the number of events in the inclusive muon + one jet selection 
is overestimated. 
Λ second explanation for the discrepancy between the event rates in the data and 
the Monte Carlo may lie in the fact that the sum Er distribution as shown in figure 
7.6 is too narrow in the EUROJET Monte Carlo. As the threshold on the sum E T 
of the main objects increases from 24 to 31 GeV, one may pass from a regime where 
the integrated number of events above the threshold predicted by the Monte Carlo 
is larger than that observed in the data to a regime where the situation is reversed. 
A study of the total sum E j in the events confirms that also the mean total sum 
Ej- increases when going from the inclusive muon + one jet selection through the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection to the inclusive muon + two jet selection. If the 
event rates are coupled to the sum Εχ of the muon and the jets the exclusive muon 
+ two jet selection should lie between the inclusive muon + one jet selection and the 
inclusive muon + two jet selection and have an event rate about equal to that of the 
data. This is exactly what is observed. 
The muon + two jet selections have been designed to select mainly 0(o:J) produc­
tion processes. Table 9.2 shows that the contribution to these samples from Ο (a ' ) 
production processes is approximately 4.5 larger than that of the lowest order pro­
duction processes. 
Like in the study at Monte Carlo level the inclusive muon + one jet is dominated 
by the Ο (a J) production processes. Again it is more important that there are two 
jeti candidates than that the available energy has to be divided over three objects. 
As in the three muon + jet selections the main contribution comes from the О (or') 
production processes all three selections are of interest when studying the correctness 
of the O(a ') matrix element. On the other hand, the O(aJ) production processes 
also contribute to the three selections. Therefore, the Ο (aJ) matrix element can no 
longer be studied separately. 
There is cross-flow of events from the Ο (a J) production processes that enter in the 
one jet selection and do not contribute to the two jet selection. This can happen when 
one of the jets is not measured for example because it falls outside the considered 
pseudorapidity region. Furthermore, one of the jets can fall below the threshold set in 
the two jet selection. Cross-flow in the opposite direction can occur e.g. when the jet 
finder splits a broad jet into two jets or when a high p j particle from the underlying 
event fakes a jet. 
EUROJET predicts an bb content (bb/(ce + bb)) of 59 % in the inclusive muon 
+ one jet selection which increases to 65 % in the muon + two jet selections. As 
observed in the Monte Carlo study the bb content increases when going to a higher 
threshold on the total required ET- After detector simulation the predicted ЬБ con­
tent is 10-14 % lower than that predicted at Monte Carlo level. 
In the remainder of this chapter I will restrict my study to the inclusive muon + 
one jet selection and to the exclusive muon + two jet selection. The inclusive muon 
+ two jet selection is not used as the immediate higher order, the 0(с«*) production 
processes are not included in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
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Figure 9.1: EUROJET prediction for 
the pj. distribution in the inclusive 
muon + one jet selection compared to 
the UA1 data. 
Figure 9.2: EUROJET prediction for 
the Ej- distribution of the muonjet in 
the inclusive muon + one jet selection 
compared to the UA1 data. 
9.3.2 Comparison of the ρτ and Er Distributions 
Figures 9.1-9.3 contain the pj. distribution and the Ej- spectrum of the muonjet and 
jeti in the inclusive muon + one jet selection. Apart from the lowest pr/Er bins 
the Monte Carlo gives a good description of both the shape and the normalization of 
these distributions. The distributions show that the overestimation of the number of 
events is concentrated in the low pr, E? bins. Therefore, these events are probably the 
result of the alternative weight inversion procedure used for the cc Ο (a J) production 
streams and not of the smaller r.m.s. of the total sum Er distribution. All events 
with a weight larger than the maximum weight are unconditionally accepted by the 
weight inversion. The contribution from these high weight events is expected to be 
concentrated on the low pr/E? side of the distributions. 
To study whether these events stem from cE O(aJ) production processes I have 
scaled up the predictions from bb alone to the total number of events in the data. Now 
the overestimate of events on the lower side of the ρτ and Er spectra has disappeared. 
Apparently the alternative method fixes the maximum weight at a value that is too 
low. 
The pr, Εχ distributions of the main objects in the exclusive muon + two jet 
selection are shown in figures 9.4-9.7. The figures contain the ρ£ spectrum and the 
ET distributions of the muonjet, jetj and jetj respectively. Again EUROJET predicts 
both the shape and event rate well. However, in the lowest ρτ, E? bins one may see 
a slight overestimation of the data, which can be a remnant of the additional high 
weight events that have entered through the cc Ο (a J) production streams. Most of 
the high weight events have been cut away because of the larger total Er that is 
requested by this selection. 
Ignoring the effect due to this technicality in the weight inversion, the conclu­
sion from the transverse momentum and transverse energy distributions in the two 
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Figure 9.4: EUROJET prediction for 
the pj. distribution in the exclusive 
muon + two jet selection compared to 
the UA1 data. 
Figure 9.5: EUROJET prediction for 
the ET distribution of the muonjet in 
the exclusive muon + two jet selection 
compared to the UA1 data. 
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to the UA1 data. 
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Figure 9.7: EUROJET prediction for 
the ET distribution of jetj in the exclu­
sive muon + two jet selection compared 
to the UA1 data. 
selections is that, at the level it can be tested in the UA1 data, the ¿-dependence is 
correctly incorporated in the matrix elements. 
A conclusion concerning the weight inversion is that the method used underesti-
mates the maximum weight and, therefore, yields an excess of events with low Εχ 
objects. The inclusive muon + one jet selection contains a large number of these 
events, whereas the exclusive muon + two jet selection remains relatively uninflu­
enced. 
For future studies one should either use the standard weight inversion method or 
investigate how the maximum weight can be more accurately fixed so that also for 
large productions only a small percentage of the events have a weight larger than the 
maximum weight. One can consider lowering the allowed percentage of events that 
are always accepted to e.g. 0.01 %. Also determining the maximum weight by means 
of the alternative method may need higher statistics than the thousand events used 
in the standard weight inversion method. One can fix the maximum weight on the 
basis of an independent Monte Carlo event sample which contains a large fraction 
of the number of events that will be generated for the intended study. As at parton 
level events are produced at a high rate (some 20 per C.P.U. second) the computer 
time need not be a limitation. 
9.3.3 Comparison of the Angular Distributions 
Figure 9.S shows the A^(muonjet-jetl) in the inclusive muon + one jet selection. As 
has been seen in the matrix element calculation at Monte Carlo level the objects are 
too often back-to-back. In this case, however, the excess of events around ΙβΟ" may 
stem from the high weight events. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the observation 
that the region of smaller angular separation ( Δ ^ < 150°) is correctly filled by the 
O(QJ) production processes. The final check on the matrix elements will be carried 
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muon + one jet selection compared to the UA1 data. The dashed line shows the 
contribution from the O(a^) production processes alone. The box contains a blow-up 
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out in the exclusive muon + two jet selection which is relatively free of high weight 
events. 
The A^(muonjet-jetl)) A^(muonjet-jet2) and A^(jetl-jet2) in the exclusive muon 
+ two jet selection are shown in figures 9.9-9.11 respectively. The EUROJET pre­
diction is in good agreement with the UA1 data for all three distributions. The 
A(^(muonjet-jetl) confirms once more that the O(a ') production processes are needed 
to describe the data at Δ 0 < 150°. The other two Δ ^ distributions are flat like in the 
UA1 data. The phase space like enhancement observed at Monte Carlo level around 
A^(muonjet-jet2) = IIS" is washed out. 
The AR(muonjet-jetl) distribution in the inclusive muon + one jet selection is 
shown in figure 9.12. EUROJET predicts the shape of the distribution quite well, 
apart from the peak around AR и τ which is too high. This is what one would 
expect as also the Δ ^ distribution in this selection contains too many events where 
the muonjet and jetj are back-to-back. Also for the AR separation I will base my 
conclusions on the exclusive muon + two jet selection. 
Figures 9.13-9.15 show AR(muonjet-jetl), AR(muonjet-jet2) and AR(jetl-jet2) 
for the exclusive muon + two jet selection. Within the statistics EUROJET gives a 
good description of the UA1 distributions. 
Finally figure 9.16 shows the | cos θ* \ distribution for jetj in the exclusive muon 
+ two jet selection. This figure shows that also within the statistics the amount of 
initial state bremsstrahlung is correctly predicted by EUROJET. 
The study of the angular separations, Δ0 and AR, of the muon and jets in the 
exclusive muon + two jet selection shows that at the level of the UA1 data the 
matrix elements correctly describe the event topology. Also the amount of initial 
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Figure 9.9: EUROJET prediction for the Δ^(πΗΐο^βΙ-οβίΙ) separation in the exclu­
sive muon + two jet selection compared to the UA1 data. The dashed line shows the 
contribution from the O(a') production processes alone. The box contains a blow-up 
of the region Δ<£ < 150". 
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Figure 9.13: EUROJET prediction 
for the AR(muonjet-jetl) separation 
muonjet in the exclusive muon + two 
jet selection compared to the UAl 
data. 
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Figure 9.15: EUROJET prediction for 
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state bremsstrahlung is correctly incorporated in the matrix elements. 
9.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter the angular distributions have been studied in EUROJET events that 
have been taken through the complete simulation of the UA1 detector and through 
the event reconstruction. The exclusive muon + two jet selection shows that within 
the statistics the Αφ and AR separation between the muon and the jets are correctly 
described by the matrix elements. Note that as both O(aJ) and Ο (a J) heavy flavour 
production processes contribute to this selection the O(a') matrix element cannot 
be studied separately. The EUROJET predictions for the py and Er distributions of 
the muon and the jets describe the UA1 data spectra well. Therefore, one can also 
conclude that the matrix elements contain the proper s-dependence. Finally, the 
| cos '
іг
\ distribution displays that the amount of initial state gluon bremsstrahlung 
is also correctly incorporated in the O(a') matrix element. 
Due to a technical problem in the alternative weight inversion procedure used 
for the cC O(a') production processes, conclusions concerning the matrix elements 
cannot be drawn from the inclusive muon + one jet selection. In future studies one 
should either look for a more reliable alternative method to determine the maximum 
weight or one should use the standard weight inversion procedure. 
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Chapter 10 
In the preceding chapters it has been shown that the muon, jet production and 
the event topology observed in the UA1 data (pp at -y/e = 630 GeV) are correctly 
reproduced by the QCD heavy flavour production processes in EUROJET. Being in 
good shape at collider energies, EUROJET can be used for extrapolations to energies 
in the TeV-range. The following paper1 contains a heavy flavour study at the proposed 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), proton-proton collisions at у/в = 10 TeV2. 
The muon has been successfully used as a heavy flavour tag in the UA1 analysis. 
In the included paper a EUROJET study is made on how useful muon physics at 
LHC can be in the search for a top quark or a new, fourth generation, b' quark. 
A first investigation is made using only a simple tool, the inclusive single muon pr 
spectrum. Already this spectrum shows that a top or a b' quark can be found at 
LHC, provided one can measure the muon momentum accurately up to high pj. 
In the mean time I have extended my studies of muon physics at energies in the 
TeV range to more detailed distributions, as for example the pr relative of the muon 
(the pr of the muon with respect to the axis of the parent jet). Also multimuon spec­
tra have been included like Αφ(μμ), the invariant muon-muon mass in dimuon events. 
Predictions for the various distributions have been made for the Fermilab collider (pp 
at y/s = 2 TeV), for LHC (pp at у/в = 16 TeV) and for the Superconducting Super 
CoUider SSC, (pp at >/* = 40 TeV). 
Of course, as the full O(aJ) calculations for QCD heavy flavour production pro­
cesses have become available (see chapter 1) the uncertainty stemming from the cut 
on the divergencies in the Ο (a J) processes can now be avoided. Predictions for the 
various distributions using the complete O(a^) calculation will be presented in a 
separate paper soon after this thesis. 
'Contribution to the Workshop on "Physic· at Future Accelerators', La Thaile (Italy) and Geneva 
(S wit Ierland), 7-13 January 1987 
'More recent proposal« speak of y/J = 16 TeV rather than у/в = 10 TeV. 
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The Search for a Heavy Top or a Heavy Down-like Quark at LHC in the 
Inclusive Muon Spectrum 
I ten Have 
NIKHEFH - Amsterdami 
Abstract 
We present inclusive muon pt spectra at ·/ s = 10 TeV 
calculated with the EUROJET Monte Carlo1) for pp interactions 
At these energies 0 ( a s 3 ) QCD hard scattering processes become 
comparable to or even larger than the 0(a s 2 ) processes. This 
shows the necessity of gluon splitting diagrams 
Using the inclusive muon pt spectrum as a means to look for 
new quarks, we show that a heavy top quark (mt > 200 GeV/c2) 
yields an observable cross-section of 4 3 Ю-3 nb (p^ > 150 
GeV/c). This implies that a heavy top will be easily detectable 
at the Large Hadron Collider facility, LHC. 
For a down-like (low) quark from a fourth generation 
assuming πη » 500 GeV/c2 the situation is far more difficult 
The observable cross-section for such an object is only 1 5 . 10-5 
nb (pt»1 > 400 GeV/c). 
Introduction 
In studies carried out at the SppS collider at CERN the muon has proven itself 
to be an important and powerful handle for tagging heavy flavour production 
processes m proton-antiproton collisions2). It is therefore useful to investigate 
what possibilities muon physics offers for future hadron colliders, like the large 
hadron collider facility, LHC. 
In this paper we investigate to what extent the inclusive muon pt spectrum can 
be used in the search for new quarks, like a very heavy top quark or a heavy down­
like (low) quark from the fourth generation. For this purpose we have used the QCD 
based Monte Carlo EUROJET1). We have calculated contributions to the inclusive 
muon pt spectrum from what at LHC energies will be considered as background, 
namely QCD 'heavy' flavour production processes: pp -* (cc, ЬБ, tt (mt = 40 GeV/c2)) 
+ X - μ + X'. The pi spectra of these contributions we compare to the corresponding 
1
 Also visiting at CERN - Geneva 
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spectra one expects for a heavy top quark (mt = 200 GeV/c2) or a low quark (mi = 
500 GeV/c2). 
Calculations include 0(a s 2) and 0(as 3) QCD production processes. 
A similar study has been carried out with the MC program ISAJEP). 
Uncertainties In the Caclulatlons 
Studies carried out at the ISR and recently at the SppS collider show that QCD 
gives an increasingly good description of the experimental muon production spectra 
as the cms energy increases. At the CERN collider, perturbative QCD describes the 
inclusive muon ρ( spectrum within a factor of two
4). The distributions are well 
reproduced in shape, but not in absolute magnitude due to an uncertainty in the K-
factors. This is a satisfactory result if we realize that the error on the 
calculation from the uncertainty on the Q2-scale and the structure functions is of 
the same order of magnitude. As the description of the spectra improves with 
increasing energy we expect perturbative QCD to do even better at LHC energies. 
However, a number of uncertainties on the calculations remain. 
The error on the calculated spectra is dominated by the uncertainty on the 
definition of the Q2 scale, which enters into the strong coupling constant and the 
evolution of the structure functions. For our calculations we use Q2 = Pt2 + FTIQ2 
which has been shown to be favoured by the UA1 jet dataS). However as this UA1 
study still leaves some freedom in the definition of Q2 we are left with an 
uncertainty on the inclusive muon spectrum of approximately a factor two. 
Besides the error caused by the definition of the Q2-scale, there are a number 
of other uncertainties we would like to mention briefly. Various sets of structure 
functions exist. For the calculations presented in this paper we have used the 
parametrization of the structure functions by Eichten et al., with л = 0.26). 
Despite the fact that LHC is designed to be a proton proton collider we directly 
used the pp-version of EUROJET Monte Carlo2. The discrepancy introduced by this 
is small as the structure functions are sampled at low x, where they are dominated 
by the gluon contribution. Consequently there is practically no difference between 
the proton and antiproton at these energies. 
In EUROJET the fragmentation of heavy quarks is described by the Peterson 
function7). The hardness of the fragmentation for each quark can be regulated by 
fixing the one free parameter in the Peterson function. We have tuned this so-
called epsilon parameter for charm and bottom fragmentation using e+e- data. For 
the fragmentation of both the top quark and the low quark we rely on theoretical 
extrapolations. 
As for the semileptonic branching ratios EUROJET contains detailed tables 
with the branching ratios for the various charmed hadrons. However, only overall 
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information is available for the semileptonic branching ratios of B-hadrons. For 
the T-decay and the L-decay we have used open W-decay and fermion counting. 
The uncertainties mentioned above also exist at Vs = 630 GeV and their 
influence on the results has been investigated4). 
In the 0(a s 3 ) QCD hard scattering processes we are faced with the problem of 
infrared and collinear divergencies. As the virtual 0 ( a s 3 ) corrections are not yet 
at hand in EUROJET these divergencies are kept under control by a Pt cut-off on the 
additional jet. At >/s - 630 GeV the Ptcut has been fixed to 5 GeV/c, motivated by 
leading log. calculations of the K-factor8). 
If we assume the pt cut-off on the additional jet to scale with energy we can 
put the p t cut-off at 50 GeV/c for the calculations at ^s - 10 TeV. Should we, 
however, have kept the Pt cut-off on the additional jet at 5 GeV/c the inclusive 
muon spectra from O(o s 3 ) processes would have become a factor four higher than 
the presented ones, but they would have remained similar in shape. 
Calculations 
We study the possibility of finding a signal for a new quark in the inclusive 
muon pt spectrum at vs » 10 TeV. 
In order to do this we first calculate the background from pp - (ce, bb, tt (m, 
= 40 Gev/c2) + X -» μ + X'. The contribution from the top quark we consider part of 
the background in case the mass of the top quark is relatively small (щ * 40 
Gev/c2). However, if the top quark is very heavy, of the order of a few hundred 
GeV/c2. it will not have been found before LHC and should be considered as signal. 
We, therefore, also calculate the contribution to the inclusive muon spectrum a 
200 GeV/c2 top quark would give. In this way we present the spectra for both a 
very safe lower limit9) and the upper limit10) on the top quark mass. 
Besides a 200 GeV/c2 top quark, we also calculate the contribution to the 
inclusive muon pt spectrum from a low quark of 500 GeV/c2. as a charge -1/3 
representative of a fourth generation. We choose a mass of 500 GeV/c2 to cover a 
wide mass range. 
We include both 0(α 8 2 ) and 0(a s 3 ) QCD hard scattering processes. 
The inclusive muon pt spectra are calculated using the following cuts. The 
pseudo-rapidity of the muon is limited to |ημ| < 5.0. Furthermore we make a pt c u t on 
the additional jet at 50 GeV/c and we require the event to have at least one parton 
with transverse energy |Е(9<Я| > 50. GeV. The events were generated with a centre 
of mass energy of the scattering parlons Vs > 200 GeV. 
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Results 
We have compared our integrated quark cross-sections for a 200 GeV/c2 top 
quark and a 500 GeV/c2 low quark from the 0(a s 2) QCD hard scattering processes to 
those calculated by Eichten et al.6) and find them to be in good agreement with 
their calculations. 
If we compare the inclusive muon spectra we have calculated at ν s = 630 GeV 
to the same spectra at vs = 10 TeV there is a striking difference. At vs = 630 GeV 
the contribution from 0(a s 3 ) heavy flavour production processes to the inclusive 
muon pt spectrum is about 0.7 times the contribution from 0(a s 2 ) processes4). In 
table 1 we show that this is no longer true at ^s = 10 TeV. At this energy the 
muon cross-section for 2 -. 3 processes from charm, bottom and top(40 GeV/c2) 
quarks may become substantially larger than the 2 - 2 cross-section from the 
same processes. To get the total inclusive muon pt spectrum from a charm, bottom 
and top(40 GeV/c2) quark we would, therefore, need to calculate additional orders 
0(a s 4), 0(as5), etc. However, these higher orders can be expected to have the same 
shape as the 0(a s 3 ) processes as only approximately a factor a s has to be added. 
For a heavy top quark (mt= 200 GeV/c2) and a low quark (πη = 500 GeV/c2) the 
cross-sections of O(os 3) processes are 50% lower than the cross-section from the 
0 ( a s 2 ) processes. Also here we expect the higher order processes to give а 
contribution that is К times the contribution from the 0(a s 3 ) processes. 
The following conclusions are based on 0(a s 2) + 0(a s 3) calculations. 
The inclusive muon differential pt spectra for pp -» (cc, bb, it (mt =• 40 GeV/c2) 
+ X - μ + X' from 0(a s 2 ) production processes, alone, are shown in figure 1. Figure 
2 shows the same spectra for the sum of 0 ( a s 2 ) and 0(a s 3 ) production processes 
with the cuts described above. From figures 1 and 2 we conclude that the 
contribution from pp -. c5 + X -. μ + X' is about a factor ten lower than those from 
pp -» (bb, tí (mt = 40 GeV/c2) + X -. μ + X'. To estimate how many muon events from 
tt(200 GeV/c2) will be observable, we have to compare the muon tt(200 GeV/c2) 
spectrum to the muon bB spectrum. The cross-over of da(pp -» fi(200 GeV/c2) + X 
- μ + X'J/dpt»1 and da(pp - bb + X - μ + Χ')Ιύρ^ is expected at p^ - 150 GeV/c. If 
we assume that the events Р|И ä 150 GeV/c constitute the observable part of the 
muon tt(200 GeV/c2) cross-section we find σ(ρρ -. tt(200 GeV/c2) + X -. μ + X'Jobs 
=4.3 . 10-3 nb. 
If we take a pessimistic estimate of the luminosity of the LHC machine, L= 
1033 cm·2 s·1 , we estimate an integrated luminosity of 107 nb"1 per year (the 
machine running in the collider mode 50% of the time). Combining this with the 
calculated observable cross-section we expect a yield of 4.3 . 104 muon events 
from a 200 Gev/c2 top quark with a muon pt > 150 Gev/c. So we may expect that a 
simple tool like the inclusive muon p, spectrum will be sufficient to find a heavy 
top quark. 
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Now let us investigate whether the same arguments hold for even heavier 
objects, like a 500 Gev/c2 low quark. The low quark decays to a top quark for 
which we have supposed, that the top quark has a mass close to its lower limit (mt 
< mw), i.e. mt = 40 GeV/c2. We compare the muon pt spectrum from a low quark , pp 
- IT + X - μ + X', to the sum of the inclusive muon pt spectra from pp -> (cc, b6, 
ti(40 Gev/c2) + X -. μ + X'. This comparison is shown in figure 3. Here we see that 
for the low quark of 500 Gev/c2 the situation is far more difficult than for a 200 
Gev/c2 top quark. For the low quark the cross-over of signal and background does 
not occur until pt" > 400 Gev/c. If we again assume that the events yielding muons 
ρ,ιι > 400 Gev/c constitute the observable part of the cross-section, we find σ(ρβ 
-. іГ(500 GeV/c2) + Χ - μ + X'lobs = 1.5 . 10 -5 nb. 
So for a low quark of 500 GeV/c2 the observable cross-section is about three 
orders of magnitude smaller than for a top quark of 200 Gev/c2. Even with the.high 
integrated luminosity estimated for LHC the observable cross-section for muons 
coming from a low quark is only 150 events per year. This is not a large number in 
the multitude of events at LHC. It will require careful triggering. And the analysis 
will very likely involve more intricate tools than the inclusive muon pi spectrum 
only. For example, one can make use of the fact that the W's emitted in the decay 
are on shell. So the IÍ signature will in general be a muon and a neutrino, which are 
nicely isolated from the parent jet and a sizable jet of a hundred or more GeV on 
one side and a hard multi-jet system on the other side. Notice, however, that the 
isolation of the muon and neutrino may be obscured due to the high jet activity in 
the event. 
Conclus ions 
From this analysis we conclude that there is a good chance that a top quark of 
200 Gev/c2 and a low quark of 500 Gev/c 2 can be found by looking at the inclusive 
muon pt spectrum at Vs - 10 TeV. A 200 Gev/c2 top quark yields such a high event 
rate that it should be experimentally observable in the inclusive muon pt spectrum. 
However for a 500 Gev/c2 low quark the observable cross-section is substantially 
lower. In this case one can profit from the typical event topology. 
Muon physics is expected to become a very important tool to find new physics 
at future colliders. Experimentally we are greatly helped by the fact that probably 
а др/р - 0.1 1 1 ) is leasable even up to very high Ptol the muon. Moreover muons 
coming from heavy objects like a 200 GeV/c2 top quark and a 500 GeV/c2 low 
quark are .produced at small pseudo-rapidities, which will simplify the trigger on 
these muons. Muon physics offers many other possibilities for the search of new 
quarks besides the inclusive muon pt spectrum. We would like to stress the 
importance of multimuon events as tools to find new quarks, important 
distributions are e.g.: dimuon pt, ρΐιί(μ-μ), invariant dimuon mass, multi-muon pt 
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spectra, pt relative of the muon to the jet. Should the inclusive muon p t spectrum 
proof not to be sufficient for very heavy objects one can resort to one of the other 
spectra. A more detailed study of the potential of the various muon spectra to find 
new quarks will be presented in a forthcoming paper12). 
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Table l a Inclusive cross-sections in the QCD 2 -» 2 hard scattering processes pp -» QÔ Χ -» μ 
Χ', QQ = ce. bb, tï (40 GeV/c2), tt (200 GeV/c2) at v^ s = 10 TeV We limit the pseudo-rapidity to 
|ηπ| < 5 o, we make a Ptcut on the gluon at 50 GeV/c and we require the event to have at least one 
parton with Et > 50 GeV The events were generated lor -/s > 200 GeV 
OQ Ομ Ομ Ομ 
№>25 р ^ > 5 0 pp > 100 
ρρ->(Χ + Χ - · μ + Χ' 43 20nb 0 4040 nb 0 0749 nb 0 0010 nb 
pp -. Ьб + X -. μ + Χ- 40 45 nb 1 29Θ0 nb 0 2286 nb 0 0092 nb 
pp -> tt(40 GeV/c2) + X -» μ + Χ' 31 61 nb 1 6630 nb 0 4672 nb 0 0246 nb 
pp -. tt(200 GeV/c2) + X -. μ + X' 0 503 nb 0 0735 nb 0 0356 nb 0 0095 nb 
pp - lï(500 GeV/c2) + X -. μ + X' 5 040 pb 1 2960 pb 0 7956 pb 0 3939 pb 
Table 1Ь Inclusive cross sections in the QCD 2 -» 3 hard scattering processes pp -• Οδ Χ -» μ Χ', 
QQ = ce. bb. ñ (40 GeV/c2), tt (200 GeV/c2) at V's » 10 TeV We limit the pseudo-rapidity to |ημ| 
< 5 0, we make a p,01" on the gluon at 50 GeV/c and we require the event to have at least one 
parton with E, > 50 GeV The events were generated (or -/a > 200 GeV 
OQ 
PtK>25. p ^ > 50 pp > 100 
pp-» CC + X-» μ + Χ' 7363 nb 01457 nb 00156 nb 0 0048 nb 
pp -» ЬБ + X -» μ + X' 254 8 nb 2 4650 nb 0 5873 nb 0 0334 nb 
pp -» tt(40 GeV/c2) + X -• μ + Χ' 67 30 nb 1 9270 nb 0 6987 nb 0 0338 nb 
pp - «(200 GeV/c2) + X -> μ + Χ' 0 240 nb 0 0354 nb 0 0178 nb 0 0053 nb 
pp - 11(500 GeV/C2) + X -. μ + X' 2 175 pb 0 6563 pb 0 3948 pb 0 2006 pb 
Table 1c The ratios o( the 2-> 3/2-» 2 cross-section for the respective processes 
OQ 
ρ,μ>25 ρ,μ > so р ^ > 100 
pp-» CC + X-. μ + Χ' 17 0 0 36 0 21 4 80 
pp -» Ьб + Χ -» μ + Χ' 6 30 190 2 57 3 63 
pp -. tt(40 GeV/c2) + Χ -» μ + Χ 2 13 116 150 137 
pp -. tt(200 GeV/c2) + Χ -» μ + Χ' 0 48 0 48 0 50 0 56 
pp -» lì(500 GeV/c2) + Χ -. μ + Χ' 0 43 0 51 0 50 0 51 
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(mt - 200 GeV/c2)) + X -, μ + X'. We show in this figure the 2 -, 2 
processes only. 
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Fig.2 The same distributions as in ligure 1 now shown for the sum of 2 -. 2 
and 2 - 3 processes. 
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Fig.3 Inclusive differential pt" distribution are shown for the sum of all 
QCD 'heavy' flavour production processes that are background to the 
low quark: pp -. (cc, bB, tt (mt - 40 GeV/c2)) + X -» μ + Χ'. We show 
the 2 -» 2, the 2 -> 3 processes and the sum of 2 - 2 and 2 -. 3. 
We also show the inclusive differential Pt» distribution from a low 
quark: pp -. 11 + X - μ + X'. The figure shows the 2 -. 2, 2 •* 3 and the 
sum of 2 -. 2 and 2 - 3 production processes. 
Chapter 11 
Conclusions 
В"-В" mixing in the UAl dimuon data has been studied (see chapter 6). EUROJET 
calculates the ratio of like-sign to unlike-sign dimuons R(±±,+-) to be 0.20 in the 
non-mixing case. Error analysis shows that it will be difficult to obtain a value for 
R(±±,+-) that exceeds 0.29. In case of full B'-B" mixing EUROJET predicts the 
ratio of like-sign to unlike sign dimuons to be 0.38, which is in good agreement with 
the UAl measurement, R(±±,+-) = 0.42. Thus a satisfactory theoretical description 
of R(±±,+-) can be given when B'-B" mixing is included in the calculation. 
As no theoretical model for the underlying event activity in pp collisions exists, 
EUROJET describes the underlying event by means of a superposition of beam jets 
and a phenomenological model derived from the W* —• e* v
e
 data (UAl). The 
underlying event activity in the Monte Carlo has been tuned to the UAl muon tight 
selection data by adjusting the average particle multiplicity in the phenomenological 
model. 
The independent jet fragmentation model correctly reproduces the observed jet 
profiles. The soft particle production, that is known to be underestimated by this 
fragmentation model, cannot be observed due to the presence of the underlying event. 
The studies at Monte Carlo level (see chapter 8) show that apart from the 
A^(muonjet-jetl) the angular distributions in the exclusive muon + two jet selec­
tion provide a good check on the correctness of the matrix elements. Considering 
that the electromagnetic calorimeter cells cover 180° in φ, the A0(muonjet-jetl) dis­
tribution probably needs detector smearing. Problems with the A^(muonjet-jetl) 
distribution can be avoided by including Αη distributions in future studies. 
The correctness of the i-dependence incorporated in the matrix elements can be 
tested by looking at the pj. spectrum and the Εχ distributions of the jets. 
The | cos 0*
et2 | distribution can be used as a check whether the amount of initial 
state gluon bremsstrahlung is correctly contained in the Ο (a') matrix element. 
In chapter 9 the the angular distributions have been studied in EUROJET events 
that have been taken through the complete simulation of the UAl detector and 
through the event reconstruction. The exclusive muon + two jet selection shows 
that within the statistics the Αφ and AR separation between the muon and the jets 
are correctly described by the matrix elements. Note, that as both O(a^) and Ο (α J) 
heavy flavour production processes contribute to this selection, the Ο (a J) matrix el­
ement cannot be studied separately. The EUROJET predictions for the pr and Er 
distributions of the muon and the jets describe the UAl data spectra well. There-
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fore, one can also conclude that the matrix elements contain the proper «-dependence. 
Finally, the | cos ?
м
 \ distribution displays that the amount of initial state gluon 
bremsstrahlung is correctly incorporated in the Ο (a J) matrix element. 
Due to a technical problem in the alternative weight inversion procedure used 
for the cc Ο (a J) production processes, conclusions concerning the matrix elements 
cannot be drawn from the inclusive muon + one jet selection. In future studies one 
should either look for a more reliable alternative method to determine the maximum 
weight or one should use the standard weight inversion procedure. 
Since EUROJET gives a good description of the UA1 data at у/в = 630 GeV, 
it can also be used for extrapolations to higher energies. The study presented in 
chapter 10 shows that also at the Large Hadron Collider (pp collisions at л/s = 10 
TeV) the muon provides a good means to search for a top or a new, fourth generation, 
b' quark. If one can measure the muon ρχ accurately up to high pj, a heavy top or 
b' quark can be found at LHC. A study including more detailed distributions at л/і 
= 2 TeV (Fermilab), y/i = 16 TeV (LHC) and >/* = 40 TeV (SSC) will be presented 
soon. 
Appendix A 
Definition of the Coordinate 
System and of Important 
Quantities 
For the description of the UAl detector the following coordinates are used: 
• + x-axis lies along the direction of motion of the antiprotons (transverse to the 
magnetic field) 
• + y-axis is the upward vertical direction (transverse to the magnetic field) 
• + z-axis points outward from the centre of the SpßS ring (along the magnetic 
field) 
• φ is the azimuthal angle as measured from the +z-axis (0° < φ < 360°) 
• θ is the polar angle as measured from the +x-axis (0° < 9 < ISO0) 
Two important definitions are: 
• η is the pseudorapidity defined in the following way: η = -ln(tan|) 
• PT is the transverse momentum: ρχ = v'(Pu+ Ρ») = P-sini. 
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Appendix В 
Efficiency of the Second Level 
Trigger using M u t i m e 
Ingrid ten Have 
B.l Introduction 
During the 1985 data taking the track reconstruction for the second level muon trigger 
in the emulators has been done by the program 'Mutime'. Mutime offers the possibil­
ity to make a quality cut that corresponds to a cut on the transverse momentum of 
the muon. The quality factor is based on how well a track points back to the centre 
of the detector, i.e. to the nominal interaction point. The track quality is calculated 
by comparing the actual displacements with the allowed maximum displacements in 
both projections and has been defined in the following way: 
_ 8 * calc.disp.. 8 * calc.disp. 
Q =
 max.disp. І Р ^ « " ° П 1 + max.disp. lproJ«tionî ^ B · ^ 
The allowed maximum displacements have been calculated by an offline program, 
which follows Monte Carlo generated muons of a fixed pr through the detector. It 
calculates the allowed maximum displacements taking into account the contributions 
of the bunch size, the magnet bending, the multiple scattering and the resolution in 
the muon chambers. As the conditions encountered along different tracks are not the 
same, the maximum allowed displacements vary for different locations in the muon 
chambers. The maximum allowed displacements have been calculated for a grid of 
points covering each muon chamber and have been put into a look-up table. Values 
for intermediate points are found by interpolation. The results presented in this paper 
have all been calculated using look-up tables generated with 4.5 GeV/c muons. 
Using the above defined track quality two kinds of cones have been defined: narrow 
cones, which demand a quality < 8 and wide cones, which are satisfied by any track 
with a quality < 16 defined by Mutime. The different cones are used to obtain 
different efficiencies for the inclusive muons and dimuon events. 
The efficiency of Mutime has been tested using the following files with validated 
events: 
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Figure B.l: CD-track in the "W-event 
• VZ.SJW.MSS.WMUON84 with W-events, 
• VZ.SJW.MSS.Z0MUON84 with Z0-events 
• tape 160820 with dimuons. 
Apart from good efficiency the program is also required to have a good reduction 
of trigger rates. To measure the reduction 100 events with a hardware muon flag 
have been selected. To get a realistic sample the 100 events have been taken from 4 
different tapes; 25 events have been selected from each of the following tapes: ZL0538, 
ZL0539, ZL0548, ZL0549. These tapes have been taken from the beginning and the 
end of the same shot. Obviously the Mutime selection was not used while the data 
was recorded. Reduction can, however, vary quite a bit from shot to shot. 
B.2 Inclusive Muons 
For inclusive muons a track within a narrow cone is required. We find that the 
reduction set of 100 muon events is reduced to 33 events. So 1/3 of the events with 
a hardware muon flag are accepted. 
The efficiency for high ρτ inclusive muons has been calculated using the validated 
W- and Z-events. Out of 41 events only one muon in a W-event cannot be recon­
structed within narrow cones. The muon track of the W-event (run 10648 event 291) 
has been matched with a very poor, interrupted CD-track (see fig. B.l). The χ
ζν 
and χ£ of the CD track are 12.6 and 23.0 respectively. The second level muon trigger 
finds that the muon track does not point very well. The information from these two 
independent sources, Mutime and the track χ2 's, casts serious doubt on the 'W-ness' 
of this event. In any case one does not expect a 100 % efficiency of Mutime even at 
high ρτ· In the region of a chamber with a large number of hits some tracks will lost. 
To study the efficiency for inclusive muons below 10 GeV/c the dimuon file has been 
used requiring reconstruction within narrow cones. The result is shown in figure B.2. 
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Figure B.2: The efficiency for inclusive muons as a function of pÇ. 
B.3 Dimuons 
The dimuon event rate is approximately a factor ten lower than the inclusive muon 
event rate. Therefore, it is possible to trigger on dimuons down to a lower p£ for the 
two muons than is used in the inclusive muon case. Consequently, the requirements 
for dimuons are much looser than those for single muons: both muons have to be 
found within wide cones. With this cut 4 out of the 100 events in the reduction 
sample get the software dimuon flag. So 4 ± 2% of the events entering the second 
level muon trigger program will be written to special tape1. However, many of these 
events would go to special tape anyway, as they have the hardware trigger dimuon 
bit set. The efficiency for wide cones is shown in figure B.3. 
Out of 212 dimuon events: 
1) Three get no muon flag and no dimuon flag. 
2) Five events get a muon flag but no dimuon flag. 
3) Six events get no muon flag but do get the dimuon flag. 
The other 198 events get both the muon flag and the dimuon flag. 
Events like the ones in group 3 are bound to occur as the quality requirements 
for dimuons are much milder than those for inclusive muons. 
The events in group 2 will be accepted, because one of the muon tracks has been 
reconstructed within narrow cones. The other one has a very poor quality. These 
events can be recovered by offline selection from the normal tape. 
The three events in group 1 are the most worrying, since they neither get a muon 
flag nor a dimuon flag. The loss at the measured pr's is consistent with the measured 
efficiency for wide cones (see figure B.3). However, some of these events (one in this 
study) will be recuperated by the hardware dimuon trigger. 
1
 In parallel to the regular data storage on tape events that are particularly interesting are selected 
and are stored on a so-called special tape. These dimuon events may e.g. be Z° candidates. The 
events on special tape are studied on a graphics display within 24 hours after the registration 
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Figure B.3: The efficiency for dimuone (using wide cones) as a function of pÇ, 
Close examination of the six muon tracks in these three events shows that for four 
muons only a track of very poor quality can be constructed in the muon chambers, 
whereas for the other two muons the program failed to construct any track within the 
limits. The two muons for which no tracks have been constructed, can be recovered 
by making the requirements concerning the straightness and the pointing of the track 
even softer. This, however, has unacceptable consequences for the reduction. To 
obtain acceptance of all dimuons on the tape the wide cones have been made even 
wider. The result of these two changes will be that 7% instead of 4% of all events 
with a hardware muon flag will be written to special tape. This increase in rate seems 
unacceptable. 
B.4 Spin-off 
The offline program used to produce the look-up table with the allowed maximum 
displacements has also been used to generate cut-off values for the first level trigger. 
An interface has been written to transform these cuts into an optimized set of matrices 
for the muon trigger hardware. The maximum allowed displacement along a tube 
gives the distance (number of tubes) over which should be looked for correlated hits. 
Especially at lower ρτ a good efficiency of the first level trigger can require very wide 
cones. 
The program has been used to calculate displacements for muons with a pr of 2.8 
GeV/c. In figures B.4 and B.5 examples of these displacements as a function of the 
coordinate perpendicular to tubes are shown for the top chambers and the chambers 
on the ECX-side. For comparison the corresponding maximum allowed displacements 
for 4.5 GeV/c also have been plotted. 
The figures show that the maximum allowed displacements at 2.8 GeV/c are non-
constant across a module and can reach particularly high values (see ECX-side, fig. 
B.5). At 4.5 GeV/c the values for the maximum allowed displacement are smaller, 
but show a similar behaviour to those at 2.8 GeV/c. 
The displacements become large towards the edges of the detector. The reason for 
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Figure В.4: The maximum allowed dis­
placements as a function of the coordi­
nate perpendicular to the tube. Top 
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Figure B.5: The maximum allowed dis­
placements as a function of the coordi­
nate perpendicular to the tube. Cham­
bers ECX-side 
this is that, as more matter is encountered, the contribution from multiple scattering 
increases. The large variations in these curves initially came as a surprise to us, 
but are now fully understood as a consequence of the complicated geometry of the 
detector. 
Appendix С 
Weight Inversion 
Ал event has a certain probability to occur. This probability is based on the 
structure functions, on the phase space limitation on the production of heavy quarks 
and on the matrix element. In the Monte Carlo event generation the probability of 
the event can be taken into account in two ways. The probability can be given to 
the event as a weight. Also, by applying the so-called weight inversion procedure, the 
events can be generated in accordance with their probability. 
An example of a weight distribution is given in figure C.l. It is based on a large 
sample of events for the subprocess pp —• bb Χ ( 0 ( a * ) ) , at a centre-of-mass energy 
of 100-630 GeV. If the Monte Carlo is run with weight inversion, first a maximum 
weight is determined. One thousand events are generated up to parton level. The 
maximum weight is fixed to the average of the two highest weights that occurred in 
this sample. 
Subsequently weighted events are generated and transformed into equal weight 
events by the weight inversion. Weight inversion then makes a decision to accept or 
reject the event on the basis of: 
weight > x.weight,™,, (C.l) 
where χ is a random number between 0 and 1. A high weight event will be more easily 
accepted than a low weight event. Thus the situation is inversed. Events with a high 
weight, which constitute a large part of the cross-section will now occur at a high 
rate. Events with a low weight contributing little to the cross-section will be selected 
at a low rate. Note that events with a weight larger than the maximum weight are 
always accepted. 
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Figure C.I: A typical weight distribution 
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Samenvatting 
De inleiding bestaat uit een overzicht van door UA1 gedane studies betreifende QCD 
heavy flavour productie in de verschillende lepton data samples. Gepresenteerd wor-
den de cross-sectie voor QCD bottom productie (tot de orde O(Q^)) en de limiet op 
de top massa. 
Dit proefschrift omvat de door mij gedane heavy flavour studies met de EURO-
JET Monte Carlo. Aandacht is besteed aan de correcte instelling van fragmentatie 
parameters en branching ratio's. In dit stadium is een vergelijking gemaakt met de 
UA1 muon en dimuon data selecties. Hetgeen uitmondde in een studie van Bo-B0 
mixing in the UA1 dimuon data. 
Het underlying event is de extra deeltjes activiteit afkomstig van de partonen, 
die niet deelgenomen hebben aan de harde verstrooiing. De parameters in dit under-
lying event zijn ingesteld om een goede beschrijving te geven van de waargenomen 
underlying event activiteit in de UA1 heavy flavour data. 
De event topologie van de O(aJ) en O(aJ) QCD heavy flavour productie processen 
wordt vergeleken met de waargenomen topologie in de muon + één of meer jet data 
selecties. De gevoeligheid van de distributies voor de correctheid van het matrix 
element wordt getoetst door vervanging van het matrix element door fase-ruimte. 
In het laatste hoodstuk presenteer ik een extrapolatie met EURO JET naar energieën 
in het TeV regime. De mogelijkheid wordt onderzocht om in het één muon pr spec-
trum de aanwezigheid van een top quark of van een vierde genaratie down-acht ig, b' 
quark waar te nemen. 
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 and the UA1 muon pr spectra was made. This cumulated in a study of B 0 -B 0 
mixing in the dimuon UA1 data. She tuned the parametrization for the EUROJET 
underlying event to the UA1 heavy flavour data. In her thesis she compares of the 
event topology for O ( a ' ) QCD heavy flavour production processes as predicted by 
EUROJET to that observed in the UA1 heavy flavour data. A third subject she 
studied is the searches for new heavy flavour quarks in the muon channel at present 
and future hadron colliders (Tevatron, LHC and SSC) 3 . 
In June 1988 she gave a talk on 'Heavy Flavour Production; Results from UA1, 
pp at v^s = 630 GeV' at the 5th INFN ELOISATRON Project Workshop on : 'Heavy 
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'comparable to O-levels 
'comparable to A-levels 
'The studie* in the (multi-) muon channel at Tevatron, LHC and SSC will be published after she 
has defended her thesis. 
Stellingen 
• Recente milieuproblemen hebben aangetoond dat, als eenmaal een bepaald 
niveau van vervuiling bereikt is, een verdere toename van de vervuiling on-
verwacht grote gevolgen voor het milieu kan hebben. Aangezien van buiten 
de wetenschap gevraagd wordt naar de maatschappelijke relevantie van onder-
zoek, zou vanuit de wetenschap gevraagd moeten worden naar omzetting van 
bovengenoemde onderzoeksresultaten in beleidsmaatregelen. 
"Catastrofes", VPRO televisie, 20 november 1988. 
• Aangezien ernstige fouten in computerprogrammatuur pas in de excecutie stap 
blijken, zou de efficiëntie van een verdedigingsschild, zoals voorgesteld in het 
Strategie Defense Initiative, slechts bepaald kunnen worden in een in situ test. 
• De definitie van Confidence Level, gegeven voor een dubbelzijdige afsnijding op 
een gaussiche verdeling, kan niet zonder meer gebruikt worden voor een enkel-
zijdige afsnijding. Voor een enkelzijdig afsnijding vervalt de factor twee in de 
gegeven formule. Om verwarring op dit punt te voorkomen zou het beter zijn 
het aantal standaard deviaties te vermelden in plaats van het Confidence Level. 
M. Aguilar-Benitez, "Review of Partiele Properties", Phys. Lett. 170B (1986) 
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• Een Monte Carlo is niet meer dan een modelmatige benadering van de werke-
lijkheid. Het is daarom onjuist om te spreken van een meting gedaan met de 
Monte Carlo. 
• Het doorlopen van een studie kan vanuit zowel maatschappelijk als wetenschap-
pelijk standpunt slechts als positief worden beschouwd. De geestelijke ontwikke-
ling van de betreffende persoon en de potentie tot nieuwe ontwikkelingen, c.q. 
nieuwe ontdekkingen die voortkomen uit de opgedane kennis, weegt in ruime 
mate op tegen een eventueel ontstane studieschuld. Het is daarom uitermate 
kortzichtig, bij bepaling van het nut van een studie, slechts de studieschuld te 
beschouwen en in het geval de betreffende persoon een vrouw is te spreken van 
een negatieve bruidsschat. 
Interview met CDA-kamerlid Lansink, Volkskrant 23-6-1988 
• De Qz-transfer door de intermediaire toestand is een maat voor de fractie van de 
totaal beschikbare botsingsenergie, die opgenomen is door de harde verstrooi-
ing. Indien wordt waargenomen, dat de underlying event activiteit toeneemt 
met stijgende Q2, dan duidt dit op zachte gluon bremsstrahlung van de harde 
verstrooiing, die ten onrechte bij het underlying event wordt gerekend. 
• Mensen, die naast een gefocusseerde intellectuele ontwikkeling ook een ruime, 
algemeen humane ontwikkeling doorgemaakt hebben, bezitten een zekere meer-
waarde voor een bedrijf of enig ander samenwerkingsverband. Vrouwen hebben 
op het punt van humane ontwikkeling een voorsprong op mannen voortkomend 
uit de verschillende socialisatiepatronen, die bestaan voor mannen en vrouwen. 
